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ABSTRACT 

He loM me to 'go h o w .  And smebod)t c a m  and saw me 
and took me in to show me a Rlm of what hem attacks wen, 
and how to look d k r  purse# snd (pause) had a sbess 
codbmnce with two otherpeople that had been in. Tha was 
line. 1 wanted to get home. It wasn't until l got home Bat the 
whole hwnongous thing hip me! (long pause) What do I do? 
HOW do I cop? How much can I do? When, can I go? Who 
C M  I tVm do? F ida )  

Cardiovascular heart disease is a major cawre of illness and disability for 

women with adverse effects on their quality of lives. Many women experience 

complicated and complex recoveries in their homes yet indepth understanding, 

from We vantage point of women, has not been pursued. This study, participated 

in by six women and informed by a herrneneutic feminist approach, generatedm 

understanding of women's experiences of in-home recovery following a 

myocardial infarction andlor coronary artery bypass graft surgery. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Comlng to the question 

In this chapter the study is introduced and the organization of the complete 

written thesis is previewed. In the main body of this chapter the study's purpose, 

the research question, a litefature review and the study's significance are 

addressed. A review of the literature, titled Coming to the questionm, generates 

an understanding of the cunent cardiovascular research findings which have 

informed the design of this study. A summsry of this chapter is followed by a 
preview to guide the reader through the subsequent chapters. 

Pumose 

In this study a generation of new understandings of women's experiences 

of inhome recovery following a myocardial infarction (MI) and/or coronary artery 

bypass graft surgery (CABGS) were proposed. Most women so affected have 

experiences with recovery in their homes; 'in-home' being defined as experiences 

of recovery wherein women have elected not to attend andlor discontinued 

attending an inst*tutionalized cardiac rehabilitation program. Experience, in this 

study, is an expression of how women describe living their everyday lives of 

recovery* Experience is understood as an interactive and non-static state from 

which meanings are generated. 

In this study women's lived experi*ences were explored through interpreting 

their stories of inhome recovery following their MI and/or CABGS. The intent was 
to rdect, interpret and generate new meanings through an interplay between 

women's text and related liierahrre guided by a hememutic and a feminist 
approach. A secondary goal was to use this undercitending to contribute to the 
growing need for health care practitioners to hear and understand the context of 

women's experience within what has inaccurately been perceived to be a 

predominantly male experience. 



Research auestian 

The research question was designed to guide this research effort to help 

generate understanding about the phenomenon Guiding this research was the 

question: What are women's lived experiences of in-home recovewy following a 
MI and/or CABGS?'. The above stated question was designed to be open and 

responsive to changes implicit in the muItivocal, ambiguous and complex web of 

everyday life. It is critical that the interpretive research question opens up and 
remains open to new possibilities (Gadamer, 1989). This perspective has helped 

me, the researcher, to recognize that things may be interpreted differently and to 

live in a place were new possibilities for understanding can occur. 

Cornina to the auestion 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is both a public health and a women's health 

issue. It is a major cause of illness and disability for women, with an adverse 

effect on their quality of life as well as a substantial burden on medical facilities 

and resources (Higgins & Thorn, 1992; Wigle, Mao, Wong & Lane, 1986). CVD 

currently accounts for 41% of female deaths and 3716 of male deaths in Canada 

(Statistics Canada, 1992). In Alberta, these rates are 39% and 3696 resp8C1)*vely 

(Alberta V i  StatisticsI 1992). Wrth earlier hospital discharges and our health 

care system's shift towards community based care more women will recovw in 
the tommunity following a cardiac went. Umited understanding of the 

complexities of women's lived experience of in-home rec~very following cardiac 

events raises concern about ow abi l i  to adequately provide for the needs of 

these women in their homes. 
Women r-ng hom cardiac events ORen eqmfienca more complicated 

r8com*es than do men. Medical research findings indicate that women, as 
compared to men, are consistentfy ten years older at the initla manifestations of 

coronary artery disease and twenty years older at the occumce of a myocardial 

infardon (Lemer & Kannel, 1986). present with more complex rkk profiles such 

as hypertension, diabetes and obesity (Haskell, 1993). often experience poorer 
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medical prognosis following a MI or CAWS (Hawfhome, 1993; Mansen, 
Nargundkar, Nair, Neutd & Mdgosz, 1990; King & J e m ,  1995; Parchert & 

Creeason, 1989; Penckofer & Holm, 1990) end have higher mortelity rates (King 

& Jensen, 1995). As the world population ages, and more wornen are living 

longer, the propwon of coronary wents among women will likely continue to 

increase (Wmger, 1 993). 

The prevalence of gender bias is evident in cardiovascular cam research 
and practice. Women's experiences with CVD have been largely excluded. 

Despite the magnitude of the problem and the adverse effects on women's 

individual lives our nation's public understanding of the complexities of women's 
cardiac health is lacking as CVD is generally perceived as a disease affecting 

primarily men in their middle years (Hawthorne, 1993; Johansen, et el., 1990; 

Johnson 8 Morse, 1990; Penckofer & Holm, 1 990). Androcentric bias can enter 

research at any stage (Harding, 1991) and its prevalence renders women's 

perceptions invisible (DeMarco, Campbell 8 West, 1993). Consequently, women's 

experiences with heart disease often are dismissed as not serious or treated 

inappropriately by health care professionals (Maratz Henig, 1993). The gender 

bias in cardiac care largely results from past research conducted and controlled 

predominantly by men with a tendency to exclude females from studies (Conn, 

Taylor & Abele, 1991; Hamilton & Seidman, 1993; Parchert & Creeson, 1989; 

Young & Kahana, 1993). Past research tends to exdude elderly persons which 

further contributes to the lack d data about CVD in women (Wenger, 1993). 

Feminists have consistently proposed that findings based on tradiional patriarchal 

research methods are not representative of women's expetdenceo as such 

methods privilege a whiie male middle dass perspective (Millman & Kuther, 

1 987). 

Gender bias is evident in practice 01 the large numbers of women who 

experience cardiac 8V8ntS1 many are not referred, elect not to attend, or 

discontinue with a formal cardiac rehabilitation program at a significantly higher 

rate than do men (Haskdl, 1993; King & Jensen, 1995; Low, I-). Despite data 



suggesting that men and women derive similar bendits from cardiac rehabilitation 

and secondary prevention programs (Haskell, 1093) f8w wmm attend such 
programs. H may be that existing programs mom adequately address male 
perspectives (Johnson 8 Morse, 1990; Low, 1993). Therefore formal programs 

cannot be viewed as the panacea for managing the needs of women recovering 
from cardiac events in their homes. The health care system's shift towards 

community based care and shoctened hospital stays, the high proportion of 

women without partners to care for them (King (L GoRner, 1995), and an 
increased number of women recovering in their homes without the support of a 
cardiac rehabilitation program suggests an urgent need to explore cardiac care 

options in the community. Urgently, women's experiences with formal cardiac 
rehabilitatreon programs, secondary prevention (Haskell, 1 993) and inhome 

recovery need to be studied to collaboratively design more effective health 

promotion and prevention seMces. 

Methodological gaps in research practkes compound the problem of 

gender bias. The dominance of quantitative approaches which privilege the 

researcher's perspective over the participant's are outstanding. Medical-surgical 

outcome research offers some understanding of women's physiological recovery 

processes. For example, A has been documented that more women than men 
experience less favourable outcomes from coronary attsry bypass graft surgery 

such as mediastjnal incisional discomfort (Hawthorne, 1991), less symptomatic 

improvement such as with angina (Johansen et al., 1990; Parchert b Cnsum, 
1989; Penckofer & Holm, 1990), and less successM graft pabency, possibly 

accounting for greater peri- and post-opwative complications (Pendcofer & Hdm, 

1990). Quantifadive cardiac rehabilitemion program outcome studies provide some 

understanding of what selected facets of recovery may be like for women 
attending rehabilitation programs. They have focused on women's retwn to work 

and acWity (Boogard, 1984; LOW, 1993; Parchert & Creason, 1089; Sharpe, Clark 

& J a m ,  1991), on-attendance at cardiac rehabilitation, exercise adaptation, and 

on related reinfarction rates (Corn, et al., 1991 ; Hamilton & Seidman, 1993; 
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Parchert b Creeson, 1989; Penkder (L Hdm, 1990; Schuster & Waldron, 1991; 

Sharpe et al., 1991 ; Young & Kahana, 1993;). 

Quanfifative research studies and reviews of studies have begun to indude 

women. These examine psychosod4 wellbeing foJldng cardiac events, such 

as body image (Hawthorne, 1 gQO), anxiety and depression (Conn, Taylor & Abde, 

1991 ; Low, 1993; Parchert & Creason, 1989), family systems dismption (Conn, et 

aJ., 1991 ; Sharpe, et el., 1991 ; Vavaro, I=), multiple roles (Penckofer & Hdm, 

1990; Rankin, 1989, Sharpe, et al., 1991 ;), self-8Sfeem (Vavaro, l992), sexuality 

(Low, 1993; Seidf , Bullough, Haughey, Scherer, Rhodes & Brown, 1 991). sick role 

(Low, 1993), and social support (Conn et al., 1991 ; Hawthorne, 1993; Young & 

Kahana, 1993). With the exception of social support, women experience greater 

challenges than men in the psychosocial states researched, which consequently 

influences women's experience of recovery. The design of these studies presents 

a fragmented understanding of women's recovery experiences. Psychosocial and 

physical facton have been explored as objectified concepts, from the vantage 

point of the researcher, using methods that fail to account for gender, context and 

women's perspectives. Understanding the multivocal, relational nature of human 

experience from women's perspectives demands further exploratbn. 

Research practice is changing. A few nurse researchers, using qualitative 

designs, have begun to conduct studies from the participant perspective. These 

studies explore understanding perceived barriers to health behaviow change 

(Biggs & neuv, 1994), wellness motivation uf people in cardiac rehabilitation 

programs (M, 1991), the role of =*al nnetwor(g in risk reduction (Fleuy, 

1993), enabling and disabliq fadm d lifestyle change (Frenn, Borgerrpon, Lee 

8 Simmdl, 1989), women remowing from CAWS (&whome, 1993), the 

process of adjustment Met a myocardial infarction (Johnson & Morse, 1 WO), the 

process women undergoing cardiac surgery (King b Jensen, 1994), and the 

experience of making lifestyle changes to reduce cardiac risk factors among 

women with CVD (Thomas, 1994). These studies add to an understanding of the 
processes d potential aspects of recovery such as wellness motivBb*on, 



lifestyIe/behaviow change and adjustment. The above studies, with the exception 

of Hawthorne (1990) and Thomas (1999), focus on participants attending cardiac 

rehabilitation programsv and with the exception of three studies (Hawthome, 19Q3; 

King & Jensen, 1994; Thomasl 1994) did not centralize women's experience. As 

such, the experiences of women who have elected not to adtend rehabilitative 

programs remain largely unknown. Interpretive studies exploring the multivocd 

phenomenon of women's in-hame recovery for the purposes of generating and 

evoking more indepth understanding of *b complexities have not been 

In summary, cardiovascular disease is both a public health and a women's 
health issue (Higgins & Thorn, 1992; Wigle, et al.. 1990). Women are typically 
older when they first experience a MI (Lerner & Kannel, 1986), present with more 
complex risk profiles (Haskell, 1993), and often experience more complicated 

recoveries than do men (Ha~kdl, 1993; Hawthorne, 1991 ; King 8 Jensen, 1995; 

Parchert 8 Cresson, 1989; Penckofer & Holm, 1990). Androcentric bias can enter 
research at any stage, is evident in cardiwascular research and has contributed 
to the silencing and mistreatment of women's experiences with heart disease 
(DeMarco, et al., 1993; Hawthorne, 1993; Maratz Henig, 1993; Millman 8 Kuther, 
1987; Wenger, 1993). Gender bias in the trea!mmt of women who have 
experienced cardiac events, is evident in research which suggests that of the 
women who do experience cardiac euentsl many are not refend, elect not to 

attend, or discontinue formal cardiac programs (Haskdl, 1993; King & Jensen, 
1995; Low, 1993). As a result many women experience potentially complicated 
recoveries in their homes without the support of a formal cardiac rehabilitartion 
program, yet their e~cpsri'enceo have not been studied. Overall, extant research 
focuses predominantly on males fiom the researchers perspective, is framed in 
quantitative, medical, and outcome dented desigm and fails to account for 

gender and context. Typically, p ~ d p a n t  samples am drawn from acute cardiac 
r8covwy or formal cardiac rehabilitation program settings and largely male 
samples. Q u a l ~ e ,  interpretive research, seeking hdepth understending from 



the vantage pdnt of women who we recovwing in their homes, without the 
support of a formalized cardiac rehabiIitam'm program, has not been pursued. 

SianiFcmcq 
This study is significant for women, their supportive networks, nursing, and 

community health care practitioners from multiple interconnected perrp~*ves .  
It strives to contextualize, reconnect and deepen our cunently fragmented 
understanding of the phenomenon of women's inhome recovery in an open and 
generative way. Extending from a pilot study (Valge, 1995), which genefated 
preliminary understanding of women's recovery experience as multifaceted, 
interconnected, and alarmingly unheard and misundBCSfood by health cam 
professionals, this study aimed to give voice to and centralize women's 
perspectives. The method used addressed gender bias operating in research and 
practice involving women with heart disease, and as such may provide a 
significant contribution to nursing as the assumptions and knowledge-base that 
guide nursing practice with such women may be based upon incomplete or even 
inaccurate information (Hawthorne. 1 993). Women's health care is challenged not 
only by unequal access to sewices but also to the female experience and the 
meanings that establish women at the centre of their own health (Gadow, 1993). 

This research helps to bridge agap between research and nursing practice 
where there is limited diwit-centred research to suppoct current practice 

directions as the health care system s h i i  towards community based, dient- 

centred care. The method of inquiry is significant as it is congruent with nursing's 

focus on dient-cmtfed cars with participants being trusted to be experts 

articulating their awn experiences. These women's inhome recovery experiences 
have been treated as unique and central. Nurses are engaged with people's 

health experiences. Health care program in the community need to be based 

on research that illuminates the interconnected lobes of the people for whom care 
is designed. Nursing research must generate understanding of the lives of the 
people we care for and allow indMduals to speak more hrlly and contexhiaJly of 

history and of meaning. Interconnecbgons am severed in quantitative research 
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which strive for pure unbiased and objective data. In contrast, qualitative 

interpretive research aims to explore and generate understanding of the lived 

experience without severing its natural connections. Women's lived expmoence 

of in-home recovery, as a complex web of interconnedons and ambiguities, 

remains underexplored. There is a need for qualiively designed, interpretive 

nursing research to generate indepth understanding of women's experiences with 

in-home recovery following a MI andlor CA6GS 

I anticipate that the findings will create room for nurses to see the 

previously unseen and hear the unspoken. They may evoke in the reader a new 
understanding of the self and the life these women are living (Jardine, 1992). The 

study findings offer women, their supportive networks and health care 
professionals an awareness and a place from which to generate further dialogue 

and understanding of this phenomenon. 

Summary and oraanization of the thesis 

In this chapter the study purpose and the research question have been 

introduced. A thorough literature review was presented to illustrate current 

research findings which inform an understanding of women's recovery following 

a MI andlor CABGS. This literature rWew informed the generation and design 

of this study's research question, that is %that are women's lived expm*ences of 
in-home recovery following a MI andfor CABOS?'. The shrdy's significance far 

women, their supportive neMmks, nursing and community health crve 
practitioners was presented for consideradion. 

In the following chapters several aspects of this study will be discussed: 

a) a hermeneutic feminist approach used to guide my study d the phenornm, 
b) perspectives which have infonnd my hterpretations, c) a recontextualizatim 

of the text genefated through a process of narration, and d) a re-visioning d the 

text and implications for nursing and health cam policy. 

In chapter hno the research approach for generating text is discussed and 
includes: a) a human science perspeclive as it relates to henneneutic and feminist 
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thinking, b) the philosophical foundations of a hmensutic and a feminist 

research approach, c) the process of inquiry as a nursing research approach, d) 

an d i m  of the process of inquiry, and a) a process of narration. In chapter 

three various perspectives that ham informed my interpretations of the text are 

presented in efforts to contextudize the jouney fot the readme In chapter four the 

themes, metathernes and an overarching metaphor, generated through my 

interpretation of multiple layers of text, are discussed. In chapter five the text, 

generated in chapter four, is re-visioned from a n w  critical direction within a 

broader context of understanding. These understandings are presented in h e  

canted of the implications they may have for health cam providers, spedfically 

for nursing practice, education and research as well as for public education and 

health policy development and reform. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Generating text 

In this chapter my approach to generating text is pmmted as m e  way to 

understand women's experiences with inhome r8covery following a myocardial 

infarctiron (MI) andlor coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABGS). In this 

study, text is und81Stood as the writing generated from women's expressions of 

their life experiences as shared during our conversatiot~~, as well as my retlectiOns 

on these cornrefsations and on related literature. The noth of text being 

generated is understood from a perspective which values life as a cocreabjve and 

an evolving proc~ss. The generation of text is akin to the spinning of threads to 

generate textile. Both text and textile are woven of multiple interconnected 

meanings or threads of meaning. Through the act of rewriting and rereading 

text is generative in that it illuminates relationships whidr come and go and again 

beg rereading for new understandings. The text will age over such readings. It 

will lose and gain in such aging. It will never read the same again' (Jardine, 1994 

p. xxi~). Expressions of life experiences are full of multiple meanings and 

implications which, when rweadlrvritten, are brought back to life creating new 

possibilities for broader understanding. 7Nha is fked in writing has detached 

itself from the contingency of it's origin and it's author and made itself free far 

new relationships (Gadamer, 1989 p.395). 

Philosophicd p81spectives1 which have informed my approach to 

generating text, are presented to provide the reader with context from which to 

understand this interpretive inquiry. The nature of the rdgb'onship which we, that 

is the women participating in this study and I, co-weated during our conversatims 

are described. Ways in which multiple layers of text wecs generated and a 
process of nanatkno are presented. Other aspects integral to the genedon of 

text, specifically the selection of participants, the integrity of the ramarch process, 

and ethical considerations are addressed. 



A q u a t i i ,  interpretive research design, located in the human scimc8s, 

was the approach used to guide this study. Thir approach was informed by 

selected philosophies of hermemutic phe~~nenology and feminism. The focug 

of this approach was to generate understanding of tho phenommm of in-home 
recovery in the context of women's weryday lives and in term of the meanings 

the women bring to it. In qualiihm research the complex intmdatedness d 

~ u ~ T I M  relations are considered essential and are not severed from W e  person as 

they are in the quantitative paradigm. I, the researcher, embrace reality as being 

co-cqnstihrted, change as being unpredictable, relationships as being 

interconnected and knowledge as being personal and subjective rather than 
purely objective. These values support my interest in enlarging and deepening 

the range of the human experience. Given these to be my philosophical 

underpinnings my approach for studying this phenomenon was located in a 

human science paradigm as described by Newman, Sime, & Corcoran-Peny 

(1 991). 

Insights offered by selected hermeneutic philosophers informed my 

approach to this interpretive study. From a henneneutic perspective I have 

sought ontological understanding of women's experi*mces as exemplitied through 

the question M a t  is it to be human?' (Heidegg- 1962). In this study being 

human was charactamzed specifically as being a woman. The generation of 

undentanding, lhmghout this study, has been undemtOOC( to be intimately 

interrelated b an ongoing pmc8ss d interpretation. The intenelated process of 

interprefrdim and understanding occurs in the form d a hmeneutlc circle which 

moves back and forth in an interplay between the parts and the whde of our 
everyday experbnces (Heideggw, 1962). Furlhmolle my approach has been 

i n f m d  by n awareness d how language b a medium for underrEending and 
how open sharing of assumptions can broaden our understending. In this shrdy 
new understanding was generated through my participating in an open, dialectic 

interplay between my own and anoWs existing assumptions and values which 
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have been interpreted in wlhrnl and historical contexts (Gadmew, 1989). My 
approach was also infmed by a practice of distanciation (Ricoeur, 1981). This 

pmctice is understood as an approaa to interpreting which helps mwe the text 

beyond the original audience to allow for multiple readings through which 

new possibilities and broader understandings may be generated. 

Feminist philosophy created anofher layer informing my approach to this 

remarch. From a feminist perspective women have been cansidered to be 

central to the study, as being experts of their erperiencsr, and as women leading 

personal lives which have political implications (Webb, 1984). Feminist thinking 

has informed me on ways to extend research practice which has been shaped 

predominantly by masculine values and which distort women's expm0mces 

(Devault, 1990). 1 believe that the interconnected tensions that influence women's 

everyday experiences in a patriarchal world can be more honestly realized by 

consciously adopting a woman's pecspective. Assuming a female consciousness 

has enabled me to understand women as subjects, rather than objects, of 

knowledge and to generate new persp8Chtves for understanding women's 

experiences with in-home recovery. Hermeneutics is similarly interested with 

renewal and generative transfornation in how we see ourselves (Jardine, 1992). 

As such there is an interaction of the epistemological aspects of feminism with 

hermenetttic traditions (Westcott, 1979). Several feminist writers such as Cook 

and Fonw (1990). Harding (1891), Lather (1988)' MacPherson (1983), Nielsen 
(1990), and O l l e y  (1981) informed my work. Although feminist thinking is 

founded on a variety of theor&cal penpecthres (Campbell Bunting, 1991) ~ w n e  

common epistemological, ontological and methodologicel characteristics infamed 

me and were central to this study, such as an emphasis on the subjedive, lived 

experience, on rstlexivity and on the oant-al/fdatiand orientation. 
Hemmeutic and feminist philosophies converged to provide guidance far 

this study. Bc(h perspectives value QOntextualiued interpretation, view knowledge 

as generative and emerging from a sdfdher dialectic, accept the unpredictability 

of change as well as the importance of individual women's experimces (Westcott, 
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1990). These philosophid perspectives hiwe underpinrwd the achievement of 

the overall goals d this study being that repressed and hidden meanings, within 

the language and symbols d women's e~cper*encm, were generated from 

women's perspBCtiv8~. This research has, and continues to be, political in its 

attempt to generate new visions for transforming health care pracb*ces in a 

masculine biased society (Cook & Follow, 11990; Lather, 1988). 

A hermeneutic feminist aooroach for nursina r8~8ara  

Nursing as a discipline, and phenomenonology as a philosophy both 

embrace multiple values. Considering some of the commonalities between th- 
values illustrates how phenomenology can be understood to be related to nursing 

and can be considered as a valuable approach for nursing research and 

knowledge generation (Taylor, 1993). Understanding the context in which nursing 

is pr&sed can help illustrate some commonalities. The context in which nursing 

is practised can be understood to be valueladen and to involve people making 

sense of their experiences within the context of their lives. m e  real world of 

nurses in practice is one of human actions having human consequencesa (Smith, 

1984, p.43). Understanding perspectives held by some humanistic nursing 

scholars further illusbates some commonalities. Some nursing scholars, such as 

Benner (1 994), Newman (1 994), and Watson (1 985), have described nursing from 

humanistic viewpoints. Their viewpoints share a valuing of the intersubjective end 

contextual nature of human experiences which are considered essential to 
explored in effoRs to broaden nwdng's undBCStanding of people's health 

expwbnces and to enhance nursing cars 
Hermmeutic phenomenology and feminist research, embrace the 

importame of understanding human enqxdences in ways which acknowledge the 

inevitability and worth of subjectivyc, the meanings people ascribe to their am 
experiences and the context of their experiences. Phenomenology as a 

philosophy and nursing as a discipline are related, through their shared 

approaches to viewing people as subjective beings, whose objective and 
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subjective experiences are meaningful in terms of the contact in which they find 

themselves (Taylor, 1990 p.175). Both nursing and phenomenology have been 
described, by Davis (1973), to be concerned with the interpretation of people's 

experimceo in their welyday lives* 

Numerous nurse reseamhers have demonstrated how a phenomenological 

and hermeneutic approach enriches the nursing discipline (Allm (L Jensen, 1990; 

Bergurn, 1909; Chesla, 1995; Hagedom, 1993; Rose ,  1990; Tanner, Benner, 

Chetla & Gordon, 1992). Combining an hermeneutic phenomendogical and 

feminist approach for nursing research offers a means to explore other methods 

of knowledge generation contributing to an understanding of diverse, multivocal 

and contexhralized perspectives of women's lives. nNu~bng needs to draw on a 
variety of ways of knowing to reflect it's uniqueness and the use of 

phenomenological methods in nursing are ways of making available to the 

practice of [the] discipline of nursing, that knowledge which is central to the 

everyday concerns of its nurses and patientsa (Taylor, 1990 p. 178). The combined 

feminist perspective san contribute to a shift away from knowledge generated by 

privileged, univocal and masculine perspectives which have dominated research, 

health care and health policy development (DeMarco, et al., 1993). 

Understandings, generated from this approach, of women's experiences may 

enhance nursing's sensitivity to and aw2umess of the meanings women assign 

to their experiences of inhorne recovery and, as described by Smith (1989), to 

potential pattems and relat*onships within and between their unique experiences. 

This sensitivity may enhame healing rda65onlps between nurses and women 
d i m .  Interpretive research is also understood to be genemthe and as such 

understandings generated in this study may invite other nursing researcher's to 

pursue generating further depth of understanding of this phenomenon. Such 

revision in turn has the potential to develop positive s h i i  in approadleg to 

women's health care' specifically for women recoverhg in their homes from a MI 

and/or CABGS. 



Given my philosophical underpinnings, the Wlowing illustrates haw a 
practice of hermeneutics, juxtaposed with feminism evdved. This approach was 

aimed to explore understanding kinship in women's experiences with in-home 

recovw, generate new meanings and open up the text to multiple new 

possibilii. 

Generation of auestions 

A leading research question, centred on women's perspectives about their 

experiences of inhome recovery, was generated and designed in collaboration 

with the members of my thesis advisory committee. The centrality of women and 

their perspectives, to this study, has been described by MacPherson (1 983) as 

a characteristic of feminist research approaches. The leading question to initiate 

conversations was, "following your heart attacWsurgery what has it been like for 

you to recover at home?" This question was designed to be open and responsive 

to change and may shift in the research process (Gadamer, 1989). It was not 

known what the women's stories would reveal. It was anticipated from a pilot 

study (Valge, 1995) and the literature review, that the women's stories would 

relate to the context of their individual experiences and issues that have 
influenced their experiences of recovey. Further questions were generated and 

framed in the context of the interaction between myself and the women. 

Generation of teg 

The following provides an ovendew of the nature of the relationship that we, 

that is the women in this study and I, cocreatd during aur conversations and 

how multiple layers of text were generated during the process of narration. 

Conversations 

Nonhierarchical, reciprocal relationships were created with the women in 

conversations based on mutual exchange end trust Conversations of this nature 
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were employed in place of, as described by Oakley (1981), traditional, masculine 

models of interviewing. This distinction must be clarified as conversations based 

on non-hierarcNcal relationships, in which I was prepared to invest my personal 

identity, have been suggested to be more conducive, than traditional interviewing 

strategies, to exploring the sharing of stories and validating women's realities 

(Oakley, 1981). Traditional intenr0~'ng strategies tend to objectify and 

relationships thus blocking convefsatbns in search d answers to questions posed 

from the researchef s perspective (Hillman. 1983). Conversations, of the nature 

proposed above, encourage partiupants to recall memories of their experiences 

through stories which illustrate the complexities oftheir daily lives (Gadow, 1990). 

I participated in unstructured convwsations pmctWng both open listening 

and honouring mutual exchange. Ustening in this way allowed the women to 

shape the telling of the story and limited my structuring of the conversation 

(Benner, 1994). In honouring mutual exchange I felt personally invested in the 

conversations. In this way I was prepared to put forth, rather than bracket, my 

assumptions in a tentative way to be challenged by the women in search of 

deeper understanding (Gadamer, 1989). Furthermore, I encouraged women to 

Talk backa (eg. to challenge my perspectives), responded to their questions as 

they arose, and provided refefrals as appropriate (Oakley, 1981). 

For clarification and validation of the women's accounts, the following 

prompts were used: 'please tell me more8, 'please help me to better understand 

what you are describing' and What I hear you saying is ... (my paraphrasing of 

her narrative). Have I understood this correctly to mean (my ~nderstanding)?~ 

At the same time I remained sensitive to the possibility that in some instances 

these prompts were inappropriate (OaJdey, 1991). Therefore, I I w q s  attempted 

to honour the conversational flow as led by the women. The conversations 

focused on the phenomenon of women's experiences with inhome recovery 

following a MI and/or CABGS. Personal accounts of events, situations, feelings 

and actions related to their experiences were explored as they arose. After each 

conversation, each woman was invited to write reflectively about any aspects of 



her inhome recovery experienw and our conversations prlor to any subsequent 

conversations, during which time we could rellect together upon her wfib.ngs. 

Although a few of the women indica!ed, during our second conversations, that 

they had reflected upon our initial convematiions none of these women chose to 

m e  retl-vely- 

These conversations were considered to be one d the multiple layers of 

text generated in this study. The following describes the sources of these multiple 

layers of text 

Multiple layers of text 

Multiple layers of text were generated to document and interpret, as fully 

as possible, the phenomenon of women's in-home recovery (Morse, 1989). One 

layer of text was generated in conversations, as described above, between myself 

and each woman in a location of her choice. Each conversation spanned from 

one and onehalf to two and onehalf hours over a four month period. The 

conversations ended when each woman expressed that she had shared her 

experiences as completely as possible at that time. Two conversations were held 

with five of the six women parlidpading in the study. One woman was 

hospitalized, fallowing our first conversation, and remained unavailable for a 

second conversation. 

All conversations were audio-taped. Audio-taping allowed for my fuN 

participation in the conversations uninterrupted by note Wng. The use d audio- 

tapes is believed to raise the standard of what is considered good data and 

apmduces mom raw data by virtue of pmming mom abwt the intm'ew event 

then is pooaible without thema (Sandelowski, 1994 p. 31 2). Although audio-taping 

is viewed to be beneficial some concerns about audio-taping our conversations 

did arise. 
Most women did not voice or indicate any discomfort with the audio-taping 

yet there were occasions, during the initid conversations, during which two 

women cried and asked for the tape to be temporarily turned off. During this time 
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their silence, crying and actions were not audio-taped as I respected their request 

for havhg the tape turned off. Their requests suggested that the audio-taping 

was perhaps intrusive and, at times, viewed to be entirely inappropriate. There 

were other instances in which women m e  concern and indicated 

resenration about sharing some aspects of their experiencec with me as 

exemplified by one women who stated, 7 am not sure I shwld say this on tape..: 

and another initially pointed to the audio-tape -ng, @It's [talking about her 

experience] hard with that thingm. Both women however declined my offer to turn 

the tape off for the duration of the conversation. These happenings generated a 

tension between my recognizing that audio-taping can facilitate a preselvation of 

conversations for further reflection yet that it may simultan8ously present a barrier 

to a relaxed sharing of stones. Ironically it may be that some conversations 

Rowed more readily when the audio-tape was turned off at the conclusion of the 

'planned' conversation which was specifically focused on the phenomenon of 

study. 

Verbatim transcripts of conversations were completed, in confidence, by 

myself and a person experienced in transcription and external to this study. All 

actual words used, inflections and interruptions were preserved in written text. The 

written text was then compared to the audio-tape and field notes to assure 

accurate representation of what was said and how it was said (Sandelowski, 

1 994). 

Other layers of text were generated through my interactions with literature 

and from my we of three types of reflexive memos and jwmaling as adapted 

from Lincoln and Guba (198s) and informed by Fonow and Cook (1991), Harding 

(1 983/1987) and Lather (1 988). Consistent use d marks or notations ere critical 

in the interpretive process when the researcher is further removed from the actual 

conversations (Sandelowski, 1994). The following illustfates the type and purpose 

of each memoljoumal used: 

(a) Contextual memos were used to track events and circumstances (logistics) 
significant to the study and the researdl settinglcontext. For example the level 



of noise, interruptions and distractions were recorded for their potential influence 

on our conv81~ations and my subsequent i n t e w p ~ ~ ~ .  

@) Methodological memos were used to reflect upon and tradc the research 
~IOCBSS, that is the decision trail, made thrwghout the study which are 

understood to affect affectthe generatin of text and the interrelated interpretive 

PIOC~SS~S. For example critical reflection upon my approach to 'intm*ewing' 
women and upon the use of audio-taping, in this study, shifted my approach 

towards a more open conversational approach with a heightened sensitivity to the 

potential concerns regarding audio-taping particular aspects dour conversations. 

(c) Interpretive memos reflected my understanding and interpretation (insights, 
hunches, thoughts) during conversations and narrating. Memos a), b) and c) were 
reflexive in nature. Within a feminist approach to research reflexivity refers to the 

act of reflecting upon, examining critically and exploring analytically the research 

process (Fonow 8 Cook, 1991). 

(d) Reflexive journaling represented my ongoing written reflections about my 
assumptions, biases and understandings throughout the research process. 

Participating in reflexive thinkingwriting recognizes that the researchers point of 

view will greatly affect the questions and interpretations asked of the text 

(Harding, 1983). 'Ow own frameworks of understanding need to be critically 

examined as we look for tensions and contradi~*ons they might entailm (Lather, 

1988 p-576)- The infights generated through this reflexive joumaling, which I 
shared circularly with professors on my advisory committee, helped me reflect 

upon whra perspectives have informed my interpretab'ons. Thls understanding in 

turn, hm contributed to the generation d a context in chapter thrw from which 

the reader may understand my interpretations d the text. 

Narrating 
Guided by the verbam transcna~ons of conversations as well as by my 

refiedve joumaling and memos, I generated mother layer of text through a 
process d narrating. Narrating is understood to be an interplay of storying and 
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themeing (Aoki, 1992). Narrating was envisioned as a spiralling hermeneutic 
circle between the stories of the womm's lived experiences with inhome 

recovery, and my thoughtful r d l ~ C ~  upon evolving themes, metathernes and 

a metaphor. 

A spiralling reflective process, ref& to as a hermen-c cirde, helped 

me to explore the parts of the whole and then re-explore the whole in light of the 

insights gained from the parts (Heidegger, 1962). this generadive process 

allowed questions to come forth which evoked further reflection and thoughthl 

generation of new understanding. Narrating was also informed by Ricoeur's 

(1981) theory of interpretation which seeks to maintain the connectedness of 

language and being in the thoughtful practice of reflective writing and rewriting 

of one's interpretation of the text. Language as a medium is understood for its 

potential to disclose as well as conceal the meanings of human experience 

(Ricoeur, 1983). 1 aimed to look beyond what could be taken for granted in 

language as an embodied participant rather than an objective obsewer through 

participating in a reflexive interpretive process. Each interacb'on between myself 

and the text has contributed meaningfully to the hermeneutic cirde and has 

implications for new understanding related to the phenomenon being studied 

(Jardine, 1 995). 

Interpretation of text was envisioned as a spitalling between two 'phases' 

of interpretive refiedon, as described by Ricoeur (1981) end adapted from Allen 

and Jensen (1990) and from Hagedom (1 993)' referred to as expIanatr*on and 

understanding. These 'phases' helped organize my interpretive practice and are 

described below. Furthermore, a practice of distamiation, as described by 

Ricoeur (1 Wl), facilitated a diffemtiaibbn of the written text from the original 

discourse creating space for a generation d new possibilities and broader 

understandings. 

The first 'phase' of interpretation was envisioned as 'Phenomenological 

interpretation: Seeking explanationa. mis phenomenological descriptive reflection 

on the written text, generated from the conversations held between myself and the 



women in this study, contributed to generating a feel for both the whole and the 

particulars of the text. The 'whale' has been understood as an overarching 

meaning which might reflect the whole of the ted The 'particulafsB have been 

understood to illuminate unique and common e ~ ~ m c e s  conveyed in the text 

of each convefsation. This process was envisioned as two interrelated acfivities: 

(a) Getting a feel for the whole: a text ovenhew 

Verbatim transcribed conversations, that is the text, was read with each 

corresponding audio-tape to assure an accurate written representation of what 

was said and to re-listen for the tone of the conversation. As I read the transcripts 

and closely listened to the spoken language on the audio-tapes I attended to any 

variances and corrected the errors on the written transcribed text. 

Following this I then read and reread each transcript, thoughtfully focusing 

on generating insights into meanings which might reflect the whole of the text. In 
this way the text was read to generate insights towards an understanding of the 

whole. 

(b) Getting a feel for the parts: phenomenological descriptive interpretation 

The text was then re-read again to get a feel for the particulars. A panning 

method was used to highlight descriptive expressions which appeared to be 

central to the experience (Tesch, 1987). As I read each transcript I used a 

highlighting pen to WghligW women's language that illuminated their 

expm*ences- Interpretive memos, that is insights, hunches and thoughts that came 
to mind, were made in the margins of the text. Contextual memos were referred 
to and also highlighted in the margins. 

As I continued to reread, highlighted words and phrases in the text were 

coded as descriptive themes using the partidpan& verbatim words. These 
themes wen, considered to be tentative and generative in effect to maintain 

openness for further reflection. Tentative themes and cwmpmding narratives 

were transm'bed onto separate pieces of paper for fUirrther rdectbn. Through 

reflexive joumaling, interpretive memoing and clustering (Tesch, 1987) these 

tentative themes were rearranged into larger theme grwphgs of similar concepts. 
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These theme d~~ were consided and rewganized as narrating progressed. 

The tentative themes generated fmm the first conversations were induded in and 

reflected upon which each woman during out second conversations which 

generated fiirther possibilities for understanding. 

Over time as I wrotefre-wrote and moved into a deeper fwd of rdiectii 
the first 'phase' of interpretation began to interplay with a second 'phase' 

envisioned as 'Henneneuhic interprebtbn: Seeking understanding8. At this time 
there was s shift towards a cycling back and forth between the whole text, parbs 

of the text (theme clusters generated in phase 1) and related literature which 

helped generate linkages, that is metathmes, and a metaphor of meaning within 

the text. Ongoing herrneneutic spiralling with various sources of text continued 

to help generate new insights and refine my understanding of the phenomenon. 

Interpretive memoing and journaling was an ongoing sctrtvity which encouraged 

me to critically reflect upon my interpretations and to generate new 
understandings and possibilities from within the text. My journaling was shared 

circularly with professors experienced with hermeneutic and with feminist 

approaches to research. Their thoughtful reflections on my writing contributed to 

my ongoing generation of multiple possibilities for narrating the text. In this way 

the process of writing and rewriting transformed the original text for a broader 

understanding of women's experiences of in-horne recovery following a MI and/or 

CAWS. 

Women were recruited using purposive sampling strategies (Morse, 1994). 

Women who exemplied the phenomenon of interest were selected. The sample 

was comprised of women who (a) had expm*mced a MI andlor CABQS surgery 

onetwo years ago; @) had made a deliberate choice not to attend or had not 
been relerred to a formformal cardiac rehabilitation program; (c) were willing to 

critically examine their experience and their responses to the situation; (d) were 

willing and able to share their experiences with the resear- (9) spoke and 
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undentood English; (1) wem available for up to three con-- in the 

stipulated time period; and (i) resided in Southern Alberta. Women were recruited 

through fonnal and informal networks (Appendix A). The sample size was oix 

women. M s  sample size has been shown to be adequate to meet the needs far 

exploring individual experiences and understanding (Morsel 1989). 

lntearitv of the research ~rocess 
The integrity of this research study was achieved and maintained by my 

remaining accountable to the proposed research process by: 

designing a research proposal to accommodate rhifb within the 

research process as evidenced in (a) the flexible design of the research 

question (Morse, 1994), @) the proposed conversations (Field 8 Morse, 

1985), (c) the number of anticipated conversations to be held with each 

participant, (d) the use of multiple layers of text generation, referred to 

as data triangulation by Morse (1989), and (8) the proposed 

methodology (Sandelowski, Davis & H a n k ,  1 989). 

providing clearly formulated and documented ethical consideration8 

which met ethical approval by The University of Calgary, Joint Faculties 

Ethics Review Committee (Appendix B) and were under dose 

supervision by my Supwisory Committee. 
articulating my credlbllrty as r researcher demomMUng (a) good 

investigative skills which have been developed through literature review, 

previous and cancurrent course-work in q u a l i ,  interpretive inquiry 

and experice with the seleaed method (Valge, 11994, @) a degm of 

familiarity with the phenomenon and sating through previous work 
experience, clinical c o u r ~ e - ~ ~  and a literature r8Vjw, and (c) an 
abilii to explore the phenomenon from various perspectives as a result 

d being sensitized and open to the complexities of it (Miles & 

Hub8(man1 1984). 



underplnnlngs and a tentative mathodologlcrl approach which helps 

reviewers understand the phenomenon-as-experienced-now by myself 

(Sandelowski, et al., 1989) as well at my present beliefs. 

tollowlng the proposal as desdbed and documenting any shifts that 

occum. 
documenting a clear declslon tnll to account for dl decisions and 

changes in proposed plans so that other researchers might understand 

the process as it evolved (Sandelowski, et al., 1989). This included the 

maintenance of various rdecive memos and a journal to account for 

logistics, m8thodoIogical s h i i ,  interpretive thoughts and assumptions 

and biases that may affect the research process (Fonow & Cook, 1991 ; 

Hatding, 1983/1987); Lather, 1988; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In addition, 

I attended regular meetings with my Supervisory Committee. The 

research findings were written using dense description (Lincoln 8 Guba, 

1985), that is using generous amounts of rich narrative excerpts, 

reflective narration and varied literature, to clearly illustrate my 

interpretive process. 

participating In peer ewarnlnation on a regular basis with prof~ssots 

experienced with interpretive inquiry and feminist research approaches 

which helped keep me honest to the process and contributed to my 

r811exkhy (Uncdn ilr Guba, 1985). 

account by genefating persuasive and convincing reasons and 

arguments throughout the written thesis which support the findings. 

Attention to several guiding principles, as described by Madison (1988, 

p.29-30), enhanced the integrity of this interpretive acoount 

planning to present the Indnga In tonnl  that Is wallrbk to the 

padcipanb, as feminist research is for women rather than about them 

(Cook 8 Fonow, 1990; Rob-, lQ8l). 



Ethical considerations 

Ethical guidelines related to consent and confidmtiality, fofthis study, were 
adhered to through the following mechanisms. Process con- was addressed 

and reflected by requesting and obtahing endorsement, for this study, fmm 

heel# care clinics (Appendix C). Women who voluntarily indicated interest in 

participating were Mered a recruitment package consisting of a letter of invitation 

(Appendix 0) and a consent form (Appendix E) inviting them to read and inquire 

more about the research pmject Women who subsequently indicated interest 

were provided, by the researcher, with a verbal review of the study, the consent 
process, and with responses to any questions concerning the study. Each 

woman's right to refuse participation was respected. A mutually arranged 
meeting time and place, with women willing, able and selected to join the study, 

was determined. The purpose of this meeting was to further explain the study and 

obtain written informed consent, to begin the conversations if written consent was 

obtained and to negotiate a date and time for subsequent conversations to be 

held. Prior to each woman's participation in the study my relationship, as a 

researcher, with each woman was clearly explicated to avoid ethicai breeches 

(Ramos, 1989). Throughout the study each woman's right to withdraw at anytime, 

without repefcussions to their health Catel was respected. Each woman was 

assured that they need only to share experiences with which they are 
comfortable. Validation and darification of women's perspecthres was practised 

throughout the study to assure my clarity of understanding. Each woman was 
Mered the choice to receive a copy d the findings (Cook & Fonow, I=; 

Rob-, 1981). 

ConfideMiality, privacy and anonymity was and continues to be addressed 

and refiected by each woman's pertiap~*on being known only to myself and to 

the woman invoked. Each woman was informed, prior to the start of the study, 

that the data obtained will be reported in aggregate form without individual 

women being identified. All written data (transcripts, field notes and joumding) 

and audio-taped data were coded, the key d which is kept secured. All written 
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and audio-taped data am endosed in a locked file and, Pollowing pmntsrb*on of 
the findings written and audio-taped data, will be kept in a locked fife for tive 
years after which they will be destroyed. 

Summacv 
In this chapter an interpretive approach, informed by hmeneutic and 

feminist philosophies, has been presented as one way to generate understanding 

of the phenomenon of women's experiences with inhome recovery following a 

MI andlor CABGS. The philosophical underpinnings informing this approach and 

the details of its evolution were described. 



CHAFER THREE 

In this chapter a context, from which to understand multiple perspectives 

which have infonned my understanding of women's experiences with inSlome 
recovery following a myocardial infarction (MI) andlor coronsry artmy bypass graft 

surgery (CABOS), is presented. As we study within our parlidar personal and 

social backgrounds we must acknowledge the context of our preundemtandings 

to understand the world from the inside instead of pretending to be objective 

outsiders looking in (HubbardJ990). This articulatiin is a fonn d reflexivity 

critical to feminist non-hierarchical approaches to research which recognize that 
the researcher point of view greatly influences the analysis (Harding, 1983). From 

a hermeneutic perspective an articulation of our preundemtandings, or prejudices, 

is critical as they must be tested to further our understandings (Gadamer, 1989). 

Chapter one and two generated a context from which to understand gaps 

in extant cardiovascular research and the theoretical and philosophical writings 

which have informed my approach to studying the phenomenon of women's 

experiences with inhorne recovery following a MI andlor CABGS. I have asserted 

that this is a phenomenon of women's health virtually unexplored, from a 
hermeneutic feminist perspective, in nursing research to date. In this chapter a 
context which has informed my understandings of the phenomm of study is 

presented. The intent is to present a context from which my interpretations can 
be better understood and *om which other possibilities for understanding this 

phenomenon may be generated. 

My practice of nursing is understood to be a dialedical, mutual, and an 
interpretive reladionship with others committed to understanding and promoting 

human health experiences. A perspective that has helped me broaden my 

understanding of women's experiences with recovery has been one which frames 

illness, in this instance cardiac illness, as a meaningful aspect of health and an 

experience from which there k much opportunity for personal growth. My 



penpBCtiVm have been informed by Newmcn's (1994) theory of health as 

expanded consciousness and by writers such as Kleinrnan (1988) and Frank 

(1991) who have fufther explicated the meaningfulness d the illness experience. 
I concur with Newman who emphasizes that understanding paittems of disease 

and non-cfisease as part of a greater W e ,  which is health (disease fuses with 

nondisease bringing forth concept of health), rejects a dichotomous or polarized 

-view of health and illness and rather supporn a fusion d the two. From this 

perspective, for example, the discomforts of disease are viewed as information 

and facilitators of personal growth (eg. pain and fear can be messages 

encouraging a person to let go and seek rebalancing of thek energies) rather 

than negatives to be avoided. From this view experiences with illness may be 

understood to disorganize earlier patterns of health and over time transform into 

a mare harmonious patterns of broader a d  more inclusive organization; an 
expanded consciousness (Newman, 1 994). 

Newman's perspectives have helped me understand how illness is an 
important aspect of our healthy selves and how by rejecting or dismissing an 

illness experience as our own we may in essence be rejecting ourselves. This 

perspective is reinforced by Frank (1991) who has explored embracing illness as 

an opportunity for new understandings and personal growth. Kleinman's (1988) 

writings about illness narratives and his emphasis on developing a meaning- 

centred model for h e m  w e  practitioners have also encouraged me to uphold 

the centrality of interpreting and caring for the uniqueness of illness as a 

meaningful aspect of the human health experience. 
My understanding of heatth Wends beyond an Mated personal 

experience to one that is intimately entwined with the contextual environment in 
whi& me t i i  I assat that our health experiences are profoundly intenelated 

within aur s~~oeconornic and political contexts. This p~ec t ive ,  also shaped 

by N m a n  (1988), understands human's as dynamic fields of energy 

continuous with other fields of energy. Other fields of energy are understood as 
family, friends, and broader aspects d environment such as socioeconomic and 



political nature of community, rather than an idaded. objectified body 

discomded from its sumundings. This view is also supported by Meinman 

(1988) who has stated that .illness is not just a personal eaperi*ence rather it is 
transactiveB communicative and profoundly socialm (p. 1 86). Chooporian (1 986) 

has similarly emphasized a need for Veconceptuelizing the environment as social, 

economic, and political structures; of environment as human, social relations; of 

environment as everyday lifem (p.47). To understand the dilemmas and issues that 

influence human beings and hence create condoniaM for health or illness, I have 

recognized the importance of reaching beyond pdvatized concerns of the 

individual to the sunwnding world for explanation and action. I perceive a need 

to turn attention to the conditions that control, influence and co-create human 

health experiences. 

More specifically, I have come to understand women's health experiences 

as intimately intertwined within a socioeconomic and political context which 

reflects a belief central to feminist philosophies, that is that the personal is 

political. Numerous feminist writers such as Chinn (1989; 1 996)' Daly (1978, 

1 984), Gadow (1 993), Munhal1(1994), Rich (1 979), Sherwin (1 994), Webb (1 986), 

Wheeler and Chinn (1989) have informed this perspective by illustrating how 

women's penonal lives are reflections of, often unjust, porrtcaJ environments in 

which they live and as such have poliical implicatioc~s. M i n  this contact I 

understand women's personal experiences as both rd8dions and colc~eations 

of the s o d ~ o ~ i c  and political envinmments in which women live. Women's 

everyday p m a l  realities are uniquely and similarly patterned with other women. 
Qut of the recognition of patterns that emerge from -day, p m d  
r e a l i i  we can begin to understand the and p d i i  dynamics that 
sustain the patterns. We ccm begin to see that by cOnbgnuing to address 
the problems as 'simply personalm problems, the larger political realities are 
sUSt8U*nedn (Chinn, 1989, p.73). 

Through trying to understand women's personal experiences. we can begin to 

understand sodoeconomic and political realities. By aiming to shift these 
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socioeconomic and political realities personal realities can begin to shift and vice 
versa. 

A woman's expm*mce of hedth and health cam are understood to be 

contextualized within and medical narratives which dictate how a woman, 
and those wound her, experience her body (Gadow, 1993). My understanding 

of women's expm*mces have been inspired by Gadow's (1993) insights which 

have invited me to consider how narratives objectify women's bodies 

rendering them objects of another's gaze. For many women an attractive 

feminine body, in North America, is sodally defined as something that must be 

adorned, madeup/cut-up/injected, revealed, covered-up, thin and youthful. 

Beauty is generally defined as a peculiarly feminine adtribute and preoccupation 

with one's appearance is seen as part of the feminine stereotype (Rodin, 

Silberstein & Stfiegel-Moore, 1985). Bodily appearances play a powerful role in 

traditional cultural definitions of femininity (Brownmiller, 1984). Research has 

shown that physical attractiveness is more central paR of the selfconcept for 

women than for men (Lerner 8 Karabenick, 1974; Lerner, Orlos, & Knapp, 1976). 

A girl's bodily changes, such a breast development and menstruation invite both 

public and private responses drawing attention to her body. Women's breast size 

are used as a prime cue to a woman's sexuality as suggested by the myth that 
flatchested women are less sexual than large breasted women (Brownmiller, 

1984). 

A woman's body is also written abaut as something that bleeds, conceives, 

expands, gives birth or fails to conceive and as something that stops bleeding. 

Traditional religious and biologically based definitions of femininity %ee women 

as largely ch-zed by biologicel function in reproduction, as ~ ~ ~ ~ t h e l  rather 

than rational and intellectualm (Webb, 1986 p.4,S). Women's bodily objectification, 

by men, also to a perception d women being omred and controlled 

by men through violent acts- Women are more likely than men to be victims of 

sexual violence, and men are overwhelmingly the perpetretors of this violence 

(Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women, 1993). This sod4 narrative 
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predefines women's bodim as objects of praise or abuse by others as well as 
the self. It similarly narrates a self1objBCfificatim, a watchhlness of one's om 
body to make sure it is doing what we, and others, wish them to do rather than 

paying attention to what we want to do through our bodies (Young, 1990). As 
such, a woman's body can be understood to be lived as athing, belonging to the 

other rather than her self. Woman is never free of an awareness of her body, 

never able to transcend it fully, i ie it unconsdoWry. (Gadow, 1993 p. 2,3). 1 

believe that narrative objectification, which delines how a woman should 
experience her body, becomes intrinsic to women's health experiences and 
contributes to a disconnection of the self and a silencing of women's experiences. 

Many feminist wtSt8rs have stated that women's experiences are devalued and 

silenced in a society dominated by masculine values ( W y  8 Caputi, 1 987; Lewis 

& Simon. 1986; Rich, 1979; Smith, 1978; Spender, 1980; Webb, 1986). 

A medical narrative interacts within a social narrative and extrinsically 

reinforces the intrinsic objectification of women's lives (Gadow, 1 993). Ow 

current medically defined health care system can be understood to be one which 

values cure of illness over care of health experiences and concur with Chinn 

(1996) that there is a need to synthesize these polarities in recognition that the 

two ~ 0 8 x i s t  An illness cure oriented pathologid approach, inherent in our 

cunent approach to health careI tends to objectify the body into a pathological 

entity. This view is perhaps remnant of the late eighteenth centuy appmach to 

the body, as described by Focault (1979) as dodle, mething to be manipulated 

and om, which obeys, responds and becomes skilful. From thii view, the body 

metaphorically becomes a machine which is reduced to parts tended to by 

experts. From this view the person Q understood to havo no relatl*onship with 

their body as it is perceived to belong to the expert Thk medid narrative tmds 

to devalue the person as knower of her body and may create a discourse of 
suspicion and entitlement (Bennw, 1994). Benner has described such discourse 

to be prevalent in cunent health care situations and in the inQvidual mind as one 



eveluates H there is substantial midmce of 'reel' disease suggesting one's 

'worthines~' of treabnmt 

From a dualistic perspBCtrCve of the body, the mind may be viewed as being 

able to control the body as machine. From this perspective the body may be 

interpreted as k possession or resource that the mind controls, directs, manages, 

makes sick, or heals exceeds the realistic limb of cognitive control and generates 

a discourse about power and entitlemew (Benner, 1994, p.250). Such dualistic 

thinking may create an overly objecthre understanding of the self in relation to the 

body and may lead to a moral view d sickness which implies an individual 

responsibility for one's health with little recognition for emrironmental, 

soci08~onomic and politid issues. Medical objectification is undentood to be 

particulady problematic for women as a social narrative already renders women 

as object to self and others. In effect the dual effect of these social and medical 

narratives deepen the dienation of women from their bodies and subsequently 

women's access to their health experiences. 

Medical narratives are further understood to be structured within a 

masculine ideology; a patriarch (Ashley, 1980; Chinn, 1996; Shemin, 1994; 

Watson, 1990; Webb, 1986). From this view medical narratives are viewed as 

masculine ideologies which have been shaped by masculine subjecbjvitieo. They 

are understood to be neither value free, as there is a false illusion d objectivity, 

nor inclusively human, as they have traditionally been informed by masculine 

models and by male subjects of study. Theoe narratives are also understood to 

emphasize a cure oriented hedth cam system. 
Curent medical practics may be viewed as a patriarchal system when me 

considers how Ws practice thrives on hierarchical power stwdures, such as 

h d h  cam plovsder as expert and peroon as patient, which themsehres maintain 
intmctions characterized by patterm of domination and submisS/on. I concur 
with Shemin (1992) who identifies that this approach to hhealt cam can be 

understood as insensitive of sodoeconomic and poliical injustices affecting 

women's lives and as such is oppressive d women when recognizing institutional 
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partems d control, diierentia! treatment of women and men, obsessive inter- 
in women's reproductive functions, medicaliraSi011 of womm'r n m d  
reproductive lifecyclest and the perpetuation of sawole stereotypes. Feminist 

researchers and writers have documented the complicity of medical ins(itutiom 

in the oppression of women both historically and arn8ntIy (Daly, 1978; 

Ehreinreich & English, 1978; Fee, 1984; Todd, 1989; Sherwin, 1994; Webb, 1986). 

This oppressive approach may render women dependent on perceived expert 

medical opinion. The power inequalities reinforced by the authority of medicine 

may create passive dependencies which may encourage women to distrust their 

own intuitions of their own bodies. 

Objectification and individuation are understood asvalues developed within 

a social narrative describing haw appropriate independent and autonomous self 

development is achieved, as in traditional developmental theories such as 

En'ckson (1 963), Levinson (1 978) and Mahler (1 975), through a separation of self 

from others. Bergman (1991) has stated that traditional human developmental 

theories are selfoutd relation in which development means 'learning to be a 

separate, strikingly impermeable and statroc self" (p.3). 

Despite a traditional application of these theories to men and women's self 

development it has been argued that for women M e  primm experience of self 

is relational, that is, the self is organized and developed in the context of 

important relationshipsn (Surrey, 1983, p.52). This perspective has been referred 

to by Surrey (1983) as a women's developmentel selfinrelation theory. This 

theory asserts that, for women, crsadivipy, a u t o m y  and are developed 

within a prirnw context of connectedness and that women do not need to 

disconnect from athers for self development This is not to imply that men do not 
desire connectedness but rather that masculine based socl'al nan(r5ives, governing 

men's and women's development, are understood to have emphasized a 

d isconneC~ to achieve maleness (Bergman, 1991). Futhmore as masculine 

values are understood to be valued over feminine, so is a disconnected maleself 

valued over a relational fernaleself. A relational perspective has infonned an 
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understanding d women's dedre for and fdst8Cing d connectedness perticulady 

living within a shaped by masculine based narratives which tend to 

devalue the importance of a relabCond context. 
Women's speech and silence can be understood as testimonies of theit 

experiences. Speech and the boundaries of silence anwnd it must be respected 

as more than a forgetting of or a denid of the experience and rather as an 

assertion of the experience of recovery. In other words, attention to what has 

been left unspoken is as critical as the spoken word. A woman's right to silence 

must be respected as a place of sanctuary, as well as recognized for it's potential 

for bondage (Felman & Laub, 1992). The presence of an empathetic witness to 

a woman's story can help her, and the witness, come to remember and beam 

understand the experience. Laub (1992) has described how through such 

empathetic listening testimony can come forth as a breaking out of crisis through 

it's very telling. 

However, living in a world favouring masculine values women may learn to 

exist and respond accordingly to avoid the potential repercussions of 'speaking 

outn against the patriarch. Women's communications may often be modified so 

as to not 'offend. the dominant masculine perspectives, or may be entirely 

suppressed in form of resistance to having being previously devalued. In .this way 

women become prisoners or exiles within a wall of silence (Lewis & Simon. 1986) 

and their silences may be understood as bondage (Felman (L Laub, 1992). 

Daly's Wrifings on a theory of women as communicators (Ody, l918,1984, 

1985; DaJy & Ceputi, 1987; GMn, 1993) have further extended my thinking to 

consider women's varying m m n i ~ * o n s  within 7oregrwndm and backgroun& 

realms. UndBcsfBnd.i women's struggles with communicating their eaperisnces 

from within a bmgmnd that silences and oppmsm women, suggests how this 

public realm may limit the telling of their s!odes Daly and CapW (1987) have 

described the kregmnd as a world which reflects and supports a masculine 

centred perspeclive where "fabri~*on, objectification and alienationm of women 
takes place (p.76). "The foreground is maintained and perpetuated by numerous 



strategies and m-nts that hrnction to keep women separated from their 

eocpaiencer and perspective and ultimately, unaMe to recognize their real setvesn 

(Daly, 1978 p.322). These constrar9nts can be understood to be strategies which 

devalue or depredate women's experience such as Mng women's images into 

positions of, for example, beauty rather than intellect, thus dwaluing their capacity 

as knowen and generating fear to contrd women by, for example, labelling them 

hystericalI depressed, complainers and non-campliant Theso constraronts are 
percehred to promote and advance the interests d the patriarchy to perpetuate 

the contrd, alienation and silencing of women's perspectives and expwi8nces. 

From an alternative realm, the background, women can be undentood to 
act as communicators transforming thernsetves and engaging in a process of 

making the unknown more familiar. The background is a place in which women 

can reject the foreground of women's docility and obedience. The background 

is understood to be a private place from which Women are recasting their 

knowledge, language and identities and who are supporting others who will 

engage in their journeym (Daly, 1984. p.409). 

The creafieafim of this context is an of my preunderstandings 

which are important to express as I have parti-cipated in this study within the 

context of my own personal and social background. To iurther conterndire my 

interpretationsI as they unfold in chapter f a r  Wled: *Recontextualizing the tend., 

it may be helpful to understand some of the tensions experienced between 
myreif, a professional woman, and the aforementioned context. From a feminist 
view it may be understood how our own frarnewa&s of understanding need to be 

critically m i n e d  as we explore for potential tensions and contradictions (Lether, 

1988). As a womm and as a nume I live within a context in which my health and 
health care, as well as my practice of nursing, are shaped by medicel and social 

narratives. From this view 1, as a woman and a nurse, am senoitive to being a 

member of a tndnionally oppressed group. Wiiin this view I also recognize that 

all women may experience oppression differently and vdue these divergent 

viewpoints. 
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Alternatively I sense a paradoxical tension knowing that I also belong to a 

privileged group, that being white and middle class as wcrll as being a graduate 

student and researcher. Having been sacidired within this culture I have, in 

some way, been complicit in the colc~eation and perpetuation of current social 

and medical narratives. My awareness and sensitivity to such tensions has been 

referred to, by some feminists, as a dual orimtation or a double consc~*ousness 
(Cook & Fonow, 1986; MacPherson, 1983). Mng with a double consdousness 
presents an ongoing tension which stiiulateo critical reflection upon meanings 

generated within it. This understanding further cantedualiter my interpretations 

of the implicit and explicit tensions generated between this context and women's 

experiences with inhome recovery as they unfold in the following chapter. 

Summary 

These perspectives have both informed the context from which I have 

interpreted the text and have reciprocally been informed through the process of 

working with the text, that is through a process of narration. They have helped 

me to understand illness as a meaningful aspect of health and as an experience 

from which we have much to learn. If we are to view illness as something 

discrete to be avoided and feared we may negate the unfolding of the life 

processes that can be facilitated by embracing such an experience. These 

perspectives have helped me explore understanding how women's experiences 

with h-home r8cowy are intimately influenced, and often unjustly objec2ified, 

alienated and silenced, by masculine centred social and m e d i i  nanabhrer. From 
this context my understanding of both the familiar and the less than familiar 
complexities of women's w r y  day experiences of inhome recuvecy has 

unfolded. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

In this chapter my interpretadr*ons of the text, generated from thougW 

reflections upon conversations held between myself and the women paWpBbing 
in this study and upon various litefary sources, am presented in a re- 
contextualized f m .  Recontextualizing, in this study, is understood as part ofthe 

interpretive process of rethinking and rewriting the original text. Throughout this 

process the text was deantextuaJized from the original discouse and was 

subsequently recontextualized from various perspectives which informed, and 

were informed by, my interprebeve efforts. 

The text unfolds with purposeful repetition. In this way I have intentionally 

returned to perturbing instances in efforts to generate other possibilities for 

understanding. Interpretive work 'keeps open the possibility and the responsibility 

of returning, for the very next instance might demand of us that we understand 

anewu (Jardine, 1992 p.57). Failing to keep open the possibility of returning, that 

is to repetition, suggests closure to the possibility of renewal and would be in 

contradiction to the philosophical underpinnings of hermeneutics. It is from this 

view that the rep&ive natwe of the text to follow is understood to be important 

to understanding the phenomenon of women's experiences with in-home recovery 

following a MI and/or CABGS. In the quest for less certain and more open ways 

of knowing the interpretations and the queslieonr asked of this text are offered so 
pieces of transitory understanding and invite further refl8Cljon. In this way the t a  

is kept open for other possibilities. 
In this chapter I begin with introdudng the women who participated in this 

study based on background information they chose to share with me. The intent 

is to provide the reader with a brief biographical context from which to become 
more familiar with these women. This context describes these women's points 

in their lifespan, employment, their cardiac health history, the nature of their living 

arrangements and their described support networks. Although not exhaustive, the 
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common demographics that Wlow were brought to my attention in convwsatioc~ 
with these women and have relevance fOT undembnding their expm0ences within 

the context of their daily lives. 

P a r t i c i ~  

Anne is a sixty-seven year woman, who currently f m s ,  vduntm, and 

who has retired from the paid woM01c8~ She described having experienced a 
MI and CABGS in 1990 and a subsequent 'milda MI in 1994. She was not offered 

cardiac rehabilitation and states that had she been offered the option she would 

not have chosen to attend. Currently she is living with her husband on a farm 

outside of a large city in Southern Alberta. She has adult children living nearby 

and describes her daughter, a registered nurse, as her primary support. 

Beth is a sixty two year old woman and a retiree. She described having 

experienced a MI in 1989. She has also experienced hypercholesteremia and gall 

bladder problems. While being prepared for abdominal surgery the surgical staff 

discovered her limited cardiac status which she described to have lead the her 

having a triple bypass in 1995. She described not being Tnvitedn to attend a 

cardiac rehabilWon program until six months after her CABGS. She iel that she 

had done fine on her own until then and did not see any point in starting six 

months after the fact. Beth was widowed thirty-four years ago, lives alone in a 

house in a large city in Southern Alberta and has an adult daughter who now lives 

at a great distance from her. She deoaibed having very few family supports living 

nearby yet notes that she does have a supportive niece in dose proximity. 
Kathy is a fifty two yew d d  woman who is cumentry employed omDde the 

home. She described experiencing a Wilda MI in 1995. She stated that she was 
working on a new job when she had the MI. Kathy described not being able to 

attend a cardiac rehabilitah'*on program since she had just started the new job and 

cwld not afford to take time off during day to cdtend the program. She attends 

a women's heart support group. Currently she lives alone in an apartment, in a 



large city in Southern Alberta She states having a very supportive adJt 

daughter, with a nursing background, ring nearby. 

Devi is a seventy four year old woman and a retiree. She described hdng 

experienced a MI in 1994. Over the past sixteen month she has 
experienced having a hysterectomy, varicose vein surgmy md a MI. She 

described choosing not to go to cardiac rehabilitation because it was winter and 

difficult to arrange transportation as she depended on a handibus. Devi has been 

widowed for the past nine years and has experienced &no for ha, now 

deceased, physically challenged husband for a lengthy period of time. She is 

currently living done in an apartment in a small town in Southem Alberta She 

expressed having supportive family network noting that she has an adult son and 

daughter living nearby and several grandchildren and greatgrandchildfen. 

Ellen is a seventy three year old woman and a retiree. She described 

having lived with cardiac concerns since her youth. She has experienced cardiac 

valve replacement surgery in 1991 after which she attended a cardiac 

rehabilitation program. Ellen has experienced ongoing difficulty with controlling 

her blood coumadin levels and described experiencing a 'mild' stroke and a 

"mildm MI in 1995. She chose not to attend a rehabilitation program following her 

MI because she felt that she had learned a lot from her attending five years ago 

and that she was too weary to drive into town and attend the rigoms program 

at that point. Following the MI she had some complications with the insertion site 

following her angiogram which proceeded her MI and she stated that this was 

more of a concern than the MI itseft Cumntly she is l ~ n g  with her husband in 
an apartment in a small town in southern Alberta and indicates hmbng many 

suppottive family members Mng nearby. 

Frieda is an eighty year old w m  and ragme. She d d e d  having 
experienced a MI in 1994 and an angloplasty in 1995. She has recently been 

diagnosed with fibmmyafgia and was told, by her health care professional (HCP) 

that it is related to the trauma she has lived through with her and her husbands 

recent Ml's. Frieda was, and remains, interested in attending a rehabilitation 



program but was told that there was hardly any damage to her heart and that 

attending such a program would not be wwth it for her. Curently ohe l i i  in a 

house in a large city in Southem Alberta with her husband and describes havhg 

an adult daughter end gmnddaughtw nearby far support. 

Recantextualitinn the tw 
Narratina the ioumev of women's e%oeriences with in-home recovery 

The leading question for this research endeavour explored understanding 

women's experiences of inhome recoV81y following a MI and/or C f f i S .  

Narrating the text, generated from the conversations between myself and the 

women involved in this study, unfdds as a reflective interplay of interpretive 

theming and storying illustrating the journey of women's eqeriences of i n M e  

recovery. Through a critically reflective interpretive process I have both de- 

contextualired and recontextualired the original text for broader understanding 

of women's experiences. In this study two pairs of paradoxical rnetathemes were 

generated. A diagrammatic illustration of these metathemes provides an 

introduction to the journey about to unfold (see Figwe 1). 

Rc-mcmbaingF#;OYcy. D i s - m c m ~ g ~ v a y  
& negative ertperieaccs 

Rationality: Living 
with conwl& self- 

Beyond ralionality: Snuggling 
with control & stIf'k 
& longing for conneclcdncss 

Figure 1. Recovering at the rim: Living within and beyond boundaries 



Each metatheme is a metaphorical representation of a blend of 

conceptually similar thematic statements which are integrsl to understanding 

these women's experiences. The thematic statements, comprised of women's 

actual words, are presented in Appendix F for reference. A presentation of an 

interplay between the layers of interpretation follows to reveal, within each 

metatheme, rich narrative excerpts, my reflections and an intmweave of literacy 

sources. These layers of interpretation challenge the text in a questioning way to 

make room for new possibilities. 

How micrht women experience recavew followina a MI and/or CABGS? 

As I read and reread I was struck by the familiarity of these women's 

stones with those of other women whose stories I had earlier in my experiences 

of providing cardiovascular recovery care in the community and in conducting a 

pilot study (Vafge, 1995). At the same time these women's experiences were of 

course unique and intriguing. Yet I struggled with generating an understanding 

of their experiences beyond the expected. I considered how my initial 

interpretations may have been bound by my preconceptions of what women's 

experiences would be like. Further I reflected upon how these preconceptions 

may have been limiting my understandings of hidden meanings within the text 

Through critical self-reflection I became more aware of how I was perhaps 

limiting my understanding of women's experiences and sought to extend myself 

beyond these boundaries in search of the unexpected. As I aimed for more 

openness to the unexpected I began to understand women's stories with a new 

awareness. I became intrigued by an interplay which was developing between 

what I understood to be women's expressions of expected, that is bounded, 

recovery experiences and that of contrasting experiences of recovery. Further 

reflection generated an understanding of these women's experiences as 

paradoxical and as lived both within and beyond boundaries. 

As deep ecology suggests 'life erupts at the boundark" (Jardine, 1994 p.vidi). 

As I continued to critically reflect, upon the texts being generated, I became much 

more aware of the gaps in my understanding of what women's lives may be like 
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at the fecund margins which d s t  at the boundaries of their expd8ncesm I began 

to explore understanding this generative space, which I have metaphorically 

ref& to as We rimu, in which these women have survived. Surviving is 

understood, from the perspectives of Oaly and Caputi (1981). as women living 

through, around and beyond boundaries generated by masculine soc~~al and 

medical nana!ives which have pwptuabd a fragmenWon, forgetting and 

silencing d women's experiences. 
Although many patterns of experience are individual, there are also 

similarities illuminating a kinship, that is a whole in the form of metaphor, which 

have brought these women's experhnces to a broader understanding. Ricoew 

(1981) has described metaphor as a holistic insight revealed from the text. During 

my reflective narrative process there was a corning together of meanings to form 

a metaphor which speaks to how these women may live their e*peri*ences of 

recovery as 'Recovering at the rim: Uvfng wlthln and beyond boundaries'. 

The metaphor of women's experiences being 'boundeda requires 

contextualization. From the text paradoxical themes and metathemes of 

experience were generated which I have interpreted as being lived simultaneously 

both within and beyond pre-written boundaries of experience. Further meaning 

has been cocreated from exploring an understanding of women's lives 4n- 
between' the boundaries, 

In this study the notion d boundmmes has been understood to represent 

rules or coclstrzlli to women's experiences in recovery. These boundaries are 

generated from verbal and non-verbal language which help co-create 

values regulating what may be perceived to be appropriate thought and behaviow 

for women These boundaries represent a prhnleged discourse and help create 

expectamo~ of who a woman can and must be to be a part d the narrative under 

study, that is health care, or more speckally community based cardiac recovery 

C W 9 m  

My understanding of women's experiences as lived both within and beyond 

the boundafh has been interpreted from numerous interconnected perspectives 



which am pnraented with the intent to provide a context d understanding for the 

reader. My interpteWons are informed by the perspectives of several feminist 
and numDng Wri f81~  on women's discourse and wmen's health 8xpmbmc8s. 

Philosophet"S exploring understanding meanings of healthfillness also 

enhance my understanding. 

Boundaries, in this study, are understood to be constructed and 
perpetuated by social narratives which support a dominant masculine discourse 

and which influence women's health experiences. Lib within the context of 

patriarchal values, which oppress and silence women, is interpreted as a 

%regrounda realm of experience (Daly & Caputi, 1987). The foreground reflects 

and supports a masculine centred perspective where "fabrication, objectification 
and alienation of women take place: zone of fixed feelings, perceptions, 

behavioun' (DaJy & Caputi, 1987 p.76). 

Layered within a bounded social narrative and (utther constraining 

women's health experiences is a medical narrative. This narrative tends to which 

privilege certain forms of health, particularly health in the absence of disease. 

The medical narrative stresses in individual responsibility for health with an 
emphasis on ane of illness and on bodily objectification. In this way the 

significance of the complexities of the human experience is neglected. These 

various perspectives interneavo together to suggest that living within the 
boundaries is contextualized within masculine based social and medical narratives 

which ahape and silence women's experiences of inhome reanmy following a 
MI andlor CAB-. From this viw constraints, used by the bregrwnd to silence 
and/or erase women's health expm'mces, are understood b create passive 

dependencies through a generation of fear and u m n t y ,  to devalue women's 
experiences, and to depreciate women's knowledge of their own health 

experiences. 

Women's expressions d their experiences have been interpreted as 
paradoxical in nature. These women's experiences of recovery are interpreted as 
bounded within a foreground context. Alternatively wmen's silenced and often 



contrary experiences are understood to be expressed beyond the bwndarwer. 

Beyond the boundaries is a contrasting weave of trpd which q lores and 

questions q ~ m c 8 s  which the foreground has perhaps minimized and silenced. 

It is understood that women's e x p e r i i  and struggles for selfdetermination 

have been muffled in silence over and wer (Rich, 1979). 

Beyond the boundaries has been interpreted further as a backgroundn 

(Daly & Caputi, 1987). Although initially hesitant and doubtful about the 

significance of their experiences these women begen to expfwe and share with 

me the dark, the negativeI and the feared aspects of hedth @.a illness) rather 

than only the light/positve aspects. It is this hesitancy, this sense that then, had 

not been much opportunity share their experiences in this way bebe with a HCP, 

that generated the notion of women speaking from the background. WHhin a 
background women may create new ways of being; of living. The background 

has been understood to be a place 4n which women are recasting their 

knowledge, language and identity and who are supporting others who will engage 

in their journey' (Daly, 1984 p.409). The women in this study have been 

understood to courageously Wk backa, in the midst of a foreground context, to 

politicize their silenced personal lives. Remembering and making meaning of the 

dark side of health, that is illness, and women's desires for connectedness are 
explored as a contrasting tension to living within a foreground; a society which 

emphasizes lightness, health as the absence of disease end individualism. 

In the following text my interpretations of these women's exprimc8s as 
paradoxically lived both within and beyond metaphorical bandarles ere explored. 

In this text women's experiences d forgang their ePcperiances and with 

emphasizing a life of positivity are explored. Paradoxically these women also 
value remembering and experience a difficulty with forgetting the negatives, that 

is their illness within thek health. Women doo experience being encouraged to 
live rationally, that is with control and with self-reliance, yet paradoxically 

experience struggling silently with these expectations. Understanding regarding 

women's experiences d recovery have been generated from the fearnd space 



between the boundaries and beyond, that is the metephon*cal rim that exis& at 
the boundafies The follawing illusrrates an unfolding of my undemanding and 

has aimed to generate new possibilities 

Metatheme la Wernory and Attitude: Dis-membering recovw and liinq 

positivdv' 

In this metatheme I explore understending how l ing within tho contextual 

boundaries of the foreground, in which a forgetting of illness and a focus on living 

positively are emphasized, shapes women's memory and attitude of recovery. 

Within this metatheme six assdons am explored (Table 1). 

1) Women experience a forgetting and a self-silencing of their experiences 
with recovery. 

I 2) Women minimize and express doubt over the significance of their recovery 
experiences. 

3) Women perceive that women's experiences with illness are limited within a 
social narrative which generates cultural expectations of women to be 
nurturers of others rather than themselves. 

4) Women encourage themselves and other women to forget their recovery 
sxpefimCe. 

5) Women's experiences with having an MI and/or C A M S  are minimized, 
forgotten and silenced by the language and ~ ' o n s  d HCPs. 

6) Women mawrage lhmsdve~ and other women to !ii positively and are 
influenced, by medical Vepaif be. P81cutaneous transluminal coronary 
angioplasty (PEA)) ,  to be positive and to forget the negrrthre (illness). 

7 know what to tell you. 
Many of these women, when asked to reflect on their experiences of 

recovery, begin with expressing doubt about their ability to remember their 

experiences. Both rwnmbedng and finding words to describe their experience 
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is conveyed as challenging. It is as if their experiences have been forgotten and 

silenced over the past eight months to two years since these women experienced 

having had a MI andfor CABGS. Might their memory loss and the resulting 

silence be related to the trauma of having experienced a MI and/or CABGS? 

Laub (1992) stated that suMvors of trauma often have no prior knowledge, no 

comprehension and no memory of what happened and that they may fear such 

knowledge, shrinking away from it closing off opportunities when faced to explore 

it. Beth conveys, V don't know what I can tell you. Much of the expen'ence I've 
wanted to forget - don't know what I can mcdF. She continues to share her 

difficulty with remembering, comprehending and expressing what happened 

stating, The hard part is for the person to express themsehms pmperijt and to say 

what they an, feeling, not onw that but to remember what fhey were feeling" 

(Beth). 

Kathy similarly conveys a sense of 'not knowing' and difficulty 

comprehending what happened stating, 'I'm not sun, what I can Lell you. I haven't 

really thought about it. Like they say, you're ma/& in another world ibr a whilem. 

Might the traumatic nature of experiencing a MI andlor CABGS be 

unaddressed by HCP's? Has the increased prevalence of these events numbed 

HCP's sensitivities to the implicit trauma of experiencing a MI andlor CABGS? If 

this is so, it might be worthwhile re-framing the experience of su~~v ing  a MI or 

CABGS as surviving a trauma, rather than an everyday medical event. This r e  

framing may open up possibilities for understanding the intenelated notions of 

memory loss and silence. 

I have layered the above interpretation with exploring women's sense of 

forgetthg and their subsequent silence from a lens which considers how these 

women's experiences may be devalued and silenced in current social and 

medical narratives and what purposes this silencing may serve. I have come to 

explore understanding how silence may become a place of both bondage and 

sanctuary (Felman & Laub, 1992) and similarly how women may become 

"prisoners or exiles within a wall of silencen (Lewk & Simon, 1986 p.463). From 
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the perspective of silence as bondage it seems that opportunities for healing may 

be limited if women do not have a safe, therapeutic torurn created in which to 

share their experiences. For the women who did padpate in this study pernaps 
there was a reaching out into a forurn in which they could Wely remember and 

reach for healing through re-membenhg. Alternatively, a healthy respect for 

silence as sanctuary, that is a choice, and as a space for setfhaling appears to 

be essential as well. Sharing traumatic experiences, with certain people or with 

any one person, may not be healing for every woman. 
It became evident that some women contacted during recruitment dearly 

did not want to participate in this study. Some women desai'bed a perceived lack 

of ability to recall their experiences of recovery or a sense of not having much to 

tell, and some expressed a lack of desire to revisit their feelings through 

discussion of the experience. For example one stated, 'My memory is &#hg you 

know - I don't remember muchn. Another said, 'You'd have to ask me questions. 

R was in the past. .. (end later in recmitmeni conversations) ... It is too soon to talk 

about it, I don't think I'm interested". 
These women's choice to not participate in this research and their 

subsequent silences, as well as initial doubts and silences evident within the 

conversations between myself and the women who did chose to participate, may 

be interpreted as testimonies of their experience. Their profound silencer are 

something that I can only attempt to vaguely understand through interpretation 

from several perspectives. From the perspective of the MI or CABOS being 

traumatic it is possible that in having no memory of what happened that a woman 

may choose to dose off opportunities to explore it became of a fear of lcnowing 

or remembering (Laub, 1992). 

I have further spearlaSed what these women's earlier experiences might 

have been with telling 0th- of their experiences. Had these women perhaps 

sought to express their experiences to others only to have them devalued and 

silenced? Might they have by extension become prisoners or exiles in a wall of 

silence, as described by Lewis and Simon (1 986)? Altmativdy might their choice 



to not partkipate have been a preferred protective mechanism; a f o n  of 

sanctuary as described by Felman and Laub (1992)? Many feminist writers 

suggest that women's experiences are devalued and silenced in a s o c i i  

dominated by masculine values (Lewis & Simon, 1986; Wch, 1979; Smith, 1978; 

Spender, 1980). Our health care environment may be viewed as a construct of 

language, perspectives and values which refiect a patriarchal worldview. Daly and 

Caputi (1987) have stated that the patriarchal perspective represents the 

foreground - a world in which fabrication, objectification and alienation of women 

takes place. From this perspective women may learn to exist end respond 

accordingly to avoid the potential repercussions of 'speaking out" against the 

patriarch. In this way I have come to understand how a woman speaking is itself 

a political act (Spender, 1980). It is possible that many women may modify their 

communications in the foreground context to avoid repercussions or may make 

a conscious decision to reftain from discussion as a form of resistance to being 

silenced. The result, either way, is a silencing or erasing of their voices. 

Having reflected more specifically upon the silences conveyed by the 

women who chose not to participate I have considered, from a multitude of 

possibilities, a few for reflection. How might these women's experiences have 

been previously devalued and silenced by prevailing narratives? Might their 

silences be a reflection of these women believing their stories are not worthy of 

re-telling or perhaps a resistance to having been previously dlenced? From this 

perspective is it not possible that they may have been i e ~ s  willing to talk to me, 

a young woman, a part of the medical establishment, with no personal experi.ence 

with heart disease and as such far removed from their experiences? As well, these 

women had no prior relationship with me and may view themselves as mere 'data 

providers' for this study. It may be helpful to build relationships with women prior 

to the development of the study as such there would be a greater sense of 

collaboration and women as co-researchers and subjects, rather than 

depersonalized objects, of study. A few women's lack of interest or desire to talk 

to me, a stranger, about the intimate details of their experiences is 



understandable considering the depersonalized and alienating contexts, 

particularly the health care context, in which women live their lives. It is critical to 

consider how we,- as HCP's, may contribute to women's silences. These issues 

will be explored further as the text unfolds. 

.It was really nothing 
When asked to share with me their experiences of recovery upon returning 

to home following hospitalization several women minimized and expressed doubt 

over the signilicance of their experience. Other researchers have stated similar 

findings. Hawthorne (1 993) stated that the women in her study expressed doubt 

about the importance of their stocks of illness and surgery fdlowing CABGS. 

Similarly Thomas (1994) has found that the women in her study minimized the 

severity of their CVD in efforts to maintain an image they had of themselves as 

healthy women. Anne, who has experienced an earlier MI and CABGS prior to 

her subsequent MI, conveys: 

Anne: Oh that That! I didn't even realize there was a heat aitack until 
allec 1 went through a bunch of tests and they were going to put me 
in the heat? department and I ssid. T don't think there's much sense 
in me going therem, I said, 'I he/ fine n W .  And 1 went home. 

Me: And so you came home and then. .. 3 
Anne: l just carded on. 

Devi, who had been a caregiver for a lengthy period of time for her, now 

deceased, disabled husband and who has expd8nC8CI two recent swgwies for 

other health reasons describes her experience stating, 'tt was Wly nothr'w. It 

wasn't as bad as l thought R would be8. She also states, Y am nut sum that 1 twn 
the best person for you to inte~iew because not much ma& happen@ o. 

How might these women's minimizations and expressions of doubt about 

the significance of their r8cov81y expm*ences be a reflection d ow predominant 

social nanatives? A woman may experience her body as objectified and alienated 

from henelf by social narratives which govern how she, and others around her, 



should experience her body (WOW, 1993). From this perspective I have 

interpreted how these women may have been alienated from, and as such 
disallowed, their bodies rendering them legs access their experiences of recovery. 

Life experiences of these women may have an important influence on their 
interpretation of the significance of their MI and/or C M S .  Most of these women 
are older women, that is over 60, have experienced chronic w acute bouts with 

illness, have borne and cared for their awn children and have been caregivers to 

their grandchildren and to ailing parents, friends, and spouses. It is possible that, 

within the context of such dynamic life experiences, some of these w m e n  may 

consider their experiences of recovefy to be of minimal significance or perhaps 

an anticipated life process. Hawthorne (1993) has also fwnd that the unique life 

experiences of women are key influences in the interpretation of the cardiac 

surgical experience. She found that the women in her study, hot unlike many 

women in American society, were no strangers to illness; subjects came to the 

experience as veterans of major life and death events, who had served primarily 

as caregiversa (Hawthorne, 1993 p.230). A focus on caring for others may be 

related to many of these women interpreting their MI and/or CABGS experience 

of little significance. 

Beth, aged 62, has experienced previous health problems and swgerieo 
shares how she was widowed at a young age and has raised her daughter as a 

single mother* Her narrative i l l ~ t e s  her dynamic life 8xperiences with having 

had a child, a husbands death and h w  her life has focused on finding work to 

support and cam for herself and her child. 

At that poht when ( h a w  dW,  not #at hoNs cuy son, ibr mo now. I 
mean that3 /USZ a vague memory but you- ibmd to We d iln, s t e p  
whether you like R or not So you become mom m I W  (muse) on youmeR 
bwause that's breed on you. nWHb's m b d p  to dlMl10 Md n w  to 
help. So #you don? go out to commercial schod and get a l&& shoR 
course and get o job Md find a /ab that is a Monchy to F w ,  not a cktk 
in the stom that you'm gone h n  you child on the weekends, zhen you 
have 20 take these stepr to be W e  to accompIish the next thing* And nut 
that it wss... it wasn't lvrC but y w  can do it. You cm do anything. And 
then you just get ihto this w h i M d  lype of situation and you work yow way 



lhmugh & without any ChougM Without s y h g  'gee /'m $mat or mjdhingm. 
You know Y have to do this, I have to do this, 1 I to do thio. (Beth) 

Devi, aged seventy four, has bome and cared far several children. 

occasionally cares for grandchildren and great grandchildren. She has felt the 

pain of witnessing the demise of her cognitively ailing mother and of sisters with 

significant health related challenges, lived through the death of her parents, spent 

many years caregiving for her ailing husband who passed away several years 

ago. She has herself furthermore, over the past sixteen month period, 

experienced having a hysterectomy. varicose vein surgery and a MI. Devi often 
speaks about feeling advantaged, as a result of past difficulties she has faced. 

She shares insights illustrating how her past, and current life experiences with 

ailing friends, may have influenced her interpretation that 'nothing much really 

happeneda during her experience of recovery following her recent MI. 

Ik made a couple of friends here in tom. The one (sic) has pfoblems or 
(sic), and the other one had a bit of a hem attack last year and she lost 
her husband the yew before and she's had a terrible time coping. Her 
fiPmi& am absolutety super to her, but it's just that she can't cope. So 
anyhow, she has eventual& sold her house. So I talk to her pretfy near 
every day end $he her 8 /Me bit of encouragement curd then (pause) oh, 
it he@ me because l've had my sham like, my husband was ill for such 
s long time end I can soR of sympBthk with people. And yet I was at 
such a greet achrantage compare to others because (husband) had taught 
me everylhing. He knew the 6.m was comihg when he couldn't get 
mund. He taught me how lo do the bm#hg. He taught me how to 
(pause). / could d anything except electnW. (Dm] 

Ellen, aged seventy three, who has borne and raised seuenl children, is 

an occasional caregiver to grandchildren, has acperienced the death of her 

parents and ailing friends, has lived with a congenital heart defect and related 

precauti0ons, experienced a vecy dimcult, near death experience with heart valw 

surgery several years ago and a recent 'sligh? sttoke. Ellen describes her past 

experience, with prior valve surgery. as of much greater significance than her 

mom recent Wilda MI stali9ng, 'I think fhe a b r  of #he surgery had been 



much much greater ilw, dbr  the hMn uttuck. ..the sutgety is must much mom 
tr(wmb.c, much more debilitating8. 

Ellen continues to describe how she did not feel prepared for what 

transpired follw'ng an earlier valve replacement surgery yet did fed somewhat 

prepared for the MI -ng, 

I think that menWh I wss soR of pm-. I lanm lhat this could happen. 
I had had a slight stroke. 1 had had a bkod cbt  And sh, at church, I had 
to get mk,. So I guess 1 had been prepared ibr that [the MIJ. When I had 
come back from surgery I ah. well I knew thaZ them wss a danger invoked 
Woughout the procedure bcrt, (siIence), but 1 guess I had nwec never 
(muRed). 

Ellen's inteipreWon d the significance of her MI versus the surgery illustrates 

how her previous recovery experience ftom cardiac surgery perhaps may have 

influenced, and reduced the significance, of her experience with having a MI 

several years later. However, it is difficult to ascertain if the traumatic nature of her 

recovery process from her earlier surgical experience was in any way alleviated 

by her life experience of living with a congenital heart defect and from having 

being a caregiver to others. 
It is possible that these women's dynamic life experiences with illness and 

with caring for others may have played a part in reducing the significance of 

experiencing a MI and/or CABGS. These experiences h m e r  may warrant 
telling as part of a process of healing in which a woman is allowed to validate and 
narrate her arm experiences with illness recovery. Rather than sacrificing these 

experiences to those of 0th- or as part of an anticipated IWe event, they might 

be explored as significant and of impottance for a woman's own growth; a 

nurturing of her-sdl. Highlighting the significance of women's health experiences 

may continue to be challenge h a society which continues to expect women to 

be nurturers of others rather than themselves. 



Wood! Momem back!' 

Some women articulate understanding how women's experiences with 

illness may be limited by a sodal narrative which emphasizes an expectation of 

women to be nuRurers of others rether than themselves. The emphasis to forget 

illness and the accompanying negative thoughts through moving on and living 

positively may be encouraged by some family members. Ame and Frieda 

express their understanding of how women are treated by significant others 

during illness. 

Tne moment yw'm up and ihe moment you can do q i w  -evetybw 
else drops out offhe way and they assume you'm OK l have crlkrays found 
that the moment a women is sick, although I haven? had much exptieme 
being sick and you get up, ev8rybod)t disappeafs. 'Good. Mom's back!! 
(Friied) 

When e man has e hear? attck. dl of a sudden wgey dear is there and she 
is running around and fussing over him. He kind of is made to feel good. 
Wherees with a woman, in a lot of cases, women are lett on their own. 
(Anne) 

Some women may experience avery narrow and limited boundary for their 

'allowance' to be ill. Women in this culture have traditionally focused upon 

meeting the needs of others; thus meeting their own needs during major illness 

may seem unnatural (Miller, 1986). Cardiac recovery literature has indicated that 

following a MI women perform activities with higher energy requirements and 
resume household actJ8V.nies sooner than men (Low, 1993; Parchert & Creason, 

1989). Women have also been found to resume household activities almost 

immediately after discharge from the hospital, whereas men reported SW8ng, 

relaxing, and walking in the house in the first week at homd (Boogerd, 1984). 

Rankin (1988) found that women reported vacuuming or cooking large dinners 

for the family within two weeks of hospital discharge because 'them was no one 

else to do ir. 

Traditional cultural expectations of women to be e i v e r s  of others, 

rather than thmsebes, may influence setfare and ohape women's healing 



process. There may not always exist the long-term supportive in and out of home 

environments for women to nurture and heal themselves slowly throughout 

recovery. The e*pectations d a woman to be a nurturer of others may limit her 
families' understandings of her need to be cared tor. This view may also 

contribute to a woman's own dMlculty in rationalizing and validating a focusing 

on herself. 

'Putting It out of your m W  
Women share how they encourage thetnselves, and other women in 

similar situations, to forget their expmDmces by putting it out of their minds'. 

Living through the recwery experience may have taught some of these women 

that forgetting the experience is a critical step for moving on with life. Frieda refers 

to a sense of disassociating herself from the experience stating, 'As Was you can 

put it out of your mind and don't W about it any more. It's happened. It's gone. 

I disassociate mysen with it. Maybe it is standing over there somewhere end I'm 

not e patt of it!'. 

Several women described encouraging other women recoverin9 from their 

MI andlor CABGS's to dismember the experience suggesting that dwelling on the 

experience is detrimental to their health. Frieda conveys, 'It's ok to Wk to get it 

out of your system, but chwIIing on it is bad. it just stresses the system. fhat's 

what hilppened to my friend [who recentlp died]. She dimled on tho tbot thatshe 

had three blocIcaguW. Devi suggests, 'Oon't sit ihem .nd feel sony ibr ~OUISBIY. 

That is something Ihst 1 think d l /  do o w o n  mar0 ddVTlQge ... ljtw SR #em wilh 

your thoughts, pu'd get so depmss&. Anne describes, 'I don't dhI I  on it You 

hear somebod)t had a heatt aUack cmd dmpped dmd. You ma/- that this 

machine is damaged goods and you could ... but I dan't the// on R. 
Disassociating, or distancing, may become a way for women to remove 

themselves from the ovemrhdming and painful experience of recovery and a 

necesity for enabling themdelves to pull together fragments of her memories to 

continue living. Frieda describes, 



Is it possible that there is a taboo in wen thinking about the event, less 

the upset bigger another episode? Laub (1992) stated that 'lhe fear that fate may 

strike again is crucial to the memory d trauma, and to the inability to talk about 
C (p.67) and I add 4 lack of desire to dwell on W. Might women forget and 

silence the negative experiences as a choice an- might our heatth care cuttum 

encourage their forgetting and silence? Ether way it appears critical to 

understand how memory loss and silence testify to women's experiences with 

recovery. Gcploring understanding women's silence as imprisoning/bondage or 

liberating/sanchrary opens up possiibifities for understanding how we, as HCP1s, 

may be cornplicit in this silencing or perhaps unaware of it's significance in our 

interactions. 

'Just a mild heart attack" 

Women's experiences of having a MI andfor CABGS are minimized, 

forgotten and, in effect, silenced by a prevailing medical discourse. Minimizing 

having had a MI appears to have been encouraged by women's HCP's by their 

being told that they had a 'slight" or a mildm MI. These narr~*ves evoke reffedon 

upon how such experiences are languaged about in the prevailing medicel 

narratives. Most women in this study sham an understanding that their MI'S had 

been 'slight., Wild: or not seriousm in 8ff6ct. Ellen conveys, may assumd me 
that it was a vety slight heat a&cP. Kathy states, 'IY wus a hewt attuclt, u h ,  it 
was a mild heart attack.. Frieda describes, Y had r hew aitackk, Owy) sncl was 

told then, was no sefbus damagem. 

The above narratives illustrate how these women's exp8n~mces of having 

a MI have been reduced to a cellular level and diagnosed 'mild: UigW or hot 

seriousm lim the pempective of the amount d tiswe damage sustained by the 

organ. Objectifying the heart outside of the bodily experience renders the hart 



?vlorm8 and tho HCP's the Wmwerd. In this way a woman may be viewed as 

a carrying vessel far the heart which is pwceived as known more by the HCP's 

than by herself. Anne shams a dialogue she had with a doctor fdlowing her most 

Eventual& Bey did some tests and, and of course Dr.(name)(chuckk)# 
b h  his heat he, he had me come in aRe~~&r& to see me and he sais 
(a, WdP# he sai& V just looked owr evemh# and he said; Vou'n 
ddng lbre n&. He saia .YOU know ihe OM sdyl'rrg: 'Ni t  isn't broke, don? 
tix P (bughing). (Arrne) 

A pathological approach to disease may be understood to replace the words of 

a person experiencing illness with that of the HCP's, who studies the disease as 

a purely natural object. Sullivan (1986) has stated that the knower has become 

the physician and the known the patient 

In many ways these woman's experiences are understood to be 

illustrations of how women may be dismissed, by HCP's, as knowledgeable 

("knowers.) of their experience. It is this dismissel of the woman as subject and 

knower of her own experience and an emphasis on physiological objective 

measures of recovery which are interpreted to liml the discourse of her 

experience. Indeed, women shared their experiences often by referring to clinical 

events using medical jargon (see Metatheme 2a) thus limiting the telling of their 

experience to physiological parameters. It is in this way the complexities of 

women's experiences are rendered silent and rnisundBCSfood both by HCP's and 
by women thmSBhr8~. 

This silencing appears to play a part in denying these women access to 

services. For these women access to a cardlac rehabilitation program was either 

paternalistically denied, unaccommodating, or viewed as inappropriate by the 

women tnemsehres. Numerous studies have identified that a greater number of 

men than women enrol in rehabilitation programs (Low, 1993; Parchert & 

Creaoon, 1989). The lower rate of w ~ m n  in rrehebilitation programs has been 

linked to kw physician referrals for women (Low, 1993; Young & Kahana, 1993). 



Frieda conveys a sense of being excluded and dwdued and silenced as a 
knower sWng, 

I did ask Dr. (ham) ii, you kmrw, I cocrld. ... IY it would.. IY I COUM go to 
the... If he'd recommend me to go Lo ihe rehab.. (w.. And he said, 'No, 
you don't need it. You have not had a big enough heatt attack. Ks no( 
worth it! 

Although the intention of the HCP may have been to allay her anxiety by 

reassuring her that there was nothing to worry about. me paradoxical message 

conveyed is that of a woman being denied as knowledgeable of her experience 

and her desire for help with healing. Describing how she felt. Frieda states, 

I Wt total& mjected. pushed aside, as dhough it just dWnY matter.. You know [as 
if] it was so slight What am you WOW about? You dm? need to go. Just go 

walking everyday!' 

My interpretation of Frieda's nanatives considers how she has been 

devalued as knowledgable of her recovery needs. Such devaluing may create, 

for the woman, a sense of questioning her treatment and entitlement to participate 

in a rehabilitative program. In this way her body is treated as an "otheP rather 

than an embodied knower. This alienating and disembodying treatment may have 

long term implications for women and generates h discourse of suspicion that 

fuels an entitlement discourse in relation to disease treatment" (Bennw, 1994, 

p.252). 

Freida's knowledge about her experience of having a MI and requests for 

rehabilitation are understood to be devalued and silenced. By questioning her 

needs for such a program by stating, "What are you wonied about3' the HCP, by 

extension, questiis her as a reliable reporter of her own bodily needs. Implicit 

in the HCPms response there is perhaps a questioning d Frieda's request as r 
distortion of her understanding of what is really going on at the cellular level 

because after ell it was 'just a mild heart attaw. Might this discourse both 

perpetuate and silence e woman's potential questions such as Wow sick am I 
really?m, Do 1, as a woman, wanant care?: and 'Does this MI really warrant extra 
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care?' WSth respect to a discourse of entitfment ~rieda noted that there had 

been three other men in her room, recovering from their MI and/or CABOS, who 

had been to rehabilitation which further reinfomid her senso of being excluded. 

She conveys, "We14 I just lieR it [beiig denied cardiac mhcrbilitabbn] was tot%@ 
unbir because these other guys had all 61- to mh&. (w (rti8da). 

The above discourse reflects a n~npa~cipatory and nancdlaborative 

relationship between the HCP and the woman involved in which she is excluded 

from the decision making proc~ss. How might the point in this woman's life stage 

play into a discourse which develueo her as a %now@ and collaborator in her 

own process recovw The fact that this woman is older (eighty), as are many 

of the women in this study, may be significant to the 81(pdmce of being 

excluded from decisionmaking and, in effect, silenced. 'Part of the reason for 

excluding elderly people from decision making about their future care is probably 

due to a belief that they do not have valid opinionsm (Twomey, 1986 p.60). It 

appears critical to reflect upon how we, as HCP1sI may perpetuate ageist attitudes 

in our professional education and clinical interactions with elderly women and 

how these attitudes may layer upon a discourse of suspicion and entidement. 

Tworney (1 986) has stated a need to move away from the popular stereotypes of 

elderly, and particularly elderly women, as passive and weak towards an 
approach which advocates for eldelly decision making rights. Women's 

experiences with HCP's may be enhanced if approached from perspectives, such 

as those embraced by feminist and some nursing philosophies, which value the 

importance of human expd8nce, nurturing, dent centrality, md mutually W n g  

and diafedcal rdationships (Chinn, 1989; Newman, 1994; Watson, 1988; Wheder 

& Chinn, 1989). 

An exclusive discourse in which women's experiences with recovery are 

forgotten is illustrated by women being denied a c w s  to rehabiliWon programs 

as a result of not being refmed (as above), the program hours being 

unaccommodating to their work schedules, the inconvenience of having to trawl 
and not r8~81.ving a timely reterral. Furthermore, the older age of women may 
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limit their access to these programs rn well. Low (1993), in a Iitwature review of 
sixteen artides focused on the psychooocY factors uf recovery and cardiac 
rehabilion for women, suggested that the lower rate of women in rehabilitation 

programs is linked to physician ref8(ra( patterns and the older age of wmm. 
These exclusions may be related to a perpetuation d a discourse of suspicion 

and entitlement, as discussed above, further ncenfofang a sense that these 

women are not worthy of or entitled to rehabilitative recovery care services. 
Several challenges may magnify a woman's sense of exclusion such as 

living within a poor economic contenct, her older age, living alone and having to 

cope with the limitations of wing without a partnw to cam for them, and living 

with CVD magnified by other health related challenges. M y ,  aged w-two, 
illustrates the economic context in Which she lives stating, 

I had just savted a new job. [g had been out of work for a yew. There 
was no way I wanted to take more time off and 1 never realized that these 
progrems only nu, durfng ihe day. And so I didn't end up going to one 
end I can't believe a c& this size, dhe people they have don't offer more. 
ney shouldn't just have it dunhg daytime hours. 

In a Canadian society where sixty percent of women in We paid woMorce earn 
l e s ~  than $20,000, compared to thirty percent of men, and less than one in twenty 

five women earns more that 550,000 a year, in sharp contrast to me in six men, 
women are economically disadvantaged (Statistics Canada, 1991). From this view 

women may be less financially able to take time off work limiting their access to 

attend publicly funded cardiac rehabilitation programs that am housed only in an 
i n M o n a )  m'ng functioning only during dm*me hour. 

Women experience a lemgthier life expectancy than their male counterparts 

and ere twice as likely to be poor as elderly men (The Canadian Womene 

Foundation, 1995). A high proportion of women recover at home without partnen 

to care for them (King 8 Gochrer, 1885) and may expdmce aging and poverty 

related h e  challenges which possibly limit thek access to and desire to attend 
i n s t i t a i d  rehabilitation programs. Beth, aged sixty-two, conveys the 

inconvenience of even considering going to an institutionally based cardiac 



rehabiIiMti~n program stating, 'Ks ithe mhbbililsrtr'on kciI&] not rea/ljt the mast 

comnient place @ get & snd the pcvlcing is no( d i b  Wlbble8. Devi, aged 
seventy-four, shares a barrier which deterred her from attending a rehabilitation 

program stating, W was winiei and dmuR to mange attending because I relied 

Aging women, affected with CVD, may have limited energy resews 

further mplicalihg attendance at a pmgram that demands long hours of 

attendance. For example Ellen, age seventy-three, having successfully 

participated in a cardiac rehabilitation program several years prior foflowihg 

cardiac surgery. describes choosing not to attend fdlowing her recent MI 

particularly as she was older now and that there would be too much driving. She 

describes, 

lWhen 1 last went] it was three times a week for three months. Lectures in 
the morning and then we had lunch and then then, was an exercise 
prognvn. A was just after dinner then we came home. There was a 
gmduation. I was too tired to go to the graduation (laughter) .... but the 
lectures were really very good... we Wt we lecvned a lor. When they wanted 
me to do that again after the heart attack I thought 1 was just too weary 
trying to do that. Yes, there was M, l h  at all. because the days in bemen 
[of the cardiac rehabilitatition sessions) you wen, just beat from having, you 
know. (Ellen) 

Delayed attention to women's in-home recovery experiences is another 
factor which illustrates a prevalence of an eadusive discourse which 'Iwgets8 the 
potential immediacy of women's recovery needs. Bdng forgatten during such a 
critical time is illustrated by Beth, who received an invitation to attend 

rehabilbth dx months after cpcperiencing CABGS. She describes, 'Sbr morrlhs 

later [after W G S ]  I was krvited to attend dhese cksses. ..why sm I going to slan 

now, you know, to go down snd be educated as if you m ~ ,  out of sufgety last 

week or sornethhg? 
The notian of being %witedL to attend a rehabilitation program provokes 

critical ref18Cbgon. This language may further reinforce a discourse of suspicion 

and entitlement by privileging those who are selBCfiVdy invited to attend. Ame 



does not recall being invited to attenend a rehabilitation program and notes that she 

would have chosen not to attend wen if she had been invited. The nadure of her 

experience, as being devalued and forgotten, is suggested by her not being 

referred to rehabilitation. Furthennore her perception of the approach to 

rehabilitatb programming provokes critical reflection of a perspective that has 

perhaps been silent. Anne states, 

H's cllY up to you. mat's why tbf me dhetapy fir (pause). I suppose maybe 
some people get some~ing out of it but to me (sigh) it's up to you. We14 
there is nothing fhat you can't do at home. Ws Mnd of l&e wonm laing 
weight by going to Weight Watchem. 70 me having somebw howding at 
me don't eat ihis, don't eat that, you know, 1 couuPdhV stand that No. Some 
fhey benefit ihm it so ii they do great;. But for me (pause) no. 

I am compelled to consider how we, as HCP's, might be complicit in promoting 

such an image of cardiac rehabilitation programming? Supervision of the heart's 

function in a controlled environment is one goal of a cardiac rehabilitation 

program and may be desirablefor some, yet may be viewed as too authoritative 

for others. It is possible that a traditional discourse, which still prevails between 

HCP's and persons experiencing heart disease, is dominated by instructive 

interaction and attempts to coerce lifestyle modifications. Tapp (1996) has 

suggested that this approach is disrespectful of the person and fails to account 

for the complex relationships between the person and other contextual influences 

such as fmity, wodq culture and finances. 
Suspicion and the entitlement discourses appear prevalent in women's 

stories and have been suggested by Benner(l994) to be prevalent in health care 
situations and in the individual's mind as orre waluates if them is substantial 

evidence of 'real' disease suggmthg one's 'worthiness' d tree$nent. What them 

does it mean to women when they are told that they have eJcperienced @just a mild 

heart attaw, are not referred, have limited access to attend institutionalized 

cardiac rehabilitatigon programs and are provided with limited guidance to help 

them in the 'recoverym process? Might the notion of being unworthy of treatmat 

be implied? It is critical to reflect on both the above text and the supportive 



research studies which have indicated that of the large numbem of women who 

experience cardiac events, many are not referred, elect not to attend, or 

discontinue with a formal cardiac rehabilitation program at a significantly highw 

rate than do men (Harkell, 1993; King & Jenm, 1995; Low, 1993; Parchert & 

Creason, 1969; Young & Kahana, 1993). 

As heaIth care is a right we must asswe that access to this right is fair and 

equitable. The n o t h  of having to be invited to attend rehab i l i i i  which some 

women alluded to, appears to be a privileging only those who indeed do receive 

the invitation. Should not ell women have the choice to partidpate in rehabilitative 

programming? What about those who chose not to attend an institutional 

rehabilitation program? If a clientcentred approach is to be central to health care 
sewices would not collaborating with women, in efforts to explore and develop 

programs they deem to be suitable, be embraced? 

Health may also be viewed as a commodity. From this view I support Me 

generation of opportunities to offer numerous high quality and affordable 

alternatives for the 'buyer'. At the same time it is critical to recognize that, for 

example, women's poorer economic states and older ages relative to men 

experiencing recovery may limit women from accessing care* From this 

perspective I understand health as more that an individual responsibility. Creating 

supportive, caring health care environments which recognize and explore 

understanding women's socioeconomic and political contexts and the point a 
woman is in her liespan as interrelated with her recovery experbnce need to be 

considered. 

'Having a poaltivm atWudom 

Women encourage themsefves and other women to live podthmly and may 
be influenced, through medical 'iepaif 0.e. PEA), to be posHive and forget the 

negative (illness). An emphasis on living positively may be advantageous as 
optimism can help people re-.frame their lives towards living mom hopdully and 

as such improving their quality of life. Alternatively an encouragement to l i e  
positively at the expense of forgmhg the negatives (eg. the challenges) d their 



Disnwwnberlng the expwimcta of hav,*ng a MI and/or CA8GS and the subsequent 

recovery appears as a common theme. I have interpreted this theme within the 

context d societies emphasis on forgetting negative and painful expdmces and 

focusing on promoting a posifke attitude. Anne descriptively ewpresses her 

families emphasis on disregarding illness and focusing on l ing positively when 

We're [fami&] not a sympathetic lot when s0mebOdy is sick I;raughing). 
Yeah, yeahs yeah, (Iaughhg) cMd go on (pusej you're dive amnY ya 
(laughing). ThetZ hephI. You don? need his [sympathyI. You know, 
some &milies en, so sympathetic and you're beling sony for purse# 
anyways* Oh my God am you Reling sony br youm# (hughing)). And 
you dm? need (pause) 1 mean what you need b a good $wilt &M 
(laughing)). 

Some of the women describe an innate sense of a good recovery being 

a matter of having a positive attitude. Anne states, 'Ks [mcovefy] so much in e 

person's head". Den' also descriptively illustrates this sense of living with a 

positive attitude by stating, 'Altitude is a lot of it [recovety]. I'm not a person who 

gets down you know. I'm not a depress&ea. Knowledge developed from living 

through their recovery experiences possibly inform these women's desire to share 

having a positive attitude with other women in recovery. Frieda comreys, 'Meke 

the most of vecy dwe Ewoy l& us much as you can andjust ksep going.. States 

Beth, *[!we] absolute huwled&~ mat you do recuperate, ewn 1 you m not 
physk8(& as ablem. Anne similarly conveys having a poMw attitude sWng. '7718 

first thing k fhat you an, so d&coutaged, yw think Ghrtyrwv lilb is omr. # isnR 

These narWves suggests the possibility d them being subtle and deep 
sodetal expectations or cues encouraging a dismemberi'ng d the negative and 

an emphasis on positivity. Perhaps by forgetlmng the negath and living 

positively, women may try to minimize the pow8dbIly pearliar meanings that a 
woman, living with heart disease might experience. These meanengs might be 

genefated w*mn a fear of an untimely death and the threat of the stigma of self- 



earned illness which, once applied by others, may be a great source of hstratiion 

as she attempts to control her health. The potential merits of living positively are 

well recognized however it might be worthwhile to explore how an emphasis on 
poritivity may encourage a dis-manbering of underlying fears (the negatives) and 

how this emphasis might influence, or mom pdculsrly fragment, our 

understanding of and women's access to. their experiences of recovery. 
Layered into the above is a medical narrative which addresses cure of 

illness. How might this narrative encourage a focus on living positively and a 

forgetting of the negative, that is the feared illness it aims to cure? Women who 

had experienced a PTCA following their MI'S, describe having developed a 

positive, more self-confident perspective on their lives. Forgang the negative, 

that is the uncertainty and fear of having another MI, and having a positive 
attitude is understood to be related to experiencing a PTCA and is described by 

Frieda, 

For some reason or another my mind just took on the attitude that. well you 
know, Lhet's the end. I won't have another hem attack. I am fine now. 
And a lot of the fear went out of me. It is a total confidence in the doctors 
that did it [PTCA]. They were so good and they were so happy about the 
way that they had done the thihg. 

Ellen describes living positively sensing that, at least for now, the PTCA repaired 

her heart condition and that she could live positively knowing that she cwkl ham 

the procedure repeated, if necessary. She states, '1Y couldnt happen Chis saon. 
you how, that it would, that the t y f e t y  wwld block egsin. They show il b you right 

them on the screen how R'S opened up Md you couM hum Rdme ug&ro (Ellren). 

The notion of medicine objectifying the heart in elfortr to reduce people's 

fears becomes evident in the narratives of, bor example, the two women who 

experioenced having a PTCA It appeared that the medical *air' (eg. PTCA) of 

the objectified heart significantly reduced two women's fears about re-occumnce 
and generated confidence to live on with a positive attitude. Siebert (1990) has 

suggested that medicine has believed that the best way to cure the fear for one's 

heart is to instruct petioents to look at the heart mechanically, technically - to 
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dehumanize it. I f  the heart is a pump, there k nothhg to worry about We make 
those. They're simple, long lasting and easily repaired" (Sietmt, 1990, p.53). 

Indeed Frieda conveys, Y Ihinrk. well, I don? ham 8 disessed hew. How 

ridiculous. No that" not me. I dm2 have a dh88sed heutt. All I'm got is a bit thaf 

went out. The l@ht went out in ir (Fffeda). 
While some of these women's fears have perhaps been alleviated at the 

same time the challenge of grossly simpfifyhg the heart as a pump, which can 

be easily mended and medicated through medid cam, is that the body 

becomes literal versw the machine as metaphor. The mare literal the scientific 

body becomes the greater the possibilities are for overlooking the hearts 

subtleties and spirituel significance (Siebert, 1990). A persons heart may be 

'mended' technically yet they may continue to experience difficulties emotionally 

and spiritually. As such the complexities of a persons quality of life, beyond the 

physical repair of the heart, and the accompanying fears and concerns may be 

grotesquely overlooked. 

From these women's narratives I have reflected upon how fear, forgetting 

and an emphasis to live positively may be generated within our health care 

culture. In a wodd that idealizes a perfect state of health, disease is perceived as 

the polar opposite - a negative event, originating from the mextemala and giving 

rise to uncertahty and fear, may represent darkness/the u n k n o m e  feared. 

Cure focuses on eliminating the darlcness with hops of achieving health, or 

wellneot which is an ideal which cannot be entirely fulfilled. From this 
perspective, our 'cure' framewwk for heelth 'opposes the naSwal interplay d 

growth and decay, 'dark' and 'light' in human lifem (Kidel, p.15). This notion 
appears very relevant for helping understand how remembering, shating and 
**ng with sad, negative thoughts regarding illness may be diicult, if not evecr 
und8~1*rabIe, for both the bearer and the witnesser. Indeed bath the bearer and 
witmsmr may want to forget the dark, unknown and the feared* 

Frank (1991) has also made the obsmatiion that although people who 

expm*ence iDness have a great deal to say fw themS8(Ves there is rarely any talk 
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about thek hopes and fears and abouttf~a sense that they make dtheir suffering. 

There is very little talk about illness because there is little opportunity to talk about 
it and in effect people believe that illness is not something to talk about From 
this view I have come to understand how the illness cncpmi~cm may b e m e  

forgotten and how the dualisms of health and illness m 9  be sustained. From this 

view illness remains dark, unknown and negative and subsequently afeared state 

of being rather than a meaningful aspect of health liom which personal growth 

and renewaf, healing may be envisioned. 

Contrary to the emphasis on dismembering and lMng positively women 

also value remembering and experience an inabilii to forget the negative 

aspects of health, that being illness. The following metatheme explores 

understanding these paradoxes. 

Metatheme 1 b. 'Memorv and Attitude: Re-memberina recovew and the necaativesm 

In this metatheme I explore understanding women's memory of and 

attitude in recovery from beyond the boundaries. Beyond the boundaries is 

understood as an alternative realm from which women share what has been 

silenced by the constraints of the foreground context of their lives. It is from this 

place that we can understand how women may experience a transformation of 

their experience of recovery through the sharing of silenced aq38ng8nc85. Within 

this metatheme live a s s ~ o n s  are explored (Table 2). 



Table 2. uMemory and Attitude: Remembering recovery and the negativesa 

Women want to re-member and talk about their fwgottm and silenced 
experiences with illness and recovery. 

Women value re-telling their stdes not only for themrdves but for the 
benefit of other women in recovery. 

Women Cannot forget their profound e%peciefms of f ~ n g  in fear and 
uncertainty with constant reminders of their heerts vulnerabilities. 

Women's fears and uncertainties in recovery are related to their perception 
of not having enough knowledge nor the opportunity to collaborate with a 
caregiver to generate such knowledge. Women desire to be listened to 
and understood and to have their needs cdlabomtWy addressed to 
fadlitate healing. 

Women experience a paradoxid inability to forget their recovery 
experience as they are told on one hand that their experience was 'mild' 
(insignificant) and on the other to 'do nothing' implying that there is 
something wrong (significant). 

Wanting to re-member what I wanted to forget. 

In contrast to the notion of forgetting, as described above, a paradoxical 
sense of not being able to forget and the desire to talk about and remember the 

recovery experimence is described throughout these women's stdes. 6eth states, 

I have considered how, by reading her own wordo out loud to mother woman, 

a woman may remember her experience, genefate meanings and as such re- 
narrate henelf. This interpretation reflects the notion d t8SbDmony, that is the 

process d bearing witnest to trauma that m e  has lived thrwgh, Wch helps one 

come to 'how' the event (larb, 1992). 1 em intrigued by how such shared re- 

membering of what they have been encouraged to forget (dimember) may 



connect women with others and them- in a pmcam of coming to know their 

experience from thek own eyes. 70 q d o n  everything. To remembewhat has 

been forbidden even to mention* To come toga= telling out ston*-, to look 

afresh at, and then to describe for wrs8hres...' (Rich, 1979 p.13)). 

My interpretation of women's desire to remember and share their 

experiences has also been informed by Kidel's (1986) persp8ChWve of illness as 
something to be 'owned' (re-mmbered) rather than rejected (dim 

memberednwgotten). Remembdng the dark side of life such as illness 
symptoms, suffm*ng and tragedy are articulated by many of these women 

despite their paradoxical sense of wanbong to and being encouraged to lorget the 

negative and focus on the positive. As mentioned earlier ow health care system 
can be understood to focus on curing illness. This emphasis 'emphasizes the 

opposition between light and darkness, and excludes the paradoxical possibility 

that negative and positive poles may contain each otheF (Kidel, 1986 p.25). 

Women's nanathms of the positive aspects of recovery, as discussed earlier, and 

the negative, which will follow, illustrate how the light/positive and dark/negative 

phenomenon of life can be understood to co-exist However, within the context 

of a patriarchal society, the prevailing medical narratbe excludes this possibility 

and privileges a discwrse focused on light, positiwity and health in the absence 
of illness. Recognizing these women's desires to rmernber their dark and 
negative experiences generates a way of understanding how women may create 
their own ways of heeling through bringing negative and positive expedmces into 
co-existenoe. 

The significance of these women's desires to remember the dark and 
negative aspects of their recovery ~xpdences illustrates how, for these women, 
illness can be a meaningful aspect of health. There has been much written about 

the potential strength gained and pwposa in life generated from remembering, 

retelling and trying to make meaning of experiences of suffering (Felman & Laub 

(1992); Rank, (1991); FmM (1984); Kldnman, 1988; N m a n ,  1994). Ouring wr 
convdocw, despite most women's initial sense of not lcnawing what to tell me 



and a focusing on living positively, women began to dialogue about re- 

membering their recovery and the negatives. WMin their re-telling, there 

appeared to be towards a balancing of a whole which explored 

dark/negative and lightlpositive, suggesting that illness is a meaningful aspect of 

health and is transfornative in the healing process. A critical relationship between 

remembering and healing has also been addressed by Daly and Caputi (1987). 

These authors have described remembering as reflective of women healing their 

dismembered selves through recalling connections and conversations. In this 

way women may realize the power to see and to spell out connections between 

apparently disparate phenomenon. Recognizing the significance of remembering 

I remain impressed by a need for HCP's to explore approaches to care that 

embrace not only the light but dso the dark side of health as meaningful and as 

an integral to the healing process. 

Talking about it is very therapeuticn 
Today women are talking to each other, recovering an oral culture, telling 
our life-stories, reading aloud to one another the books that have moved 
and healed us, analyzing the language that has lied about us, reading our 
own words aloud to each other. (Rich, 1979 p.13) 

Despite many of these women describing e sense of needing to forget 

their recovery experience several of the women talk about the therapeutics of 

talking; of healing through re-telling of their experiences. For these women such 

talk is understood to help reduce anxiety, makemeaning of their experiences, 

enhance knowledge development and provide a sense of broader self 

understanding. Ellen states, 

I don't want to think that them is anything in my life that I cannot talk about. 
I think talking about it is very thempeuiic. They [people in genemi] seem 
to think that if they don't think about it and telk about it it won't bother them. 
It must build and build. And occasiona1l)r d grows. But then when they do 
telk about it they'll say, "I'm so pleased we have talked about r. 



Having someone to talk with for guidance is described, by Frieda, as 

essential for people experiencing illness. Frieda describes woshing there had 

been someone to talk to earlier in her recovey qdmce. She illustrates having 

experienced recePving limited guidance, following her tramition from hospitd to 

home, and that her desire Oor hrther guidance was unrecognized and, in effect, 

denied. 

Having someone to talk to, like we am Winq right now. tih s m e ~  
with cancer, they're Wked with. tfiey're he-, they'm guidtBd. 7'hey have 
comiotters there W i n g  wrUr them but[itseems fhaq because you've had 
a 'slEghY heart attack, mbo* g h s  a damnl (Fn'eda) 

Women's emphasis on the therapeutics of talk, despite many of them 

simultaneously stating the importance of not talking about or dwelling on the 

experience, provoked me to explore understanding this paradox further. Daly's 

(1978) theory of women communicators provides me with another perspective 

from which to understand women's communicative processes and patterns as 

they occur outside the patriarchal framework (Griffin, 1 993). Daly (1 978) has 

suggested that the prevailing context in which women live, the foreground, is 

informed by masculine perspectives and which is maintained and perpetuated by 

strategies which function to keep women separate from their experiences and 

perspBCfiVes. She has suggested that the foreground players created constraints, 

such as fixing women's images (eg. beauty standards), emphasizing the use of 

fear instilling techniques such as labelling women who challenge foreground 

beliefs (eg. as complainers and hysterical) and depredation (eg. Vw don't need 

it. Don't worry about it!? to encourage wmen to modify their responses to 

accommodate the foreground perspectives or to not speak at all ( M y ,  1978). 

Women may communicate their experiences differently within the foreground 

whilst simultan8ousIy mow beyond the foreground constfaints creating new ways 

of living, thinking and being from the background. 

As women may feel constrained by the foreground to dismember and 

focus on living positively as well as rationally (as in Metatheme 2 4  they may 



employ the language of the prevailing dircoune to mantain the status quo (eg. 
a minimization d their experience with illness and an emphasis on health in the 

absence of illness, a focus on the biological and psydhdogical phenomenon d 

recovery, and a control of mind over body and individual responsibility for heelth). 

7he foreground, characteristic of sdence, theology, psychokay, biology and 

pornography has as it's purpose the obliteration of nadual knowing and willinga 

(Daly, 1984 p.50). The background however, is a place in which women 
challenge the forqround docility and obedience and create a world in which 

women are for each other and for themselves (Daly, 1984). 

All these women exemplify a process of women's becoming outside of the 

foreground in which women seek out, nurture and encourage any creative 

enterprise that furthers women's healing processes- Kathy who has been 

frustrated by her inability to access a rehabilitation program, by the limited 

guidance and support received from her primary HCP states, Y do ell my 

complaining to my daughter. She illustrates the importance of having found a 

women's heart support group which offers an environment in which she can share 

her experiences stating, 'I'm glad I have at least that group [heat support group] 

to go to. The classes [suppot? group sessions] at the (hospw's been helpng 

me because I Wly listen to ahern and ! ask questions loog (Why). 

The importance of remembering and retelling stmees of recovery through 

seeking out and participating in such a research endemour illustrates women's 
encouragement of a crave enterprise. In this way womenls healing process may 
be enhanced as conveyed by Beth, 'It [the mseatcch findhgs] g h s  a h  om of 

us an im@M also on other women's slbatbns because it & nut d y  me, it is other 

peopte a9 w/P. Devl shares how her rstelling d her story, in this research study, 

may be helpful for other women, 'If it m&s it 8tlskr tbr someane eke lo see 
what ohem have gono throughm. The re-telling of thek stodes is also viewed as 
an important contribWwon for generating knowledge for other women and their 
caregivers. Ellen describes her interest in sharing her eaperience by participating 

in this study StaSleng that it was predominantly m8eca~se you an doing r thesis'. 



I ham interpreted the significance of these women's recognition for the 

healing capacity of talking to others about their experience as critical for HCP's 

understanding of women's potential needs with inhome recovery. For healing 

through re-telling to occur the presence of a witness, that is an empathetic 

listener, may be helplLI to Witate a woman's testimony to come fm. Through 

this reow& process I was honoured to witness these women's stories which 

demanded that I be an attentive empathetk listener. Women who chose to 

participate re-membered painful and ftustrasing experiences ou# hours d 

conversations regarding their experience of recovery ironically alter initially 

sensing that they did not know what to tell me or that nothing really happened in 

recovery. As the active empadhetic listener, I had to remain respectful not only to 
speech but also to the silences, so as to not upset the subtle balance of what the 

woman knew, what she did not, or could not know. There were times, for 

example, when women responded to probes with silence or chose to move on 

to talk about other things. 

I have come to understand women's speech and the boundaries of silence 

surrounding it st part of their testimony. Although I do not feel that I can read into 

these silences and claim to know what they mean in any way, I can understand 

that speech and silence must be respeted as more than a denial of the 

experience and rather as an assertion of their experience of recovery. In other 

words, attention to what has been lefk unspoken is as critical as the spoken ward 

in women's experiences with recovery and must be respected as their right to the 
sanctuary of silence as well 89 recognized for its potential for bondage as 
discussed in the previous paradoxical metatheme. W b  (1992) has stated that 

through such empathetic listening testimony could come forth as a bmaking out 

of crisis through it's very telling. In this way women testify to the crisis, to the 

affirmation of survival and to the vital memory of their c~cperimces d recovery. 
The very words that women use to describe their experience is what can help us 

all make meaning of these experiences. I n  listening to our voice, the silence can 

be broken and conscious awweness and awakening can begin8 (Munhall, 1995). 



Is it possible that then, hes been M absence of an empathetic Iistenw who may 

bear witness to these women's voices and journey with them throughout their 
experiences of in-hke recovery following a MI and/or CABGS? 

The absence of an empathetic listener, or more radically, the absence of 
an addressable other, an other who can hear the anguish of me's 
memories and affirm and recognize the realness of another annihilates the 
story. (Laub, 1992 p.68) 

How migM our current health care systems focus on illness cure and on a 
prof8~~1*onal as e w e ,  rather than a 'client as expert., approach to practice 

devalue the critical importance of the presence of an empathetic listener to 

cdlaborate in a client directed healing process? 

Daly's (1978) theory of w m e n  communicatoR informs one way of 

understanding women's experiences that do not fit in neatly to our 

preunderstandings which may be predominantly informed, and constrained, by 

foreground narratives. It may be a useful for HCP's, as empathetic listeners, to 

consider understanding women from the perspective of women as background 

communicators. In this way women's private discourse may be brought into the 

public sphere for broader understanding. 

In this research I have considered understanding women as background 

communicators. Earlier in our relationship some women spoke in whispers at 
times, or prefaced a comment by stating, 'I don't know if I should say this brrt.: 

or 1 hope it OK to say this on the tape8, when expressing dissatisfaction with or 

challenging some aspect of their tecavery care* Some and a few remained 
silent There appeared, at times, to be a hesitancy to ohare and a need to mod'* 

their communiC85jms. Women's communications may often be modled so as 
to not aMend' the dominant masculine perspective, w may be entirely 

suppressed in f m  of resistance to having being previously devalued (Daly, 1978, 

1984; Griffin, I-). It is possible that many aspects of these women's 
experiences ham not been shared, or have been modified in foreground contexts 

with foreground players, that is with health care providers. It is also possi'bk that 



I was understood to be a Weground playw, that k a representative d the 

prevailing heelth care system, which may have furtheu influenced tome d their 

c~rnmuni~ons. 

Howwer over a relatively short period of time, possibly through the 

development of mutual trust in our relationships and a recognition by the w m  
that I strongly valued their knowledge and their stories, many of these women 
began to 'talk back?. In this way they began to speak about wanting to n 
member, to express their fears, uncertaintier and anxieties, and to sham not 

being listened to or of not having had enough guidance in recovw. Daly's 
theory of women as communicators has further extended my understanding. 

From this view I understand how women might communicate their experiences 

differently within a foreground, which silences and oppresses women limiting the 

telling of their stories, and an alternative realm, the background, in which women 

may act as communicators transforming themselves and engaging in a process 

of making the unknown more familiar. 

'I was M) scared. 
Women cannot forget the negative that is the dark, aspects of health while 

simultaneously living with constant reminders of their vulnerabilities. Women 

experience a paradoxical tension betwm trying to and being encouraged to, by 

prevailing narWv8s, to forget and that of not being able to do so. Fear of bodily 

pains, the uncertainty of not knowing whst to expect and if they would expwimce 
another MI, #e heightened patenlid for unanticipated death, end lMng dune are 
some ofthe common themes illustrating the uncertainty these w m m  eqwience~ 

These women's narratives desaibe a life of vigilance and a heightened 

awareness of a new conversation between their heart and mind whece betore 

there was nam This new conversation is understood as a dkicounre w g h t  with 

uncertainties women may experience during their transition to recovering in their 

homes. Uncertainty is defined as me inabilii to determine the meaning of illness- 



related events8 (Mishel, 1988, p.225). Frieda conveys tho fear and uncwhinty 

I was so scatad- me ibwi E w y  lWb pain. E w y  sihgk lillk thihg ihuf hit 
me. Just eveiything. Is it modher heart attack? Pd get s paih (pacse) 
Indipestrbn? Because I know that tbelirr~ of indipesdion cm be a hHwt 
amck comii?g. Pain in the back can be ~ ~ B B R  a& comiq. / mched 
Ihe stage I couldn't go to bed. I was scmd dh&l I wm g o i * ~  b haw 
another attack lend] that l wouldh't wake up k, tim. I wus literal& tenfiedl 

Devi describes, W wes meal& vwty Wightenihg dbar. fi  war, in a wcy. because I was 

hem alone and if you got a shsrp paif, you would sdW mink&g '1 wonder I it's 

going lo happen again?. Kathy similarly captures her sense of fear and 

uncertainty of the unknown and perhaps of an unexpected death stating, 

When this 811 hit home, it scams the hell out of you because you think 'oh 
my Go@, you how? You don't really know why you had this hew attack. 
And you don't really know when (pcwse) if fhe MIxt one comes lit 's going 
to be the big fhing. You know? 

People recovering from a MI must often interpret vague indicators of their state 

which results in difficulties within interpretation (Hilton, 1992). Moderate levels of 

uncertainty regarding the unpredictability, controllability, ambiguity and knowledge 

of the illness situation, as illustrated in the above nanartives, have also been found 

in a study with people in the early post-MI discharge phase (MarWeReid, 1989). 

Initiating a walking program at home and cmying nitroglycerine, which 

may serve as a constant reminder of their hearts uulnerabilii, can generate fear 
and unceRar*nty. These reminders of vulnerabili may further disable these 

women to forget the negative or the uncertain and frightening aspects d illness. 
Frieda conveys, 'It [walking] was scafy. I I!  d h ' t  haw my p u m  mUr me, I had 

my n h -  [sic] in my pocket snd I was clutching E. Devi says, 'I tllke precauthm 

[cmynibo] because I was quite h&htened when I lbund out t h t l  just couldn't go 

up #at hill 11- kinptut yw know (ch~cld)~.  Beth describes, Vou do r bit 

[wdla'ng] because that's [what your told ID do?]. .. You're concerned that you 



shouMnY go cvy h/rther because you need to also corn back. l put my nib0 in my 

pocket fo begin wRh (chucMer. 
Mishel(1988) has found that the greater the event novefty, that is the less 

familirv it is. the greater the uncertar*nty experienced. Frieda and Oevi have both 

expmoenced one MI and Beth has experienced an MI and CAWS. For all of 

these women the process of resuming activity was new and unlamiliar. Webstw 

and Christman (1988) found that fdlowing the survival of an initial MI, uncertainty 

continues due to the imprecise probabilities assodated with levels of activity end 

the risk of incurring another MI. Hilton's (1992) findings sup- the above which 

indicated that patients may be quite uncertain about their cardiac stetus and what 

they can and cannot do safely when recovering from a MI. 

Anne and fllen, however, voice no fears or uncertainties regarding 

resumption of activities, specifically their return to walking, following their Ml's. 

Both have experienced previous cardiac surgeries. One of whom has lived her 

life with a congenital heart defect and has attended cardiac rehabilitation following 

her surgery and the other who has experienced a previous MI. These life 

experiences may play a critical part in enhancing there women's self-confidence 

as they had been through the recovery process before and as such had a 

familiarity with the process. In this way it is possible that their potential fear and 

uncertainty has been more manageable and less significant For Ellen it is 

possible that her experience of living with a heart condition since her youth has 

helped lowet her uncertainty and as such her fears. King and Mishel (1985) 

suggested that the longer me lives with a disease the leer uncmainty k 
8xperi8(IC8d. 

Although Anne has experienced her second MI end has had CAffiS 

several years prior to the second MI she did not convey a sense d uncertainty 

and fear regarding the resumption of activity. Her experience b in contradiction 

to Mishel's(1988) 'Uncertainty of llness Theory' in which it is understood that 

when an unfwseen reoccurrence of the disease or if a treatment outcome is not 

achieved (eg. 'cure' from C A B )  by a specific time, the lack of congruence 



resutts in the experience of uncertainty. Furthemme Wetster and Christman 

(1988) found that people recoming from their second MI, such as Anne, tend to 
experience increased feelings that the course of t h e  illness is unclear. Webstw 

and Chrisbnan's findings showed that these people are faced with the realization 

that the therapeutic regimen and Worts at compliance had not Bffectively 

camlled the disease. These research findings do not appear to parallel Anne's 

experience yet it is possible that other variables have helped her reduce her 

uncertainty. Alternatively that she may have let go of certainty and may be more 

at ease with uncertainty. 

Mi ie l  (1988) has s h a m  that one's stimuli frame, that is symptom 

patterns, event familiarity and congruence (as integrated into the discussion 

above), cognitive capacity, and structure providers precede the eqwience of 

uncertainty and provide information that is appraised by the person. For Anne, 
who speaks highly of her family supporn and her rellonship with her doctor, her 

strong structure providers may have helped prevent a sense of avemhelming 

uncertainty. Research has shown that relationships with a credible and reassuring 

HCP helps alleviate uncertainties (Johnson 8 Morse, 1990; Mishel & Braden, 

1988). Social supports also have the potential to help a person clarify and find 

predictability in, as well as alleviate and buffer stressful effects of, illness (Davis, 

1990; Mishel & Braden, 1988). 

Living alone serves as another constant reminder of a women's 
vulnerabiaPy and may heighten her fears during recovery. HaM of the women in 

this study were l ing alone. Fears about recovering and l ing  alone following 
their MI andlor CABQS where shared by most d the women. Beth describes the 

ban, she experienced fo(lowing her return home after m n g  with family for a few 
weeks fdbwing hospitalization, .You gef this desim you just want to come home. 
Atbr you3w homo and when you'm by youme& then you lhat it is a bit 

frightening'. Deui descdbes, 

I wuId bsgk, to imgiine tniws snd. like mysewl, I n e w  We a shower or 
s bath with that bathmom [door] cksed because. of coum, the cleaner 



Ellen imagines what her Me might be like without her husband at home stating, 

7 know I couldnY menage if he (husband) mnY hem. thg would be llH, most 
dHkuIt To &ce being alone8- Although not living alone Ftieda conveys a sense 
of fear of going outsi.de of her home unaccompanied during tho early stages of 

her in-home recovery sWng, ' I  wouldn't go out without (husband). I wouldn't go 

out anywhen, witbut anyone with me. l just would notr 
How might fear and unceminty impede women's recovery process' and 

might current medical nanativ8~ continue to perpetuate this fear and uncertainty? 

Fear, stemming from uncertainty, has been assdated with increased levels of 

stress and reported to impede one's ability to cope with stressful events (Hilton, 

1992; Mishel, 1981, 1984; Suls 8 Mullen, 1981 ; Webster 8 Christman, 1988). Not 

only may fear and uncertainty contribute to the stress of hospitalization, resulting 

from a MI, but it's effects may continue following discharge home from a hospital. 

These effects have been found to be related to a lack of clarity about what to do, 

what not to do, and how to determine l there is progress (Christman et el., 1988; 

Hilton, 1992; Webster 8 Christman, 1988). From this view it is understood how 

a medical discourse, which provides vague or inaccessible guidance for women 
journeying through recovery, may be related to a generation of fear and 

uncertainty which these women describe experiencing. This understanding and 

0th- are explored in the following #erne. 

What can we do to make our Ihm better?@ 

Women's fears and unce~'nties In recwlery are related to their perception 

of not having enough knowledge nor the opportunity to collaborate with a HCP 

to generate such knowledge. Women desire to be listened to and understood as 
well as to have their needs collabocatWy addressed to faciliie healing. 

The uncertainty of not knowing how to go on IMng, a sense of numbness 

and a desperate seeking far supportive guidance is evident in these women's 



experiences. Beth conveys, 'Them is hesit&t&n a# the time und the uncettai'nty of 

You don't really tW& whg h@wn8de YOU dm? tW& Wire wh8t wu 
should, how you're gdng to haw Lo change your 1% you krow, wilh ult 
the things we just talked &out. You'm just kind of I-, you bow, numb- 
You en, still byrhg to comprehend that this hqppened & you. Ks 8 good 
I h i i  I had my daughter because you know s h  kind ofput things together 
ibr me. 

me clinical pathological 'gazem, that 1s an intent focus on the physiological 

objective measures of recovery and a gazing upon the woman as a icmwnm 

object, may have a numbing effect One has no control over this gaze which 

tends to focus on objective measures of recovery rather than what the experience 

is like, that is what it means for the woman. From this view experiences of 

numbness and of a sense of not knowing what has happened or what to do next 
are understandable. It is worthwhile reflecting upon how we, as clinical 'gazersa, 

might be complicit in this numbing process which may contribute to a paralysis, 

perpetuate a memory loss and stimulate fear and uncertainty for women. Frieda 

describes, 'It wasn't until I got home &st the whdo humongous thing hit me. (long 

pause) Whet to do? How do l cope? HOW much can 1 do? When, ccu, 1 go? 

Some women's fears and uncertainties were heightened by sensing that 

they has not been listened to, as knowledgeable d their needs, and did not 

receiving adequate counselling from their HCP. Frieda describes how, when she 

shared her fears with her doctor, she was told 'Oh, y w l  get m r  that!.. She 

continues, 

Frieda's concerns were not only devalued ('oh, you'll get over that!.) but 

they were medically diagnosed, by the HCP, as requiring psychiatric or pastoral 



counselling. Might such a response to Frieda's concerns imply to her that if she 

is experiencing more concerns they am in her head? tt may elso be interesting 

to consider how Frieda's point in her lifestage (age: eighty) and societal narratives 
governing perceptions of older adults, as perhaps doser to death, might shape 
a HCP's referral for pastoral car@. Frieda expresses the inappropriateness of the 

ref- stating, 

I didn't lee1 in the mood ibr &at kind of thing, because I am, as I saie at 
t h e a g e I a r n l d o n Y l i v e i n ~ e g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) .  IdonYdhkrkIamanywhemneyit 
jmt and I don't kel I need p8stod he@ (chuckle). And ih&t to me is whea 
you are getbng near the end and it's comtbrting you to get bejmd the end. 

Frieda continues to describe her eaperimmce of seeking more information and 

counselling during her recovery sWng, 

I was just left suspended in mid sit. I didn't how. mey gave me a book 
on hem attacks. I wanted to know more but I couldn't find out mything. 
Nobow wanted to tell me. Nobocfy wanted to talk about it 'Oh you don't 
have to wony. It was just a mild one! 

The silence of others is very profound in the above narratives. These 

women's experiences illustrate their sense of frustration as their needs continue 

to be negated and de-valued by those who claim to know what is best The 
narratives repeatedly beg a familiar question as asked by Charlotte Perkins 

Oilman (1973) in her story The Yellow Wallpaper: that is What is one to do? 

Oilman's story, based on her own life experience, of a woman who recognized the 

oppressive nature of nineteenth century patriarchal societies treatment of women 
and expectations of Wivesm as an important source of her fatigue. Yet. she is 
diagnosed by her husband/3octor with, what was at that time, a popular %vomen8s 

affliction8; a 'temporary nervws depression - aslight hysterical tendency m(Gilman, 

1973 p.10). She asks What is one to do?' when her husband/physician and 

brotherlphysidan, 'of high Standingu assures others with scientific certainty that 

mere is really nothing a matte. She is prescribed medical treatment and 



forbidden of any intellectual stimulation despite her desire to mite* Some of these 

women also seem to be asking a question similar to What is one to do?.. 

These women want to understand how thy can work through the process 
of r~coyery in a healing way. Yet the response k silence. What is me to do 

when medical narratives limit HCP's understending of women's experiences? How 

is one to work through tho fear and uncertainty generated by such a traumatic 

event when a medical narrative minimizes the trauma? While these women desire 
resped and counselling what they receive is treatment shaped by medical 

narratives focused on a pathological 'gaze, that is a focus on cum of illness, and 
societal narratives governing how women, particull dder women, are treated. 

The silence, or vagueness, on behalf of tho HCP'o, also reflects a hoarding 

of information and an exertion of HCP's power over 'patientsg. Kathy conveys, 

They told me to start gredually exercising you know and you, you just don't 
know how much exactly. My doctor told me to, you knav, go for s W k  
and kind of increase it as time goes on. 8cA it3 real& vague because you 
are scared, you're really scared when you come home because every little 
pain you get you think it's related to your heatt. So, you don't know. 

Alternatively, HCP's offering certainties could be even more arrogant. Yet it 

appears that a tensions exists between HCP's perhaps not asking the s p d c s  
of what questions a woman needs to talk about even if the answers are not 

certain. 

For these women HCP silence and vaguenest creates a boundary about 

what the HCP deems as impoftant enough to talk about From these women's 
narratives fears, uncertainties and requests to be listened to in search d 

knowledge and undemtanding appeared to be minimized and nqated. From this 

view the prevailing medical discourse has the potential to encourage fear and 
passive dependency by making infomation unavailable or vague and as such 
dedaring it as too complex for consumption by ordinary people. Might this be 

a way by which HCP's can exert power and control over a patime Shetwin 
(1992) stated that 'the power of the healer is often maintained by promoting fear 
rather than strength on the part of the patient. (p.143). 
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These narratives suggest thatthe emphasis of the approach to health care, 

that these women have and continue to be receiving, is ma that favours the 

HCP's e%paso over the woman's and me that focuses on aue of illness rather 

than care of the health experience fmm the perspective d the dknt Chinn 

(1 996) support0 this assdon stating that medical 'cure' rather care remains the 

predominant focus of our health care system. For example in this study, follwing 

a cardiac event, in a cure oriented system in which a woman chooser not tolor 

is denied attending a cardiac rehabilitation program the cam appeared to be 

limited to medical doctor follow-up. In two instances referrals to soclod wok, 
psychiatry, and pastoral cam were offered, the latter two were dedined as they 

were viewed inappropriate by the woman. 

From these women's narratives I have considered how nursing care 

appeared to have discontinued beyond the walls of the hospital. Nursing which 

can be understood, as articulated by Watson (1988) and Newman (1994), to cafe 

for the human health experience was not described to continue with these women 

as they journeyed back to their homes to recover; to heal. The women in this 

study did not share any experiences with having an opportunity to collaborate 

with any nurses prior to or following hospital discharge. Nurses in the hospital 

may have helped prepare these women for their transition home yet there was not 
mention of this which may imply that such interaction was not impressive. TMs 
apparent lack of expressed nursing transitional care in from the hospital and 

within the community may reflect a cure oriented focus. From the cure 

focus cardiac inhome recovery is pre-detined by medical boundaries and 8s such 

appears to remain a focused on cum d illami and the HCP-as-eocpen ralh# than 

a client-as-expett centfed health cam system. This unifocussed clpproaeh to 

providing cardiac recovery care may indeed be complicit in pwpmmting fear and 

uncertainty in recovery as discussed above. HCP's need to consider what effbcts 

such fear genmCon may have on women's decision meking capacity. 

Furthermore limiting women's choices to direct access to health care options in 
the community futther limits womm's decision making capadties reinfordng an 



approach to care in which 'others' dedde what is best For women's heatth. What 

is me to do? 

To mave towards an epproach to care that is dimtas-eprt rather than 

HCP-as-axpwt driven would require a change in the scenario that would mow 
beyond medically defined boundaries. Medically defined boundaries for 

community based care for women recovering from a MI andlor C f f i S  are 
understood to be cufrently defined as medical doctors acfiin9 as gatekeepers for 

women to attend cardiac rehabilitation programs, cardiac rehabilitation programs 

as the only medically defined option for funded recavery care and medical 

doctors as the only source of access for funded follow-up illness care 6.e. 

Homecare nursing and physician visits). Instead what we might see is a shared 

discourse that does not necessarily focus only on medical options and prognostic 

but rather centres on the client's voice, her health rather than only her illness, her 

philosophy and ethical perspectives and her narratives, hopes and supportive 

networks. 

this shift requires a shift in framework - a shift that brings everyone's 
thinking to indude an image of how to engage in this type of discourse, 
what the discourse consists of and who could and would stay given any 
number of possible discourses. (Chinn, 1996, editorial page) 

'Adapting to dolng nothlnf 
Women experience a paradoxical inability to forget their recovery 

experience as they are told, by HCP's, on one hand that their experience was 

'mild' (inoignifi~svlt) and on the ather to 'do nothinga (significant). Frieda conveys 

experi8ndng this paradox, 

Having experienced a MI and/or CABGS can disrupt one's life 

considerably despite the magnitude of tissue damage sustained by the hean 



Warnen describe havhg to break their regular routines in efhxts to follow 

prescribed forms of rest and limited actkity despite being tdd that their heart 

attack was mmild' implying that there is h4thing wrong8 with their health. For a 
few women the resulting tension between wanting to believe that they am well yet 

understanding that they 'cannot do anythinga may be rdated to their experiencing 

feelings of loss, sadness and depression. 

Many men and women, upon being discharped home Wowing their 

cardiac ~8 f l& ,  confiont various uncertainties and physical symptoms which 

provoke an Jety and depression (Thompson & Websterl 1992). This depression 

may prem.1 for months or even years after a MI or CABGS (Legato & Coleman, 

1991; Thompson & Webster, 1992). Women however have been found to be 

twice as likely as men to experience depression (Parchert & Creason, 1989). Low 

(1993) found that both following cardiovascular surgery and Mi's, women 

experience more psychological symptoms and perceive more negative impact 

than males. Low has suggested that anxiety and depression may be products of 

poorer prognosis in women versus men, later onset of heat disease andlor 

differential treatment. 

These women's stories illustrate how having being told to 'do nothingm may 

be related to their heightened sense of loss of purpose and subsequent periods 
of feeling 'downa- Freida states, 7he onlj, p e M  of being dam, was when I had 

to a- to 'doing nothing'. lem not u depmssive, but you have your days. 

pattr%ulw& now #at (husband) has had what he's had [two ment W s ]  a d  how 

he is8. Her sense of grief over her husbands recent MI'S and his reladed 
incapacities is also &dent and critical to her own remmy as she is a primary 

caregiver for him. It is possible thed she is also experiencing tmWon between her 

role as a camgiver for her ailing husband and that of focrrsing on healing hemelt 

Might her need to provide cafegiving br her husband, who she described as 
having survived two ma~~lve' MI'S, hrthef minimize or suppreos tho need to also 

focus on her health? Recognizing this potential tension, and the meaning it may 



have far her, may be one way to help generate an undetstanding of her 

experiences with sadness and depression. 
h e  describes struggling with depressive episodes following her MI 

illustrating how logs of purpose has perhaps influenced her sen- d W. 

Oh, you be1 that yow I#@ is finished. See me Ihat had dkqm h e n  so 
Ism&& a c t h  and of course I was k e d  wilh maybs led not be sbk & go 
beck to w&. And I thought Y can't work. 1 can'?,, I can't do mino at all 
now. I'm useless cvrd I m&ht us well &e dmd. You how 

Recovering from CABGS, can be a physically, emdionally and spiritually 
exhausting experience. The ongoing preoccupation of knowing that one's heart 
has been surgically altefed as well as the fnrstradreon regarding the uncertainty of 
regaining previous levels of stamina is conveyed by BWI, 'It's nwer quite otf you 
mind that, uhm, you've had this surgay. You'rs not real& sum whether or nut 
you're going to get your stamina She continues to state, 

The set back is a sad fact father then depression. Depressed people 
probably cannot even cope with gettihg themseks out cmd getbhg their 
hair combed. Sometimes you think it's going to be e dull day and it has 
been a dull day. The day becomes empty because you are not capable 
to take pert. (Beth) 

How might women's expressed difficulty with not being able to do as 

much as they'd like to, experiences of sadness, depression and loss of self, and 

HCP's recommendations to 'do nothingn following a MI be related to social 

narratives governing women's experiences? Recognizing traditional cultural 

e ~ c p ~ ~ o n  of women to be nurtur815 of others (W&b, 1986) it is possible that 

many women may exp8nWmce difficulty with d m i  down in their amgiving 

roles. lb many may fed tension between caring tor their sdws a d  for 0th- 

fiusbation, sadness and depression may result. Nurturing others may be 

understood 8s women's desire to be conneded with others. Connedng with 

others, a relational context, has been descn i ,  by Suney (1983). as a critical 

process in women's development. Striver and Miller (1988) have elm stated that 

many women have experienced depmsdon over long periods d time largely as 

a consequence of disconnections in their day to day experiences with the people 
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importsnt to them. Kaplan (1992) acknowledged that in many sodd contexts the 

seeking of connectedness, described as an important aspect d w m m ' s  
development, is devalued and labelled negatively as dependency. As such, O 

acknowledgement of such loss is prevented it may cream confusion and sdf 

doubt in women creating a sense that they should not have these feelings of loas 

and that mething is wrong with them if they do. 

Women may experience depression diermtly ftm men. t is helpful to 

consider how experiences of depression, possibly reladed to culturally imp& 

disconnections in women's daily lives, layer upan the sadnears and depression 

women may experience when they are told by their HCP, and feel, that they can 
'do nothingR following a MI andlor CABGS. Women may experience a sense of 
loss when limited in their 'doingm or when there is a lack of encouragement for 

creative ways of 'doingm. Further might a potential loss of connectedness with 

others be related to a limitation on women's 'doing with' others? Could women's 

experiences with sadness and depression be connected to these limitations, their 

perceived subsequent losses and a lack of opportunity to explore understanding 

these losses? Sbiver and Miller (1988) have described how a lack of opportunity 

to be able to experience, express and validate sadness related to losses in 

adequate relational contexts may, for women, contribute to a development of 

depressive states. 

Wem*na the text back throuclh the overarchina me&fhor, 
Throughout the above narration I have aimed to ~IIuStrate the paradoxid 

nature of there women's experiences with in-horne recovery fdlowing a MI and/or 

CABGS. Women's experiences are understood as bound by prevailing social and 

medical nanaliverr which encourage a dimembering of the emperience and living 

with a positive attitude. These boundades may hdp m e  women to move 

beyond r8covw yet alternatively they can be understood to limit and silence 

women's 8xpdmces. It is from beyond such boundaries that women share 

conflicting or contrary experiences to those within the bounded erpectatiorur of 



recovery. The fdlowmng is a weaving d the abovo paradoxical metathemes and 

text back through the overafching metaphor to fume darHy my interpretations 

of how women's experiences we lived both within and beyond the boundaries d 

expected memories and attitudes. 

Many of these women express a desire to forget their recovery experknee 
and have experienced being forgotten by the pfevaiiHng so&al and medical 

narratives, that is the foreground context of women's lives. The complexities of 
these women's experi'ence's with recovery, beyond the pathological v iw,  ere 

understood to be relatively unacknowledged by the foreground. F m  this view 

I have understood how for these women a consistent presence of an empathetic 

witness, sensitive to the complexities of their experiences, has been lacking 

within their foreground experiences. This is not stated to imply that women's 

HCP's have not provided appropriate consultation as indeed a few stated having 

very empathetic and sensitive HCP's. Nor am I intending to imply that all these 

women need, or want, is an empathetic listener from the foreground context (i.0. 

a HC?). To state this may indeed suggest a resolution before understanding 

women's experiences with forgetting their recovery. Rather I am presenting only 

one of many possibilities for deepening our understanding. 

The presence of a HCP, spedalized in caring for the woman's holistic 

wellbeing in the context of her environment, who might journey with women 
through ihe hospital and back into thek homes is not acknowledged in these 

women's expmmmc8s. I have considered how the absence d such a empathetk 
witness may contribute to rendering the complexities d women's experiences of 

in-home recovery une#plored and misund81Sfood and in such a way perpetuade 

imprisoning women within a wall of silence. F m  this pe~spective opportunities 

far healing, in the foreground context, may be limited for women not having We, 
thempWc forums created in which to voice, validate and remember the 

rnultiwcal nature of their recovery experience. Altemaahrely women may chose 
silence as a response to having being previously devalued. FRher way, women's 
voices remain silenced, bound by foreground narratives which have p ~ * w l a r  
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expectations d what women's experi8CIces wHh remmy should be. In this way 

the significance d what the experiences may be like for women frwn their 

perspectives remains unacknowledged by the foreground. 

Women's expressions of the rda th  insignificance oftheir experiences with 

in-home recovery can be shaped by theif unique life experiences as veterans of 

major life and death events during which they have been in the rde of a 
caregiver. These experi8c\ces are interpreted to be bound within sodal narratives 

which generate cultural expectations of women to be nurturecs of others rather 

than of themselves. These expectations may limit a woman from expressiong the 

significance the illness has for her and Hmit opporhrnities for re-nmating of her 

illness as a meaningful aspect of heelth. Furthermore, these expeons may 

challenge a family's understandings of a woman's long-term needs to be w e d  

for by others and may contribute to a woman's own difficulty in rationalizing and 

validating a long-term focusing on her own healing needs. 

Prevailing social and medical narratives have further been interpreted to 

bind, or liml women's experiences through an objecMcation of bodies and a 

subsequent alienation of women's bodies by others and themselves. 

ObjecWatbn of the body limits caring for human health experience and is 

understood to limit women's access to their health experiences. This view is 

understood to devalue women as knowers of their own bodies as the 

objectification renders her body as lmowmm and the HCP as the ")arowef. In 

health care, such objectification tends to favour a pathological perspective. This 

view may gemate a passive dependency of the known upon the knower. In this 

way a discome of suspicion and entitlement may be perpetwted leading women 
to question how sick they really are and if they warrant cam. A pathdogid gaze, 
although helpful for medical intmentims focusing on cum d illness, negates the 

socioeconomic, political and spiritual contexts d women's ii. As such, a 
metaphorical boundary is perpetuated which limits women's acceos to and 

expressions d their experiences of r8covwy to a pathological perspective. 



How might the point in a woman's lH8stage and cultwd expectations of 
her place consmnts on her heallh care 8xp811*ence? Older women's mpedmces 

may be shaped by social and medical nanativm which pm-judge the elderly as 
lacking opinion, and as being weak and passive. As women have been 

traditionally bound by patriarchal nanatives describing #em to be the %maker 

sef ,  older women are constrained by a pathdogid gaze and by sexist and 

ageist atlihrdes prevalent in our society. 

Women's experiences with recovery are bounded further by social and 
medical narratives which highly value health in the absence of disease and a cure 

of illness. This perspective may discourage people from exploring how their illness 

may be a meaningful aspect of their heelth. Fears and uncertainties may be 

generated by devaluing the significance of such understanding to the process of 

heding. This perspective perpetuates illness as a negative and subsequently a 

feared state of being rather than a meaningful aspect of health from which 

personal growth and renewal, or healing, may be envisioned. 

Overall foreground social and medical narratives are interpreted to shape 

women's experiences with in-home cardiac recovery. The boundaries implicit in 

this foreground constrain women's memories of their recovery and dictate an 
expected attitude. In this way women's access to their experiences, hwn the 

vantage point of their own eyes, remains bounded. 

In the paradoxical metatheme of temembedng recovery and the 

negativesg I explore understanding how women, despite the boundaries, express 
a deske to remember and do so from beyond the boundaries, that is ern a 

metaphorical backgmund. Although initialfy hesitant and doubtful about the 

significance d their experiences these women explore the negative rather than 

only the positive aspects of their recovlery. It was tMo hedtancy and my ms8 

that them had not been opportunity share their experiences in Ws way bdwe 
with a HCP (a foreground player) which has contributed to my understanding d 

women speaking from beyond the foreground constrahs, that is in the realm af 

a background. 



These women's desires to caplore re-mernberlng what they have wanted 

to forget reflects the noloon d testimony, that is the pmcess d becvDng witness to 

a trauma that one has l i  through helping one to come to know the went 
Through such sharing it is possible for these women to con- with others and 

themselves in a process of coming to know their ~ 8 n 9 ~ c e  fram the vantage 

point of their own perspectives. Their desire to remember tho negatives of 

recovery (eg. illness symptoms, suff8nong, fears, uncertainties, anxieties) generates 

understanding of the paradoxical possibility that negative and positive poles may 

contain each other despite the foregrounds dualistic focus on cure (positive) of 
illness (negative) and health (positive) in the absence of disease (negative). From 

this view women are interpreted to be speaking from the background about dark 

and negative experiences which have perhaps been disregarded by the 

foreground. In this way these women are understood to have created their own 

background ways of healing through bringing their negative and positive 

experiences into coexistence. The significance of women's desire to remember 

the dark and negative aspects of their recovery experiences generates furlher 

understanding of illness as a meaningful aspect of health. 

Despite expressing a desire to forget their experiences several women 

speak of the benefits of remembering and sharing their experiences with othenr. 

In this way women describe making meaning and generating understanding of 

their experiences and reducing anxiety in their current li-. Remembering 

through shared dialogue is understood to reflect the notion of Wmony. As m 
ernpathetic listener appeared laddng for meny women in the foreground context 

these women are understood to sham their testimonies of sllmces and speech 

from the backgmnd. 
The fiwegrwnds emphaslos on forgetting the negathre and dark side of 

health k interpreted as a paradoxical impossibility for these women. Women's 

inlilities to m e t  and sharing of their negative experiences d recovery am 
understood to be expressed from beyond the boundaries. These women share 
how they cannot met while simultaneously l ing with constant reminders of their 



heats vulnerabilities which generate fear and uncertainty. Many of the women 

describe a Me of vigilance and a heightened awareness of a new conv81~atim 

between the heart and mind where there was none before. Furthermore many of 
these women &re alone. Living alone also serves as another constant reminder 

of a woman's vulnerability in -ety and particularly during illness which may 

contribute to heightening her fears during recovery. 

The inability to forget is further magnified by women being tdd to 'do 

nothingm implying that there is something wrong whilst at the same time being told 

that they only expwimced a mild heart attad<. and that they are 'line'. This 

tension may contribute to of loss, sadness and depression. These 

experiences are interpreted as being expressed beyond the boundaries 

(background) as the understanding within the foreground boundaries conveys 

that the woman is diagnostically .Anem and that she should just take it easy and 

'do nothingm. Living within a foreground context which expects women to be 

nurturers of others generates understanding of how women, being told to 'do 

nothing0, may experience a sense of not being able to fulfill their socially defined 

roles. As social roles often contribute to a sense of who we are migM a woman's 
sense of not being able to Wll these roles contribute to her sense of loss? 

Furthennore a relational context, that is being connected with and doing with 

others, has been described as important to womens development and sense of 
self. If a woman is told to 'do nothing' how might her relational context be 

affected? Understanding d the complexities of women's enpdences with loss 

following a "mild' MI remains unacknowledged within a foreground nanaWle which 

minimizes the loss to a cellular level. 

Fern and uncertainties, as expressed by these women from beyond the 

bounddes, are interpreted to have been generated within yet umknOW(edged 

by the pmaiing medical namhms. In this way a boundary wound who's voice 

is privileged aver 0th- is perpetuated. HCP silence and vagueness, in response 

to women's requests for learning and support needs for recovery se l fa re ,  limit . 

women's recovery experiences by detining what is appropriate lor 'patientsm to 



knaw. From this vie& women's Mice$ in deckion maldng about their learning 

needs and recovery care a, can-w by the HCP's criteuion and remain 
devalued and misunderstood. It is Worn  these perspectives that women's r)wed 

experiences, of being unjustly treated and unheard and of the related fears and 

uncertainties in recovery, are interpreted as being articulated beyond the 

boundaries; from the background. 

In this metatheme I explore understanding how women's experiences d 

recovery may be shaped by foreground narratives which emphasize a sdfdiance 

and control over one's health. These nanatbs are understood to be guided by 

a notion of rationality which expects women act rationally through making 

reasonable health care choices. Within this metatheme three assertions are 
explored (Table 3). 

I Table 3. Rationality: Living with control and self-reliance 

I 1) Women vigilantly monitor themselves within rational prewtittm 
boundaries for healthy living. 

I 2) Women perceive health to be an individual responsibility and something 
that controlled by the mind. 

I 3) Women generate knowledge in efforts to rationally understand the cawe of 
their MI md/w need 1# CABGS. 

Vou've got to obey the ~ 1 . r  to get battW 

These women describe vigilantly monitoring themsdves to achieve the 

recommended guidelines tor 'umW Weam and %ealthy' lifestyle choicer, 

which are shaped by medically predefined reasoning. Anne's narrative 
introduces the notion of pm-wdttm 8)(~ectations, or Ores, for recovery. She 
states, 'This b the way I look at R wifh the hem? condition. Yw ham ib &ce lfHI 

hcfs lhat these tules have been made br you. You've got b obey lhem (pause) 



@you want to get balfief (hne). Might an obeyance of rules be emphasized by 

HCP's and how may this approach paptuata maintaining a boundary which 

defines what a women ought to do rather than could do? It is pogsibb that such 

a boundary may reinforce compliance with the role of an 'abiding cardiac pati8nr 

as a condition to recowing Welle. 

These women share a desire to control themsdves by adhering to 

prescribed rules for healthy living in order to be good to thmsehces and to live 

a healthy life. Frieda conveys, 'I sort of malized, you know, that things an, not us 

they should be. l'm not doing it fight. 11 1 m t  to live e good heslthy I&, /'we got 

to stsrt doing things 8 bR bet&r". Inherent to the notion of rational rules gwemng 

healthy lifestyle choices is a dualistic implication that anything other than the 

'good healthy lifeg (rational choice) is an incorrect, or bad (irrational) choice. 

Frieda's sense of 'not doing it rightn is understood as her expm'encing some self- 

blame for having not lived a healthy enough life and perhaps for causing her MI. 

Her narrative is understood to convey that if she lived 'right' and Wealthy' her MI 

may not have happened. 

While preventative health care practices have multiple advantages for 

enhancing people's health. Alternatively dualisms evident in health promotion 

messages, which emphasize the relationship between good and right with rational 

and healthy choices and bad and wrong with unhealthy choices may be guilt 

inducing. This understanding evokes concern for the potential vidimization and 

blaming of people which may be built subliminally into health promation 

messages emphasizing complianm and indidwl 18spons1Wlity for living 
idealized healthy lifestyles Wch am believed to prevent illmesm. 

Uving a Weontrolled responsible and healthy life is desaibed as m 
eocperiena, of vigilantly monitoring the body for symptoms such as pain and 

fatigue and for tissue, lung and blood status. These women also describe a focus 

on, what are referred to in cardiac education to be, the 4nodiRable risk factors' 

(i.0. nutrition, stress, smoking, and acthrity). 



If / do strut to get r, bit bmathless, because I're been doiw too much, I 
take a puf of n h  and it's all right I check my fin~er nails mguladjt. l do 
#is [demonstmes by pressing fingemar7] to see how quick& the bkod 
comes bsck I tsko my blvod pmssum regulwijt,. (Fred@ 

Ks also about planning and not pushing yourseff over the dge.  You go 
shopping. Okay you go and sit down a couple of times. No big deal. 'But 
gosh I've been over hem (md you look at yow watch) I've been here for 
three hours I beltergo home'. You know, even lyou'rs m d .  not maw to 
go home, you're just kind of, you're &ays being csreful. (Beth) 

Women express increased cauti-on about travelling as it relates to their 

monitoring of their fatigue levels and balancing activity with r e s t  Beth conveys, 

You're c W w s  about going anywhere wety ttv you know. ntem curt 8 
coupk of places lhat I used to drive b without ohring it a tho- now. 
better have r sleep lhis Memoon because l'm goihg to drivo to (cw) 
tbmmw. / better be weU nested, just-ic~:me. You allveys hawe that Tust- 
ihcasem heling. 

Tkrue, lung and blood statw 

Be(h has cared vigilantly for her leg incision and monitored her lung status 

following her experience with CABGS stab'ng, 



Ellen shares expwi8~1~1*ng an increased vigilance and control aver travelling 

following her MI and related to needing weekly monitoring of hew unstable blood 

caumadin levels. She describes, 

1 haven't d h n  since (the MlJ. I donY mhd because he3 [husband] 
dhys here so (chuckte) he d M s .  The thing 1 miss the most is that you 
larow, $1 ham to go out Pm still goinq one a week ibr bkod [cownadin] 
because I have to. 1 almost have Co get pennissiion fim the doctor ifn, 
leavrt town (c~ucM~) .  SUPpOS8 #ern's lhat SOtt of &W lhat 1 dm? W.Mt 
get toa fer from home. (Ellen) 

These women am understood to be experiencing ongoing struggles with 

controlling their bodies and with following prescribed rules for rBcovwy self-care. 

They convey expertise about their bodies and about self-are. Wmin the text the 

body as object, perhaps as docile, is conveyed. The notion of the body as 

docile, as being acted upon either by themselves ot by others as discussed by 

Focault (1979) will be explored in greater dew at the end of this theme as it b 

understood as r camman thread throughout this partiwlar text. 

Strhn'ng to change themse(ves, in efforts to live h a y  im by striving to 

reduce their Vnodifiable risk factom', is another aspect d living vigilantly and 4n 

contrdg. These women's narratives do not ralkd upon a rdationship between 

their h h  and their sodoeconomic and polical contact. The emphasis d their 

narratives b on sdfchange rather than a change in relatiOCIShip8 wiWn the 

context d their environment These narratives am perhaps relleaions of the 
emphasis on individualism central to cun8nf medical and nenatives and will 

be highlighted in the following theme 7t's all up to you8. 

Women also describe living a relf-conbolled lifestyle by sbfvlng to make 

responsible lifestyle choices. They describe focusing on the modifiable risk 



factorsm which are healthy nubition, strest managemat, smoking cessation and 

Ellen conveys, We just lry to make sun, we get (I good balanced diet T i  @ make 
sun, we am getting a# our vegetables. R is not how much you eat but what yw 

eBt.- Frieda also describes, 

stress management 
Anne describes her Mom to manage her stress stating, 

I Iearned to beck OR. I realized in my case s id af the problem wlth the 
he& was stress. Wonying how you're going to make ends meet I( made 
me realize Lhef and now, even now. ah. activjiy won't bring on stress on 
the he& But if I get upset abouf something -just like that I'm leaming 
that when something upsets me to kind of look at it and say now is that 
WON, getting upset about. 

Beth conveys, 'The first heat attack left me feeling ahet l should be a little mom 

careful about life. Not letb'ng the job cmd eve- stress you out.. Kathy 



attack and I haw f i c ~ v  had om s i m .  dt was iho -st thing I've ever dmem 

These women describe walking for activiry- Their narratives illustrate their 

striving to lhre rationally by adhering to suggested walking guidelines and 

precautions. Beth sharer, 

Your alkrays supposed lo get out ibr Wk. Well you do a be because3 
that's, you're concerned dhet yw shouIdn7 go anjt fumher because you 
need to eloo come beck. We\& I put nRlo in my pocket to begin wRh 
(chucide) and them am many days when you don't go, because the wind 
is a bit smng and iYs a bit iota coM, sMT like that. 

Ellen describes, 'They suggest ihme days a week [wd)a'hg]. I 4y to do lFve and I 

am quite successful at he. I welk a krbmetn, each dqf. Anne illustrates, 'Like 

the girl [nurse? or occupational thempist?') said to me (chuckle) 'You've got to 

w e  Well I walked a lot even with the bed knee I did a lot of walkinga. Devi 

describes the challenges of resuming her walking following her MI stating, 
I'd go up [ W i n g  up e hilfl psrtway, and then I came back again. men the 
next night I wasn't going to kt it beat me, but I had lo do it sensib& yw 
know. I know I'm not c8pable of W ' n g  any drStance end lit3 wine  l just 
don't do it I We p n e ~ ~ m n s  [c#y nhgtycen'ne spray] because I wrrs 
quite kQhtened when I bund out that Ijust couldn't go up that hill like Mng 
Tut you know (chucMe). 

hours. 1 sort of mnt a l&k bit bther e y d s y  and ! sfwed malkkrg at a nom#l 

Walking, as mode of prescribed exercise kr cardiac recovery, k 

emphasized. Atthough walking is undeniably a bendidel activhy the promotion 
of other activifim that enhance not only cardiwaswlw but rather whd-ody 

wellbeing with wornen might be considered. HCP's promoting a wide range of 

activib'es, appropriate for cardiovasarlar tissue healing, in efforts to p m l i z e  
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activity, to encourage variety, and to prevent potmthl boredom and ovcwuse 
injuries may promote women's enjoyment of activity and enhance healing. 

Women's experiences with vigilantly monitorhg their bodies and striving 

to adhen, to rational 'rulesm for recovery am e%pored from a perspective which 

considers haw a body may be rendered docile, end an object and a target of 
power. Focault (1979) has describes this notion of dodle bodies to have 
stemmed from the late eighteenth century during which time significant attentbn 
was paid to the body as something to be manipulated, shaped, and trained and 

something which obeys, responds and becomes skillhrl. This notion is rdwant 

for considering how approaches to cardiac rehabilitation educatbn and 

counselling may be understood to be strategies which ultimately aim to control 

and correct heart function. While it is important to become skillful and in-tune 

with our bodies aftmatively it is detrimental to treat the body as docile and as 

being acted upon. Might such a view, by extension, render a woman acted upon, 

and as one who must obey the pre-defined rules? How might a woman be 

viewed if she does not obey or rather if her body does not obey h M  Striving 

towards working with women in ways which respect inner heafing, rather than 

those which emphasize externally driven obeyance, manipulation and training, 

may encourage more humaneso in HCP's relaticxiships with women. 
Despite understanding the above lifestyle pracbeces as guidelines for 

healthy H~ng and reqnizing these women's expertise regarding their health !he 

text generates questions about alternative meanings that may be conveyed within 
an emphasis8 on adherence to prescribed guidelines br recotmy. Perhaps the 
positive repercussions of adherlSng to rational recovery and healthy lMng 

guidelines are a ref)BCfiion of something beyond solely enhandng a woman's 
cardiac health. .Succe~lg  S8ndiscipIine and control, as reflected by such 

adherence, may beget praise by HCP's rather than blame br  Wling to campy. 

Might such setf- and other imposed discipline convey en inherent punishment? 

For example if a woman adheres to guidelines yet does not get better is the 

promaon of self-imposed illness implied? Hidden within a medical narrative 



emphasia'ng an adherence to guidelines for recovery there may be subliminal 

messages rd-ng issues of power, control and manipulation. Perhaps the 

nanatives governing these guidelines (i.e. the boundanoes) warrant questhning in 
Mom to shift towards opening up potential constraints to healing. 

Struggling with adhering to the r8covecy guidelines, with W-care and with 

permoving oneself as solely responsible for one's own health has repercussions 

influencing women's experiences with recovery. These experiences am eapkred 

further in the following paradoxical metatheme. 

altYt all up to yo* 

These women's experiences convey values of individuation. They share 

a perception that they are individually responsible for creating positive recoveries 

and healthy lifestyles for themselves. The use of 'la in the narratives and the 

absence women's verbal expression of their heafth in recovery might relate to the 
social-political and economic contexts in which they live, is very apparent. Values 

of individuation (i.e. autonomy, self-reliance and independence), prevalent in 

traditional developmental theories, (Erikson, 1963; Levifison, 1 978; Mahler, 1975) 

have permeated social and medical narratives shaping women's experiences of 

recovery. Anne conveys, 
Ws al up Lo you. Thst's why, crh. Ibr me t h e w  [cLirdhc mhabilRadiOn 
~~J ibr ... I suppose maybe some people get something out of it bcl 
to me (dgh) it's up to you./ think the posiWe secmt is to put ilw, onus on 
#e person themsehs and say 1- (muse) Ws up no yw. 

6eth shares experiencing days when she feels sad about her 'Slow' recovery and 

shares feeling individually responsible for coping with the situations Staitr'ng, 

Funhemom, some women believe that the body can be controlled by the mind. 

Frieda conwys, 



Mind~~l~rmittfwwiJrcumanVrr,i~. IYjmuww#todoZyouldoitRyou 
putyournhdowritmdscy. 'I'm g o k r g f o s ~ k l k r ~ d t h e n  &get 
better md I will b i ~  beoter not 1 m&M lm. 1 WN &em Absduteljt sdW. M i d  
owmatter. W s ~ ~ m y t h i h g i n i l b .  t0tn811hnWhrLthelbct 
l h a t y o u c ~ b e P b y m a n , c ~ ~ ~ ! e ~ o n c m d ~ M  

Anne states, 'So, AYI [mmry] so much k, 8 pcvoan's hed Wm). 
Severd women in this study emphasize indvidual responsibility far their 

health. Independence, dem*bed by ,Jotmsm (1991) as a dimension of cmtrol, 
may be threatened Wlowhg an wpedence with a MI and/or CABGS. To regain 

a sense of control, people may struggle to achiwe independence and as such 

emphasize individud responsibility far their health. 

Suffering from an illness often heightens one's sen- of responsibility for 

being healthy as promoted by the cunent wellness movement (Benner, 1994). 

An assumption of cunent wellness movements are that individual behaviour alone 

will improve health, happiness and longevity. This assumption is reflected in the 

findings of several research studies which have found that the degree to which 

people believe they can control their health is striking (Benner, Janson - Bjerklie, 

Ferketcih, Becker, 1994; Taylor and Brown, 1988; Weinstein, 1982). Bronwell 

(1991) found that although people are alarmed at the prevalence of their risks 

they overstate their sense of control over their own health. The tendency to 

expect individual responsibility (S8(fwmIiance) and contrd over health may 

perpetuate a blaming d those who are perceived to not be sdfdiant or in  

controlo. Might these expectations be remnant d the .arlier era of health 

promotion strategies which were characterized by Vctim-bIming'? (Lord & 

Farkw, 1990). 

F m  a dualistic perspective the mind is v i d  as being able to control 

the body. This perspective is rdlected in the above rwrathrer in which wmm 
express a belief that their health and a healthy reemmy CM be mmlled by the 

mind. From this perspecthre the body may be interpreted as 'a possessh or 
resource that the mind controls, direds, menages, makes sick, ar heals exceeds 
the realistic limits of cognitive control and generates a discourse about power and 



entitlement? (Bmner, 1994 p.250). In thh way the body becomes one more 

potmtial that lhe mind exploits, realizes and mtrols (Focautt, 1975). Such 
dualistic thinking may create an marly objective understanding of the self in 
relation to the body and may lead to a monl view of sicJmessw These views 

emphasize indidud responsibility fw health with l i ie recognition for 

environmental, socieoemnomic and political issues. 
In a paternalistk which privileges masculine values an& male 

expm*mces at the expense d women's experiences it is not difficult to imagine 

how creatbg healthy lifestyles are beyond the realm of an indiidual woman's 

responsibility* From a feminist view, that the personal is political, it is understood 

that our experiences are not entirely unique and individual to us but rather are co- 
created within the sociopolitical and economic circumstances in which we live. 

From this view it is considered inadequate to focus on only an individual, and her 

problems and blame her inability to cope with recov81y or comply with the 'rulesm 

for recovery. Rather if attention were concentrated on @the social factors at the 

root of her dissatisfaction and her poor health the way would be open to different 

kinds of solutionsm (Webb, 1986 p.10). Current personal empowerment literature 

is relevant for enhancing women's experiences with in-home recovery as it has 

shifted from an emphasis on indiidual responsibility for health towads trying to . 

understand how to faciliie personal empowerment within a community context 

This focus indudes creating supportive social, political, economic and legal 

environments fbr decision making. 

Them k a dear dislincth hero between holding pemple accountable for 
their own health and enabling them to take control d it it has been 
argued that we deny people their potential for positive heelth actions when 
we insist on viewing them as passive vict iG in an entirely deterministic 
humwok rather than supporting their capabiI0&y to take responsibility far 
POSM heelth -OC~S. (Lord & FQV~OW~ 1990) 

In what ways are HCPws currently working together with women to develop 

supportive sociopdirb'cal and economic mvironrnmts to better enable women to 

make health decisions deemed appropriate for their own healing after 



experiencing a MI and/or CABGS? From these women's narratives and my awn 
experiena I have understood that tMe kind of a supportive hgmwwk in many 
comwnMes is cunmtty limited to instiMional'ued cardiac mcmmy pmgrms 

available during daytime hours only and homecam nurdng oare eccersbd by 

medical doctor refenal only. 

'I thlnk I had the heart attack becausa..: 
Women generate kncmledge in eliorrs to r a t i i l y  understand the cause 

of their MI and/or need for CABOS. The abil i  to understand and make an 
informed decision based on knowledge generated has been described, by 

Johnson (1991), as an important aspect of selfdetermination which is a 

dimension of control affected by the experience of having a MI. Johnson (1991) 

stated that people who have experienced a MI typically have little understanding 

about what is occurring to their body. This lack of understanding undermines 

their sense of power and control. The person must make sense of the MI before 
he or she is able to regain a sense of control' (Johnson, 1991, p.14). Anne 

conveys, 

I reelzed in my case a lot of the problem with the hem was stressu [anq 
'It was after the menopause that I started to have [heat1 pmblems. And of 
course, Chis is what they?m sayi' now is that lafer on peopk tun ihtu 
trouble. 

Beth confide shares how she has made sense d hdng a MI, 

Kathy struggles with making meaning stating, '1 sW wonder why I did I have Ws 

hem attack? But I #ink I had R because of stress @wghter). I do you kKM. I 
mean, because 1,l don't how anything mom right n W .  Ellen who experienced 

valve replacement several years ago states, 



Wmen attempt to make merur'ng of their ~ O ( P ~ ~ C I C ~ S  by trying to 
understand the scientific causative factom for their MI and/or CABOS. An impulse 

to make meaning through the connecb*on of science to nature is mveyed. This 

impulse possibly stems from a belief that the world is understandable and orderly, 

and something that we can eventually figure out TMs view however may limit 

women's access to the complexity d their experiences. 'Science as the only 

npropeP way to learn about the nanvd workl, including ourselves, locks us into 
seeing the world as a sum of those relatonships which can be comprehended 

and analyzed' (Hubbard, 1 990 p. 14). Scientific efforts to reveal causative threads, 

to explain naturally occurring phenomenon, may paradoxically distort reality 

through its redefinition in scientific terms implying that they are the only 

appropriate terms. 

As women explore the causal threads of their cardiac events the 

experience becomes defined and languaged about in medical tenns. Cardiac risk 

factors such as stress, menopause, and nutrition and physiological parametem 
such as cholesterol and blood dotting are discussed. Frank (1991) has made 
similar observations stating, 

what most ill people say about their illness comes from their physicians 
and other medical staff, not from thempehrer. The ill pa#m as patht is 
simply repatting what has beem said elsewhem - boring rrecond-hand 
medid talk When ill pemm try to talk in medicalem, t h y  deny 
thmsetves the d m  of thdr personal gcperience. @.4) 

Althwgh risk factors are impottant to consider when aiming to help fac i l i i  

women's recovery it equally important to consider how women's experiences may 

be diotorted by a perspective that emines these happenings only as analyzable 

sdenaMc events. Perhaps the significance of the human experience becomes 
neglected within a nanative emphasizing scienbifc cornprehension and contrd 



over bodily events. Rds approach to can may depcive women of sharing thek 

experience, and subsequently contribute to a loss of vdce. Haw might this loer 

be related to a woman's mso af diseonnededm with heruM ?ham insights 

and others will be explored hrlher in the fdlowing metatheme. 

Metattheme 2b. Wand rational'i: StrUgsIincl with control and S8(fdiance and 
Ionaim for connectednessm 

In this metatheme I explore understanding how women, whilst l ~ n g  within 

a foreground context which expects self-reliance and control through making 
rational choices, experience paradoxical challenges to these expecta;tt*ons. These 

paradoxical experiences am illustrated crt 'beyand rationality: that is beyond the 

bounded exp8Ctations of rationality. These experiences are understood to be 

silenced and misunderstood within the boundaries. Within this metatheme seven 

assertions are explored (Table 4). 



Table 4. 08eyond rational'ky: Struggling wWh control and 88n-feliance and longing 
for corlnededn8Ss8. 

Women acknowledge the uncontrollable nsdub of contrd and experience 
dimculties in trying to adapt, cope or accept their limitrrtiont in dbts to 
live within the preapcted boundaries d corrtrd. 

Through generating knowledge women rMvs to rationally cam for 
themselves in recovery yet paradoxically receive limited support for their 
emtts. 

Some women decide to rely mom on themseks as knowledgable, and 
seek health care practices beyond the limits of Westm medicine. 

Some women experience feeling behind, what are delined as, the expected 
norms af recoveryD 

Women who exceed expectations of self-reliance and control may 
experience shame and blame. 

Women may experience a loss the lived body as self following their MI 
andlor CABGS. 

Women desire to connect with others in efforts to also connect with 
themselves. 

'It is exhausting to keep on at.esslng and lhrlngm 

Women amlate a tension between trying to live within the boundaries a f  

self-control yet paradoxically experience the urmntdlable nahre of control. Fw 
these women ihe deeire f~rbontrol is part of this tension comp~icated by its 

impossibiI'i. They illustrate experiencing exhauSb'o(1 due to the di(iicultk# 

inherent wHh wng to adapt, cope or accept their IirnitEctiocls as expected within 

the boundaries of mW. Bah conveys, 'Mental& it k wv BrXhQUsting to keep on 

assessing and l~ngLYw elkays fael like 'oh, maybe l shwldn't have done thaf, 

you W. Beth's CAWS can be understood as a symbolid assault on her 

autonomy, her sense of self and, as such, her sense of control. Rather than 



learning to accept or cope. as might be expected within the boundaries d control, 

Beth's nawatives illustrate the paradox of control. Her body is described 

to contml her mind, that is her emotions. This experience is related to her social 

withdrawal. From this view 6eth conveys feeling less of a p m  that she was 
before her CABGS. The uncontrollable nature of self-control is further conveyed 

as Beth speaks of her life as a balancing act, 'It's like being on a teeter totteP. 

The balancing, she describes, is between her wanting to do things she perceives 

that she can no longer do, and that of lowering her expectations of herself. 

A fragmentation of self may be an experience precipitated by a difficulty 

with controlling losses. How might an approach to care, which does not 

emphasis the need for such control influence perceptions d self? An approach 

in which letling go of contrd is encouraged may pwhaps be liberating. 

Kathy suspects that stress was related to her experiencing a MI. She 

describes how difficult it is to re-frame her sttessofs in efforES to be in control. 

'Taking it eaPy' and 'quitting worrying' am conveyed as independently 
controllable perceptions and acboom albeit dMicult to achim. If these 

perceptions am in fact controllable, is it possl*bIe that it is beyond personal 

responsibilw 



Frieda, who had d i e r  in ow conversatan rhrrred a rbong sema of rdf 

responsibility for heelth, later acknowledges the limits d contrd, Y mean, I dant 

h ~ ~ y c o r n G r d m r m y h e c v t a h e r i h M d r e a 1 J n g & m l h m ~ ~ M d s 8 8 i ~ l h c t  

it doesn't get (muse) out d cornof Prrghterj. 
Might *ere be an umwR!en epcpectath for people to personally make 

lifestyle adjustments with relative ease and an implication that these efforts are dl 

within one's personal control? The expwicnce of struggling with not knowing haw 

to make lifestyle s h i i  and perceiving being 'out d control' may be wedooked 

by the players in the foreground context 0.8. HCP's). People may be expected 

to adapt, cope or accept their IimHations over time and to take measures in order 

to konWIa their health (Lee make expected lifestyle changes). These 

expectabons may constmin women's expressions of their difficulties, implying that 

they themselves are responsible for controlling their health. In this way 

experiences of tension are silenced and potential opportunities for assistance 

over looked. 

An approach to care that expects personal control may limit HCP's 

abilities to listen to, understand and support the experiences of women who 

indeed struggle with contrd and/or do not find the illness experience 

@contrdlablem. Furthermore this approach negates the value of living in the 

present, learning from an illness experience and getthg in touch with one's 

patterns of interacthg with the environment. In this way women's movements 
towards broader levels of corwdousness, that is self-awar~ness, may be stined 

(Newman, 1994). 

A rejection d what the experience really is, as described by Newman 

(1994), may result in a rejecbon of the self. She describes how by trying to 
comrol the experience one defends the self against the offmsh wff (illness) 
resuttin~ in irrcreased stress* Recognizing the tensions women 8)(~811*ence with the 

uncontrollable nature of control I have envisioned women being supported in 
accepting their expetimces in open ways as theirs and as happenhgs which ere 
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not d d y  under their ppcwrond control. When we let go of pecsanal control 

(which we don't have anyways) Me is de=sb8ssed8 (Newman, 1994, p.29). 

The Iumlng has been pretty much rn- 
Through generating knowledge women otrhn to rationally oars for 

themselves in recovery yet parBdoxicalIy receive limited suppoct for their dfom. 
Thomas (I-), in a study with women's experiences with making lifestyle 

changes following a diagnosis with CVD, found that many women were provided 

with inadequate information to support their effortrr. Kathy, who was unable to 

take time off work to attend a'day-time horn onh/' cardiac rehabilitation program, 

describes her isolated efforts to generate knowledge, 
[The Ieaming has been] yes, prew much mysM because I didn't go to any 
of those courses [rehabilittim program], so... And I ask questions and I 
read, and if I see any 8ctrWes on the heart I mad it you know, whatever I 
can get my hands on. 

Pernaps current community based rehabilitative services privilege sharing 

knowledge with only those who attend formal rehabilitation programs? Might 

those who 'complya, by attending, be metaphorically 'rewardedD with knowledge 

and alternatively might those who do not be isolated in their search? 
Furthermore, 'getting one's hands on it @cnoudedge]: as expressed by M y ,  can 
be understood to be a potentially frustrating and exhaust in^ during a very critical 

time in recovery. Her efforts to generate knowledge are limited further by the 

vague counselling provided by her HCP. She states, 

Being isolated in her efforts to mum out the details of gauging the pmgression 

of her activity illustrates a tension between a HCP's ernphis on inN~idud 



responsibiloky and a woman's desire for connection and suppoR in generating 
knowledge and underManding. 

Frieda tharecr being isolated in her genemtion of knowledge when she was 
denied access to cardiac rehabilitlltion because, US she describes being told by 

her HCP, Wo, you don? need it You hclvb not had a b@ emugh hem Blltack. Ks 
not wwdh W. In this way Frieda was denied as a loxmer d her own learning 

needs. She continues, 
1 wanted lo [atfend a cardiac mhBbiIitgtr'on pmgnun] b\8C8use3 I figured lhrt 
I would b i w n  a cedaikt amount of #ings- I w d d  learn Worn tMng maybe 
eboutdief aboutfood, ~utwhetLPeatandwhanotf ioek Andlwcls 
just lee suspendd in mid ak. 1 didnY know. They g m  me a book on 
herut eltack Well I felt it was total& u M r  because fhese other guys 
[three men in lfre cardiac mcovety when, she was hospitalWJ had 
ell been fo &tab (me (Fn'eda) 

Frieda describes how the silence of others in effect silenced her as a 'knower" 

stating, 

But ! wanted to know. and ! couldn't find out mythiing. I didn't know 
myfhing and I couldn't find out anything. mything more about it Nobow 
wanted to tell me, nobow wanted to Calkabout it. 'You don't have to w o w  
it was just a mild one: I was told them was nothing wrong with me, yet 1 
was told to do nothing - It's all contmy. (Firidit) 

In a system that promotes s e t f a  and implies self-contrd for one's health 

there is a paradoxical dement of dependency created whsn information is not 

readily and skilMly shared by HCPs and when women am not valued as 

knowfedgable of thdr own aqmiences. Pwhaps lhis relates to the privileged 

nature of medid narratives in which the wman/paWnt is treated as an 
objectified and passive body (the 7mwn3 and the HCP k perceived to be the 

expert (the 7mcweP). How can women be supported to care Care themS8hles if 
they are not valued as exgmb of their own experiences and if their stories remain 

unheard? Valuing women as knowledgable of thdr own experiences and as actiw 
participants in their own care may enhance a collaborative approach to 

personalized care. 
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Furthermore, might cardiac recovery care be rtadardued and geared 

more for the rehabilitaYion program pWWpatW If this were true what mcweuy 
care, beyond medical care, is 8VBjIabIe kr tho#, who do not pcvlldpate in M 

insaitutkwralired program? The00 W ~ W I ' S  options am und- to currently 

be limited to a support group and to medical precbbonen 
. . , that being their 

cardiologist and general medical practitiow. Women's struggle with feeling that 

their knowledge needs have been unmet and the related acpdmce of Wing 

'out ot control* may be a rell8djon of the cu~ent health ryotms approach to 
recovery w e .  The current approach has not addressed a potential need to 

create broader community based and dient-centred options for supportive healing 

environments. 

The availability of multiple layers of both group and individual long-term 

recovery support, available in the community for women, may be some ways to 

offer caring relationships for women seeking to enhance their experiences of in- 

home recovery. One alternative Kathy has found to be appropriate for her is that 

of a woman's heart support group. Kathy describes having difficulty with locating 

such a group and is the only woman in this study who knew of it. She 

emphasizes the importance of generating knowledge through talking with other 

women who have survived MI'S for making meaning with hopes that knowledge 

about her situation would better infm her kitwe actions. She states, 'Pm ghd 

I have at lesst &at group [h& s u m  group] bp go 20. 77te chsges [suppoR 

gmup sessions,] at the (hospita93 been hebing me because I /&en to them 

snd I ask queStrions IDou (Ketm). 

The contest in which women live their lives is critical to understand when 

exploring women's recovery needs. The demand for and the feasibility of 

extended hwo in currently hclctioning rehaMlWon programs may wamnt 
attention to increase access to women who cen not attend during the day. The 

need for and an awareness of what mmunity and/or inhomo based recovery 

care programs can offer women must be addreseed. Creating supportive 



environments For women recoming in their homes by cdlebaralhrely developing 

Women respect themselves as lcnowledgable and explore the use of 

complementary health care practices. Isolated by their primary HCP's in their 
generadim for knowledge some women decide to rely mom on themrehres as 
knawledgable mfws and seek health care practices beyond the limits of 

Western medicine. Frieda has been recentJy diagnosed with fibromyalgia She 

has decided to focus on her inner knowing and has shifted to the use of 

complementary health practices such as herbs and vitamins for health benefits. 

She states, 'I've developed the &ling (pause) because I begm to feel ihat 

sometimes these things are necessrvy' (Frieda)). She describes how she has 

generated this understanding, 

Some of it [knowledge genetatedl was people I had talked to end some 
of it was a lot that I had read. I do read a lot and then if there is an 
interesting thing on the mdio, and they have my of the doctors fnwn the 
holistic clinics and these  place^ we talked about - herbal trwtnent and 
different Mviws treatments. I W e n  to all !!ose and I by Lo Ieam all I can. 
I have s very l m i n g  mind. Il doesn't stop. I was dhjts tdd om b never 
to OM to I ~ .  (Fried& age 80) 

Anne sham a sense of relying on her knowledge by participating in health 

care practices that she perceives are beyond the bound* of. whet are 

pwC8iV8d to be, '8CI'entific8 0.e. rational) Western medicine. 

Anne's chdce to rely on h e d t  as knowledgable and to pursue tho use d 

complementary health care practices has not been without it's challenges. 



d&covered that vitemh E is WOndiwfbI Aor the hbsn (&whw. I haw u 
new bodr on nuttithn and vi&nh E & a m  d things h@hh 
m o m m 8 n M  lbrmpna mW, h.Utpmbl8ms gugw. ( 5 )  

Her narrative conveys cortse~uences women may expwirnm, such as being 

reprimanded by others, when they respect their sehnr as lcnowen rdhw than 
acting within expected bouxlahes d obey- to Westem medical control. 

Simultaneously she shares the irony of how her pdausly invalidated and 

disregarded use of vitamins has more cunmtly been embraced within m e  
Western medical sc~~entific drdes as a rgtr'onai form of care. 

Ame experienced being reprimanded by another woman, for taking am*on 
witbout medical approval, and marginalized beyond the boundaries by her use 

of vitamin E which she perceives to be disapproved of by medical doctors. Her 

experiences may be an illustration of how strong, independent thinking women 
may be treated by others. Perhaps the narratives governing Anne's experiences 

are remnant of how women healers were traditionally treated by society within the 

context of that time. Women were historically being burnt as witches for knowing 

too much snd for using herbal witchcraft. Eichenreich and English (1979) 

described how in the late fifteenth and into the sixteenth century them were an 

estimated million witches burnt of which eighty-five percent were women (p.35). 

Healing, at that time, on behalf of a woman was considered a crime. 
A reflection of this historical time in Anne's narrative is twofold. Firstly, 

Anne is reprimanded as a vati8nt", by e culture that does not value taking actions 
to heal oneself without asking the %muinga authority, that is medicine. Secondly, 

might women may be disciplined by a culture that values 8ammtificallly based 

choices, perwived to be 'r~monal', rather than healing advities b d  on oral 
traditions (Iess rationel?). Might h e ' s  decision to use -in therapy be more 
acceptable, that is perhaps mare rational, once it has been 'discovereda by 

Western medicine and written about in cardiac self care boob? 

A tension which may exist between W m t m  medical health care 
practitioners and women seeking complementary health care practices is worth 



exploring. Mat moral judgements d wmm might be made by health cam 
p n c t i b ' m  who view the use of complementary pnctic88 ae %nsci8nt/flcT Haw 

might such marginalitation affect women's heding process? Nurturing 

understanding and mutual respect for women's inner-IcnOWjng and efforts to mow 
beyond the boundaries of Westem medical treatment may enham@ relationships 

between women and HCP's. 

aFeelfng behlnd the norm' 
Some women experience feeling behind. what are defined as, the 

expected norms of r8covery. These experiences are understood as beyond the 

rational boundaries of expected recovery. Beth shares feeling being behind the 

norm, 

Real& they give you the h e m  dhe recuperetibn hew book. and it certain&, 
when you reed if you know very well you're way behind whet dhey seem to 
think is We norm. Slower. I I& you know, I mean, you're suppose b be 
transplanting plants in six weeks or something like that No way! (Beth) 

Recovering within the boundaries of 'normala may enhance women's confidence 

levels during recovery. Alternatively, for women experiencing 7ess than normal' 

recovery progress these norms may reinforce an understanding of being behind 

the norm. 
While recognizing the potential benefits of such bounded guidelines for 

women it is elso imponant to consider how such boundarW, if narrowly defined, 

may be problematic partr9cularly as women tmd to apederperience more cornp!icated 

recoveries than do men following a cardiac went (Hawthome, 1991; Hadcell, 

1993; Jdransen, et al., 1990; King & Jensen, 1895; Parchert & Creason, 1989; 

Penckder h Holm, 1990). It is possible that many women may experience Wing 

beyond the stated norms of remmy, that is they may feel behind the m, 
which may be related to their higher rate of complWcms than men. 

Recognizing that cardiac research conducted with women is a more recent 

phenomenon and that in the past, findings guiding practice were largely based 



on male sample provokes me to question lthese .recovery normsm might also be 

gm~ized fim studies done with men. These ref l~ocw are supported by IGng 

and Jensen (1994) who have stated that .thmpWic regimens, teaching 

materials, support and recovcwy tap- OH^ have largely been based 

on what is known about menm @. 104). If this is so and if providing normt kr 

recovery continue to be viewed as helpfi~l there is perhaps a need to dwdelop 

recovery "normsm spedfic to women's eXper58nc~s* 

Alternatively nonns, as boundaries, may precipitate a sense of fding less 

thanm and this perception may magnify women's losses. These losses may 
contribute to an increase in women's expdemces of stress, anxiety, sadness and 

depression may be increased. Low (1993) has found that women's poorer 

prognosis and later onset of heart disease as compared with men may produce 

anxiety and depression. 

For the women in this study comparisons, with others with similar health 

experiences, also provided a sense of what is perceived to be a unortnaln rate of 

recovery. Beth compares her level of stamina with that of her sisters. Her sister 

had experienced heart surgery seven months after Beth who perceives her sisters 

level of stamina to be much better than hers and in the 'normala range. Beth 

conveys, 'So yes, I have not mcupe(&tai like Ihe nom, but 1 think I eccept #We 

The perception of not being able to stay within ?he bounded expectations 

of recovery may convey a strong sense d a woman's limitations and being 

beyond normal. This may be both helpful and problematic for some* Helpful in 

that this perception may help her se4 redistic goals. PmMema?k in that it may 
focus overly on limitations ra !h  than on wppon an ewploratkn and 

understanding of a woman's stnngthr. Not Wing hormdm may be experienced 

as frightening, silencing and alienating. 
Women experience having to limit their activifies beyond the n m d  

expecta!ii of others to whom their illness may be %visiblem. Stamina levels can 

be experienced to be less than what other's expect and may limit women from 

participating in meous activities. Beth spoke of being encouraged by othm to 



join various groups, such 8s a senion group, and notes how rhe feels limited 

Not being able to push herself lLnher Beth remarks but maybe we [she] coulda 

conveying perhaps a sense of guilt about feeling behind hormal' erpecWons as 

well as a need to rationalize not pushing herself. How might we as fn'ends, family 

and HCP's cantribute to generating this guilt and a need to rationalize one's 

limitab'ons? 

Part of the challenge for these women may be the invisible nature of 

having experienced a MI andlor CABGS (with exception of the very visible scars 

which are however, typically covered by clothing). Refwed to as the Snvisible 

disability', people with medical conditions that are unapparent or not readily 

observed by the casual acquaintance may not provide visible cues which might 

othetwise cause others to alter their behaviour with regard to the 'disability8 

(Falvo, Allen & Maki, 1982). In other words, M e r e  others may not perceive that 

there is a 'disability" present, which may restkt certain activities, the situation 

may involve Wstration of normal expectations provoking embarrassment or 

rejection in the extreme (Falvo, et al., 1 982 p.4). A persons behaviour may then 

be misinterpreted by others which may result in negative feedback. While 

unaware d the functional Iimitati~r~, other may inacfmtently use 'guilt-laden' 

strategies to encourage the penwn to resume hmalm aclivitim wUch may 
ultimately be detrimentaJ to thdr heart condition. 

In a cuttun which requires us to be strong, setfdiant  and incontrol there 

is often less W m c e ,  in the form of shaming and blaming those who exceed 

those boundaries. Shame and blame b e m e  inherent in the autonomous 
position of assuming responsibility for one's health care (brier, Jansocr-Bierklie, 



Ferketich & Bdcer, 1994; Miles, 1991 ; Webb, 1986'). T b  resulting mord view d 

h m  oen shape women's public aprBSSjons of their illness In efforts to amid 

moral judgements and being labelled as a complainer, warnen may be seleleclive 

How might s d d  narratives, governing societal understanding and 

expectations of gender behaviour, shape the judgements made by others of 

women who are ill and recovering from cardiac events? Miles (1991) has stated 

that a widely-held stereotypical view of women as weak, complaining, and 

neurotic repeatedly appears in views expressed by HCP's and lay people alike. 

For example, Miles (1991) found that women in paid employment experience 
pressures not to daim sick roles too readily. Their absence from work through 

sickness tends to confirm, in male colleagues and bosses, their stereotypical view 

of women as the weaker sea, frequently ailing and unreliable workers. This 

stereotyped view of women ohapes a general rceptidsm about the extent and 
severity of women's symptoms. 

Ellen has also refrained from telling m e  people about her condition as 
she anticipated that she would be treated diffmtly w treated as someone who 

is using her heart condition as an excuse for not doing m e n  things. She states, 
'You dm? want othets do think you an, miyhg on # [hav' had 8 MI and hwing 

a heart collClifionP (ENen). 

Then, appears to be a fine line between sdfauflidency and seeking hdp 

in efforts to be in control and responsible for one's health and that of asking too 



mu& end being labelled a cwnplaim. For women, a gender stereotype dso 
shapes medical nanativm. Tomplaints of female patbts can be discussed and 
devalued as being 'only in the mind' or imaginary due to thek hating too little to 

occupy them8 (Miles, 1991 p.79). Kathy conveys, 
ntere's been drimes too at the doctot" when I lbk 1 wus 8 chmnk. You 
how them an, changes cmdwt same d#m cwld be psychdogkd" I'm 
not sayihg lhey snr a8 tbr W, because l'm nat sum eh, but like 1 do know 
mat 1 did errpetfence a coupk otllmss dtec you know, ihe pain f had, of 
Ihe lbelino I had in my chest that they were lbr W, and jmt y r w ~  dw&r 
ahinks 'oh Goa now what has she got to sw you know, she doesn't say 
that but lhis is whet you think. You don't know sometimes H these pains 
are related to the heat so you twlw don't how what lo say do Chem 
[doctors] end you donP want to say too much because you (Iaughte r)... 
Anyhow all youh doing is cotnpinnhg, complaning, complaining. 

Kathy's perceptions of herself as a complainer may be a reflection of the social 

and medical narratives which have helped shape her self-perceptions. Miles 

(1991) found that physicims tended to hold masculine oriented views of women 

and their problems. She stated. We stereotype of the weak, complaining, 

neurotic women appears in views expressed by doctorsa ( Miles, 1991 p.19). 

Although some women may be devalued by being labelled a complainer 

either by themselves or by another, they simultaneously devalue others who 
complain. Anne shares her perceptions d people who struggle with their dietary 

intake, exertise and smoking. 

Ks ihe same tning with the hewf. You hear them compku'nhg 'Oh I CMY 
eat this, I can't eat lhsl and I'm, oh, I'm so hungry clll itw, tim and I shouM 
exembe and ... but I can't. (hm) . 

and 
'IYs h d  of like smoking. When I iisten tb these people say YN, I w ~ t  b 
quit smoking but I canY (k, whining vvke) Md / &ink 'You don? vwnt b8. 
(puse). Thsy scy lhey want &B but they don? w ~ t  tom (Anne). 

One d the implications in these narr- h understood to be a blaming and 

labelling of people struggling with control and W-~eliance as weak and as 

complainers. Anne's perception of people who struggle with s e l f ( ~ ~ ~ t r d  as an 
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innate weakness and the subsequent complaining as h- k also CX)(WBY~~, 

'Oh whut r drclg. lt gets lo &e (I nsbR wRh s u m ,  Mdt's r pnob18ma (Anm). 
Anne has experienced being co(~Strar*ned by a desire to be incontrol and 

not feel like she was complaining, or grlping, to someom, about her challenges 

with depression fdlowing her MI. She states, @I dHnY say too much to ( i h t e r j  

aboa [depmsssknl because, I mean, she hd emugh on h r  ph& withocA 

somebo@t gn'ping' (Anne). Gripinga is interpreted as being bothersome to othm 

and pmblematk. Anne's decision not to share her depressive episodes with her 

daughter are understood to perhaps be related to her MoRs to avoid being 

labelled end to appear more self-sufficient (more rational and in control?). The 

discourse generated in Anne's nanaves is understood to be a retlBCfimon of the 

prevailing nafrat'n,es governing women's experiences within the foreground 

context 

What might the relationship between individual responsibility or self- 

sufficiency and asking for help look like for women? Might a woman, falsely 

perceived by prevailing narratives to be weak by nature, be blamed more readily 

than a man for her difficulties with self-control and needs for connectedness with 

others? Mental disturbance is often attributed to weakness or character defects 

and responsibility is imputed. Miles (1991) has found that depression and 

anxiety, affect women more than men, are widely regarded as signs of weakness 
and internally induced, which women should not succumb to but 'shrug off OT 

ignore. Several women, in this rtudy, describe them- as not depressive. 

Devi states, Yrn nut a peaon who gels down you know. l'm mat a depressha. 

Beth rdects on heif expdencer stetfng, 'fi is a sad hct mthef dhrv, d8pmsskn8 

(Beth). M m g h  it is possible that these women did not experience depression 
it is also p d b k  that w a r n  rni~ht want to mmid feding different and 

stigmatized by refwring to their ~ e n c e s  in this way. Might the label of being 

a depmdvea connotes a smm d being weak and imonal? Depression has 

historically been associated with women being diagmwed by their doctors as 
suffering from henrous prostrationa or rnelanchofy and which harboured 



negative cannotations of being imiond, confused and sick (ach81u/ch a 
English, 1005). From this view it may be interpreted that underlying the blame 

and stigmatiretian d women 8)(perlenang depression b a stereotypical view of 

women as weak and complaining. Approaches to cerr, ltam this particular view 

silence women's access to their expeocperiences and negete enhancing women's 
healing expdmces in mcovmy. 

The pressure of concealing of one's authentic experiences (eg. 

experiencing concerns regarding hedth, struggling with effort0 to change one's 

lifestyle, and depression) *om others may be exhausting, silencing of a part of a 

woman's self, and promotive of emotional breakdown. A woman may lose a 
sense of sslf through a process of selfconcealing an aspect of the self that is not 
acceptable to others (eg. feeling outof control, depressed, and a need for 

connectedness with others). Social constraints or barriers may be so great that 

parts of the self cannot survive if they were revealed. Becker (1995) described 

how women may lose a part of their selves in the process of conforming to social 

roles and external standards and has also emphasized that the choice to conform 

is not usually a conscious one. She stated that these ares are so subtle and 

familiar that they &en go undetected yet suggested that when women's authentic 

selves are concealed there is the risk of fragmentation and silencing of the self. 

'Silence is common among women who spend their lives meeting the 

expectations of others and seeking self-validation from the external worlda 

(Betckec, 199s p.36). Boundaries, created by foreground societal e x p e c t a d r * ~ ~ ~  for 

self-reliance and control. may contdbute to Itagmenting a women's mse of seff. 

7'w laet the romethhg or th. other that I had bdwom, 
In a culture which often dichotomizes illness and the body from the mind, 

as external entities that the self must control women may, after havl'ng a MI and/or 
CABGS, pafado%icalIy experience a loss setf. In this study, loss d self addresses 

the sense of there being a part of the self that is not within out view rather than 

something that ceases to @st This loss may also be magnified upon the 



fragmentated sense of relf women may have developed from early an h thdr 

lives through lMng in a society which silencer women's micas end expects 

conformity to societal mqectdons, rather than inner desires, of what it is to be 

a woman. Some women in this Swiy struggle with moving beyond a 
fragmentation of the self* Othsrs become more bused on the meaning of their 

illness e~cperience, connected with their needs tor mlf-fenewal and move towards 
a mom complex understanding of the relationship between themselves and their 

environmental context. 
A MI or CABGS may be viewed as a Vupture' of the heart and may also, 

metaphorically speaking, suggest a .Rlpbrrem of the lived body (interconnected 

bodyfrnindlspirit) as the self. Siebert (1990) wrote d the quiet continuum of the 

lived body being interrupted by a cardiac event resulting in a person's nostalgic 

remembering of and longing for the previous relationship between one's heart 

and mind. However living in the context of a society which dichotomizes illness 

and the body from the mind suggesting they are external entities that the self 
must control, a sense of fragmentation and loss of the lived body as self may 

ensue. From this view the challenge of regaining the lived body as self can be 

understood. 

Having a MI may present some women with a sense d having a lost a part 

of themselves and a desire to reconnect with their W. A r w c h i n g  and re- 
connecting with their selves may be understood as women sbfving to rewrite 

themselves. 'For writing is renaming' (Rich, 1979, p.43). Frieda expdmced a 

MI, or a rupture d the heart and a loss d W. She sham her struggle to r e  
connect a part of her sM, through the medium of painting, in elfocts to p a b l y  

rewrite her self as a wornan artist 

Rothman (1995) wrote abwt her aperiences with cardiac recovery. She 
described how andent Egyptians believed the heart to be the seat of all memory, 



all thought, all deake. A rupture d the heart in the form of a MI or CABOS may 

represent a metaphorical rupture of me's passhate self. MQht Frieda's 

difficulties with muming her painting be dated to a rupture of her passhate 

artistic reK) As medical narratives continue to objectify to heart as a pump the 

hearts subdefleo and spirihrd significance may be overIook8d possibly re- 

enforcing a disessodalkn and subsequent loss d self. 

How might loss of self following a MI and/or CABGS be further magnified 

for women i ~ n g  in a which devalues women's voices and expects 

conformity with societal expectations of what it is to be a woman? Beth shares 

a sense of having lost something of herself following CAffiS surgery. Her 

nanative illusbates her fear and uncefkdnty of not being able to meet societal 

expectations of what is perceived to be an adequate and useful woman. 

Since the surgery end being st home and not being capabIe of the same 
kind of activity, you feel really inadequate. Kind of useless heling. 
Oh, I definitely think I'm not as much of a person as I was before- (Beth) 

A process of losing self has been identified in Gilligan's (1990) study of the 

psychological development of girls and several studies have found many women 

to feel that they do not know who they are (Belenky, Clinchy, Oddberg-, & 

larule, 1986: Brown & Gilligan, 1992; Gilligan, Lyons, & Hammer, 1989). Not 

knowing who one is can be a very overwhelming experience and a challenging 
way to live. If a woman defines self and sees self through the eyes of others the 

heightened sensitivity to societal expectations of what it is to be a woman 
increases one's self silence and may trap women into a state of constant 

vigilance. I believe that this penpBCfjVe has strung relevance far women. in 
reammy as medid e x p ~ 9 0 n s  for recovery crea!e yet mother layer of 

qwcWom and as such further fragmentation of the self. 

AltBmBfiVely to the above discussed loss d self, m e  warnen speak ofthe 

crisis d erpm*mcing a MI as an awakening, or an opportunity to leave behind, 

rediscow and reaeafe th-. Reconnecting with the selt through 
embracing illness as a meaningful aspect of heatth is paradoxically experienced 



by some women within a foreground Wch emphasizes hemhh4llness dualisms. 

Kathy's narrative illustrates how her MI has created an oppaRunity to reframe her 
sense of oelf and purpose in We. 

The above text illustrates how, for some women, illness is embraced as a 

meaningful aspect of health. From Newman's (1094) perspectives of health as 
expanding consciousness, illness is viewed as a meaningful aspect of health, a 
way in which people can get in touch with their patterns of interacting with the 

environment For example, following her MI Kathy envisions re-patteming her 

efforts into doing things that make her happy rather than finding fault-with herself. 

From this perspective, experiencing a MI has been meaningful. Through this 

experience she has generated an opportunity for self-growth. In this way women 

can discover more about themselves and move towards broader levels of setf- 

understanding and and hannony. The tension characteristic of disease may 
provide an important disequilibriant in the gmwlh process and therefor may be 

regarded as a facilitator of that pmceW (Newmart, 1994 p.21). 

Fdeda also suggests that, since the MI, ohe has become mom in touch 

with her past petterns of interaction, such as expending more energy on others 

than on herself. Her new awareness has enabled her to redirect her energies to 

facilitate a better balance thus enhandng her health. 

Health may be viewed as Wending beyond the individual to being a 

pattern of a greater whole. Newman (1 994) stated that we are at the centre of our 



consdousness (pattern of energy) within an overall gaatew whde (the 

an opportunity for reftaming their H i  and for deepening an awareness d their 

selves in connecloon with a greater spiritual purpose in life. Oevi and Ellen 

illustrate how their patterns of refating with t h e  mvironmmt are part of a greater 

whole. 

Oh, I'm jbst me dear and noUlii w71 r w c ~  change [m] (WghZetj. 7he 
biggest thanks them that I can be dhmMiirI that Iho Lord dEdnY Bake mo 
then, &at He gave me some man, tkns. He must have something else br 
me to do I thiink @&ri) 

[the Mu sort of helped reframe Me maybe. Them has been a deepening 
of my liulh. A sense that my ate is in the hat& of some- gmater than 
I. Sort of a (pause) another sort of a (muCIIed) how could I be so tbttuntite 
the first time [surgery] and agein [MI] I came through that It makes you 
realize the purpose in life. A renewel of a pwpose. (Ellen) 

Women may experience both a loss of self and an uncovering of the 

essence of self in the process of creating meaningful life experiences. The 

courage to explore their illness experience is evident in many of these women's 

nanCrbCves as is the fear which limits such exploration. How is women's potential 

loss of self and a desire to reconnect with the self might currently be addressed 

in follow-up cardiac rehabilitation programs and ~ ' c e s ?  Is this awareness 

possible in a system that dichotomizes heatth and illness, devalues the illness 

understanding that this awar~ne~g  is not forefront within the current nmadives 

governing women's recovery care. From this view these women are understood 
to be speaking from beyond the foreground boundaries of the silenced struggle 

between losing and, at times, finding themsdvm dulng their 8#periencee of in- 
home recovery. This potential lack of recognition, by HCPs, of this struggle is d 

parbgcular concern for women who continue to experience a fragmentation of their 

selves and subsequent dissatisfaction with their r8cov8cy. 



Women desire for and fadlitate connections with family and other people 

Mng with illness rrs these C O C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O C W  help them through thdr recovay 

experice and subsequently to reemect with their selve~~. King and Jemm 
(1994) have also and, in their dudy on the procers or mwnm undergoing 

cardiac surgery, that women sought to preserve themS8(Ves and defined self in 

relation to the connections they held with others 

The impoRance of the connectedness for women is paradoxical to ow 
cultural emphasis on indivklualism. Earlier narratives illustrated women striving 

to live within the boundm*es of self-control through stressing individual 

responsibility for health. Yet here we underrtand how women simultaneously 

favour connections with others. Their experiences suggests the importance of 

connectedness, for women, with others for preservation of self and, by extension, 

for enhanced health. Newman's (1994) theoretical insights also support the 

importance of connectedness and inform understanding how women may 

experience health as expanded consciousness through maintaining open energies 

in constant interaction and evolution with others. 

Fmik 
Family members serve as criti9cal supportive advocates for women's 

recovery care. Women's emphasis on the critical nature of family support 

throughout their recovay is implicit to the notion of a cdlaboradive responsibility 

for health. The desire for connectedness may be a reiIBCfiton of these women's 

hopes for collaborative power in response to living in a todety which 
indWhridudiEer people cuUin~ them off from each other and rendering them 

Roviding physical care and household chores is another important feature 

of being connected with fami!y inhome suppocts. Most d these women 
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described having had their daugfWr either live with them, or visit them daily, for 

a period of time following their transitions home. Beth, who is widowed and has 

a few family supports lhring out of tom, illusbates the importarm of b a g  

connected and having h-home supports. 

W k n  1 cme home, my, of course, your stsmha is nib. I mean your stemi i  
is nil. 1 courch't e m  t a b  hYO dinner phtes snd set them beck into 
IYH) cupboard. you just dmY have it So dh&t [ h m w ~  dwghter at horn] 
hebed me same. (Beth) 

and 

and 

I was fortunate that my daugM8r came and slayed wifh m a  I cant 
remember now, seven or ten d w .  She's down from @rwime). When she 
did have to go beck. because of the job, I went lo my nbce's in (tom) for 
a while and laid mund them for a while. (Beth) 

I had en inktion in my incision [kg]. Because they mmOV8d my veins 
from the leg, lower and upper leg hem. So we [her daughter and she] 
needed to aftend ttFet end wash it propfly etcetem and it was leaking 
pretty well. Them was no Homecare. (Beth) 

Frieda also expresses being connected with family and the assistance that their 

presence provided. 

Family suppoR has meant the fact #at when I got home horn (he hospital 
from my heart attack my daughter and granddaughter wen, hem stmight 
away. They went and did ihe gmcely shopphg, got a k w  thihgs that I 
needed, went to the benk ibr me, get a Ibw think I needed. Now, my 
dwghter w o e  and my gncnddwghter #en was still in schod. But they 
were hem. All their spsre time they wen, hem And (husbands) daughter 
has been very good. 

The primary care-providers for most of these women are their daughtm 

which is consistent warn literature sWng that health care has always been done 

in the home by wives and mothers, and daughters and daughter-in-law's (Glazer, 
1988; Twomey, 1986; Walker, 1983; W W a  1QQl). HCPs need to consider how 

shortened hoopitd stays and an incmamd call for cam in the home shifts the 

emphads of care to the family, or more specifically to the wamrn in the family. 

'New health polid es... rest on women picking up the newly unpaid wok, 

accepting the increased domestk work that results from the decommodificatkm 



(mnsfw d work *om paid to unpaid workers) of hospital labour, for discharge 

plamen, home cam supervisors, and insum eapea these women to do the 

work of carlng for those wilh acute end chronic medical problmd (Glazer, 1984 

p.131). As Walker (1 983) points out when politicians talk about community care, 
'community' and 'family' are euphemisms far 'female relatives'. Recognizing 

daughters as the primary caregivers for many d these women encourages a 
considering of the additional physical, matianal and financial dnin this role may 

place on women's caregMng capacities pertialdy when these daughters may 
also hare responsibilities for their own children and outofhome careen. 

Recognizing how dominant societal values and expectations may discourage sons 

from providing care an insistence upon a recognition that caregiving is not entirely 

women's work is critical. 

Being listened to and involved in the lives of their loved one's helps 

women fed loved and cared for. In this way women can be helped to live 

through recovery by maintaining a sense of purpose and prese~ng their self- 

identity. Kathy conveys the importance of being listened to by her daughter 

throughout her illness experience. 

So I try to do all my complaining to my daughtar. We have this thihg 
between us and she b w s  snd 1 just say 'look I I  haw lo complsn lbt me 
complain ID you so I can get it on my chesr you know. She has s u m  
nurse training behind hec so she just doesn't lump to conclusions. She 
seems to come up with good msponses to whatever I say or even 
questhns I n e w  thought of a d  like, she'd maybe bun Ihihgs m u d ,  put 
a whole, whde new pwspecth on it Rmclkes me think She's just gtwt. 
She /&tens you know. And yw know w e t  k u 1 &eI beMer. 
-1 

Devi conveys the importance d feeling induckd in the lives d her loved one's 

stating, 



Pulling together fragments of experience is an important function of a 

significant other and helps women rwmnect with their experience and. as such. 

with their selves. Describing how she has been able to remember her experience 
through her daughter's memory Kathy statesI 

You're not malw Ghinkng c w  when lhis all takes place Md Ws a good 
thing I had my ddughterbecause you know, she Mnd ofput things fogether 
forme. And they had men6'oned about a rehab (&) program but you know 
it irrid of goes in one w a n d  out llre other. And lnotniw is sef up 
Ibf you. . (Kern) 

Women who live disconnected fmm supportive athem find it exhausting 

and long for connections. Betti, who is widowed and has no immediate family 

living nearby, describesI 
Maybe with couples they've ahuays got a support system. But b r  people 
on their own with no one in the home and no milit actually in the cly, you 
know there is no fmiiljr support system, them is no physical suppon 
system, there is no one to nm your ermnds. It leaves you ... mentally you 
&hays have a coping sikuatfon. You akays &el that mentally 1 have to 
cope with this. This is what needs to be done. Let's try to have it done. 
Wrausting! (Beth) 

Ellen, who lives with her husband, considers how life might be without that 

important connection with her husband stating, '1 know I couldn't manage if he 

[husband] wasn't hem' (Elen). 

Throughout these women's aorles it becomes evident what a critical role 

family and friend supports have played in helping these women during their 

transition period home and beyond. Social support has becm found to have the 

potential to alleviating or buffering stressful effects d illness (Davis, 1900), 

providing valuable intwpcwsond r8soutc88 (Conn, et d., 1991) md usW, 

dthough only to a certain degreeI for helping a penron purwe making lifestyle 

changes ( F m ,  et al.. 1989). In particular for women, surviving a MI andfor 

C A M S ,  social support has been found to be higher among older women than 

men (Conn, et al., 1991), has been found to be creatively fadl ied and well 

planned by women as well as facilitative of successhrl r8covm*es (HawthorneI 



1993) and has been shown to positivdy affect female mortality and morbidity 

(Young & Kahana, 1993). 

The relevance of a persons pefc8ptim d sodel support are also well 

documented. Perceived social suppoft has also been found to be mom pawcwhrl 

in predicting psychooocial adjustment to chronic illness than the ~ c h t m  of 
composition of the sw'al network (Markle-Reid, 1989). Recognizing the critical 

need for suppoct networks provokes c o n m  for those women lacking supportive 
significant others. lnhome cam has become to be viewed as for?una!e, an -a 

benefit, rather than an expected provision by the health care system. For some 

women the suppo~ of significant 0th- may be perceived to be sufficient, far 

others it may be understood as insufficient From this view a woman's perception 

must always be addressed when exploring understanding her support network. 

On a broader scale however the reliance, on behalf of the health cam system, on 

significant others for providing in-home cars is inadequate and may prove to be 

problematic for many who lack this luxury. 

Connecting with other's who are ill 

Understanding the self through reflecting upon other peoples experiences 

with illness is expressed by these women further illustrating their sense of self-in- 

connection with others. Some women sought connections though knowing 

of/seeing others and talkingllistening to others who had successfully sunrived a 

MI or CABGS. Through these reflections and dialogues these women also 

envision hopeful outcomes for thek own lii. Frieda conveys, 



Re-assurance, self-confidence and health as expanding consdousnne in 
recovery may be facilitated through talking with others who have lived through a 

MI and/or CABGS. Anne describes, 

I had a neighbwr who had surgery snd ma/& what he said to me was, 
'You h o w  when you're tired" and he said. When you're b m  says let's 
quit I'm tire@ he said, 'Listen to W 

Experiences of participating in a women's health support group are shared by 

Beth who states, '...the classes [women's heat s u m  group] at the (hospitar)*s 

been helping me because I've redly listened to hem and I ask questions too.' It 

is worthwhile considering how, through participating in self-help support groups 

in which experiences are shared between women, there may develop a growing 

awareness of the more general patterns of health, how these may relate to 

women's role in society and how they may be oppressed by being kept silent as 

a group. Sharing insights with each other may serve as a catalyst for individual 

change through learning how to cope with our own bodies, how to handle 

encounters with HCP's and where to go for advice or help. This approach to care 

differs from the kind of health education which puts the emphasis on individual 

responsibility for correcting an 'unhealthy lifestyle'' (8lack & Ong, 1986 p.23). 

The source of connection however, does not necessarily have to be with 

others who live with cardiac illness. Blen suggests that, although she 

understands support groups of this nature may work for some, they are not 

appropriate for her. She describes a preference for groups which gather for 

reasons other than illness. 

I could never go to one [support gmup]. f i  it was for enouler mason that 
you got together then /Me cells break OR. I have s church ladies group 
end we have broken off [into smeU intemst/support groups]. (Ellen) 

Ellen's voiced preference, as well as my awareness that only one of the six 

women in this study attend a support group raises the question of a potential 

need to evaluate the concept and approach to cardiac support groups and their 

perceived need by women. 



Reflections upon others. who are perc8('ved to haw, suffered a great deal 

with illness, provide perspective for a few women. Ellen states, 
fii;Bnd had a bypass, knee suqety and same fi-s s M k ,  her lungs 

and is on o w e n  end herhusband, in hhir eghtks hw CMCW. And slm just 
handles it I'm so ibd~n8te. Cornpan.Socls am odious and CM be he@&/. 

You see some of fhose poor souls down them [nursing home] day in cmd 
day ot& they never have a visito~; they haw nothing and Wd make me 
come back end be so thmMul bf what I ham yw know. 

Illness in friends and others might be reflected in a pattern of evolving 

consciousness for women. Being with and talking with others who are 

experiencing illness may be a transfornative process generating new possibilities 

for women's lives. Connecting with others through talking with friends and 

relatives who have experienced illness, pafticipating in a woman's support group, 

and in this research possibly enables women to create further connections 

between their experiences and those of others as narrated in 1 b) 'Talking about 
it is very therapeuticu. The experience of connecting and sharing with others may 

be understood as a re-narrating of their selves as a healthy women through 

embracing their illness experiences as a mminghrl manifesWon of the W e .  

Connecting with others can facilitate women sharing with each other their 

knowledge, experience and feelings, so that nobody thinks that her problems are 

hers alone. .From this shared knowledge and understanding, they cm then 
discuss how to deal with their mutual problems and can gain energy from other 

womenm (Webb, 1986 p.11). 

Another layer of interpretation of the above narratives is from a womenvs 
psychological dwdopment p81spdva. Thk view proposes a theory d self-in 
conmdion faither than individuation (S8(f-OUt4-~0nn~on) (Surrey, 1983). In a 
society which tends to value masculine traits such as independence rather than 
dependence the latter is perceived as a negative trait suggestiang passivity, 
vulnerability and a lack of a strong, independent self. Alternatively a warnen's 



psychdogid development theory generates understanding of ssninconneclion 

which emphasizes a positive growth of women's self in connection with othm. 

Women may tend to prefer maintaining a strong sense of connectedners with 

0th- and to develop their sense of an independent self ftom within such 

connections rather than with-out. It may be perceived that the latter, a moving 

away *om others to form an independent self, may actually produce a low of self. 
Following a MI andlor CABGS women may experience a loss of self as noted 

earlier. This loss of self may be hrlther magnified for women by foreground 

narratives emphasizing individuation, This perspective may fadlitate 

understanding women's desires for connectedness with others as a way of re- 
connecting with themselves in recovq and beyond. 

Weavina the text back throuah the overarchino meta~hor 

Throughout the above narration an understanding of the paradoxical 

nature of these women's experiences as lived within and beyond the boundaries 

of rationality has been generated. These women's experiences are understood 

to be bound by prevailing social and medical narratives which emphasize self- 

reliance wd control over one's health through making rational choices for 

recovery care. F m  beyond such boundaries women share conflich*ng, or 
contrary, experl*ences to those perceived to be rational within the expectabons of 

the foreground. The following is a w-ng of the aforementioned paradoxical 

metathemes and themes back through an overarching metaphor to darify how 

women's experiences are lived both witMn and beyond the boundarr'es d 

rational'i- 

Prevailing foreground nanativts encourage women's compliance with nles 

for a heellhy recovery which have been interpreted as creating a boundary kr 

what it is that a woman ought to do to r8covmy well. TMs view emphasizes being 

in contml and self-reliant through making rational selfear8 and lifestyle choices. 
The abeyance of rules of recovery. is described, by swwal women, to be critical 

to their making perceived rational choices for r~covecy. These rules encourage 



women to make 'the right" lifestyle choices in dbts to lh, what has been 

promoted to be, 'right? and "healthy'. In 0th- w d s  dualbtlc ~~ narratives 
are understood to stress a rela!bnship between healthylfight md rational and that 

of unhealthy/Wmng and irrational. This viw may be understood to generate a 

sense of shame and self-blame should a woman feel. for o r p l e ,  that she is 
unable to control her body/hef health. chooses less than 'healthy" lifaityle 

practices or struggles with changing her lifestyle, perpetdng a monl view of 

illness. This bounded view which emphasiz85 an obey- of rules tor recovery, 

in the name of selfcontrol and indhridud responsibility for health, may also be 

related to generating a discourse of power and entitlement Within this discourse 

women and their heaJth are rendered objects of judgement by others (eg. HCP's) 

who enforce the mrules' and judge women as worthy or not to receive/participate 

in selected aspects of recovery care- Women, subjected to such discourse, may 

in turn begin to doubt their own entitlement to cam if they are not able to, or 

chose not to, follow the "rules". 
The boundaries for self-reliance are similarly shaped by cultural valuing of 

individualism. The expectations for what a woman ought to do to recover well 

encourages self-reliance as illustrated by women's desires to change themselves 

in efforts to reduce their modlable risk factors- Women may perceive their health 
as being their individual responsibility. Their vigilant monitdng of themselves to 

decrease their risk factus and to live healthier lives is evident. Efforts to genmte 

knowledge to understand their bodies physiological functioning illustrates their 
skilfulkress and their ability to respond to and to adhen to the guidelines kr a 

rational recovery. Alternatively a focus on wntrdling the body through a rigid 

adherence may also be understood to render dw body dodle, that is as 
something being acted upon by the self and athero who may emphasize 

'compliance'. This v i w  is interpreted to bind women's experiences to 

expr8~~1'ms of selfreliance and control ww their bodies and illness through 

abeyance, manipulation and training d their bodies. In this way women's 
experiences may be limited to an individual focus. This focus negates the 



sodoecoc~~~ic and political contw wMch are importMt d8tmimnts of 

women's health. 

Women's experlmces are furlher bound by the aqecWons inherent in 
the foregrwnd nanati's to r ~ ~ l y  undemtand the 'SCientW cause of their 

MI andlor need for CABGS. This erp-on may assist women to reduce their 

sense d unceftainty and fear through understanding the physiological 

phenomenon and as such may help them gain pmeimd conW over their 

experience. Alternatively this expaon may also limit women's exploration and 

understanding of their experiences to andyzable comprehensions. 
Foreground narratives governing women's experiences of recovery expect 

self-reliance and control. These expectations are understood to harbour inherent 

contradictions which remain silenced within the boundaries of aforeground realm. 

Rather women struggle with these contradictions, beyond the boundaries in a 

background realm. Their sharing of these inherent contradictiuns illustrates how 

women may engage in a process of communicating background experiences and 

transforming the unknown in the foreground to the more familiar. 

Women share experiencing tensions within the bounded foreground 

expectations to recover with selfcontrol. They describe the umtrollable nature 

of control yet lBtfigng go of the control does not appecu to be an option in the 

foreground realm of their care. Women may a tension between 

privately understanding the unconfroIJab~e nature of OOCIW yet sensing a need 

to be incontrol to meet the bounded fwegrwnd's expecWons. 
While women in recovery desire to generate knowledge to make rational 

choices, as expected by the foreground narratives, they paradoxidly apdmce 
limited support, from the players in the foreground (i.0. W8Stem medidne HCP's), 

for their efforts. Women's struggles and Mated dbts with knowledge 

generation are experienced beyond the boundaries and am shared from a 
background realm. Their experiences illustrate haw, within ahregfound conteuct 

which promotes self cafe and implies selt-control foc one's health, there is a 
paradoxiCBll element of dependency created when knawledge b not readily 



available and rkiLlly shared by HCP's. This depmdmcy k further pwpetuated 

by narratives which bind women as objects of care 0.e. the known') and HCP's 

as experts (Le. the krowefs'). 

Through listening to women's 8)[perienc8s, as they unt;dd in the 

background, understanding how they may move beyond these boundaries is 

generated. Some women do move beyond the isolation in their search for 
knowledge. Moving creatively, albeit not without being challenged by prevailing 

nanaves, these women respect their inner knowing and their capacities to learn. 

Sharing their experiences and knowledge with others and FPAPWng complementary 

practkes are some creative ways in which women dedcribe to promote their own 

healing. 

While women aim to make rational choices to be in control (eg. 

requesting clarification and seeking further understanding their health concerns 

and sharing struggles with lifestyle modifications with their cardiac health from 

HCP's) some paradoxically experience perceiving themselves and being 

perceived by others as "complainersa. Understanding these perceptions 

generates some insight into women's experiences beyond perhaps what the 

foreground dictates to be an acceptable boundary for seeking help in effort to be 

in control. 

Social narratives shaping understandings and expectdoc18 of gender 

behatiour may also layer upon shaping the moral judgements made by othm d 

women in recov8(ym Women have historically been falsely stereotyped as weak 
and complaining. This stereotype continues to inform the pnwdling cultural 

narr~*ves, can plDVjde insigM into how women may desire to avoid publicly 

sharing their sbuggles to stigmatitamion. The subsequent silencing of 
women's voices k related to perpetuating womm's experiences with wfbring 

privately from self-blame far not achieving sekmtrd. From this view it cen be 

understood how concealing authentic expefiences, to avdd stigmatization, may 
promote a fragmentation of a woman's sdf and her subsequent emotional 

distress. 



Narratives in the foreground realm fawur dichotomio'ng illness and the 

body *om tho mind as external entities that the setf mwt control. Haw-, 
women share a sense d having lost a part of thm88(V8S following their 

experience with a MI andfor CABOS. Haw can the Pen be in control of illness md 

the mind if the self is metaphorically lost? Women's experiences with loss of rdf 

are bound, and silenced, by narratives which expect the sdf to be @inconlrola. 

Wain these boundaries the relevance of sM406s remains unacknowledged. 
Yet, as women struggle with control within the foreground constrdnr, they 

simuttan8ously sham, from a background realm, both theh loss d self as well as, 
for some women, a redefining their hW selves. The latter experience of re- 
defining the self is understood as women embradgng illness as a m8anjnorJ 

aspect of their health, that is an experience from which they have learned and 

which has facilitated a re-connecting and expanding of who they are. This 

experience is in contradiction to the narratives of the foreground realm which 

dichotomize health and illness and devalue the relevance of, and potential for 

personal growth within, women's experiences with illness. 

Foreground narratives emphasize individuation, that is a separation from 

others to define the self. This emphasis extends to expectations of indiidual 

responsibility for health. These women emphasize their individual responsibility 

for their health yet simultaneously express a desire for connectedness with othen. 

Through their connections with significant others women described expefimcing 

love, oaring and indusion in the keg d others. Connections d m  with those who 

have 8xpefi8nced, or are cunmtly experiencing, illness help women rnaintdn a 
sense of purpose and, in extension, a sense of self. Undemanding the 

irnponance of connectedness for women's development end maintenance of self 

informs understanding tension's women may experience IMng within a context 
which e m o u ~ e s  the development and maintenance of self as separation of self 

from others. The relevance of women's desires far conC)BCtecim with others are 

understood to be devalued and silenced by nenatkes within the f01eground yet 

are lived with Meal significance, in e background remlrn. 



SwMnarY 
In this chapter an understanding of the paradoxical nature of women's 

experiences, both from within and beyond rnecaphodcal bandukr ddning 

memory and attitude and that of rabConality, has been presented. Understanding 

the contexts in which women t i i  their lives am illustrated as critical for genefating 

insights into the complexly layered experiences d women recovering in their 

homes following a MI and/or CABGS. 





Although these women conveyed efforts to adhem to the apec ta ! i~  inherent 
to these nanabhres they similarly articuIa?ed mperlendng pamdo%ical tensions. 

These women ham survived. They ham W d  thrwgh, around and beyond, the 

bounded cmpecWons of a foreground realm. Their stories of rcKxnrery have 

generated an understanding of women's lives at the fecund dm, or margin, of the 

boundaries. From this view the whde of their experiences with in-hme recovery 

are metaphorlcdly understood as 8 R ~ v e r h g  at the rim: LMng within and 
beyond boundaries'. 

Some of the tensions experienced by these women were conveyed in 
Metatheme la MMernory and Attitude: Dis-membering recovery and living 

positively' and in Metatheme 1 b. 'Memory and Attitude: Re-rnmberhg recovery 
and the negatives'. Women expressed not remembering and a desire to forget 

their recovery experiences yet paradoxicaJly they conveyed understanding and 

valuing the importance of remembering their experiences. Women also 
emphasized living positively and forgetting the negative. Simultaneously they 

described being unable to forget their fears and uncertainties, that is the negative 

aspects of their recovay. These experiences are understood to be shaped by 

foreground expectations which limit women's access to, and verbal expressions 

of, the complexities of their experiences. 
A paradoxical desire to remember their recovery and the negatives is 

interpreted to be communicated by women from beyond the boundaries; porn a 
background realm. It is possible that women may awnmunica!e diiemtfy within 

the foreground constraining boundaries than from within the background. 

Women's communicaitions from the background am understood to rdec! the 

silenced contradictions inherent in the foreground context of cardiac I~COV~(Y 

care. Wwr tensions experienced by these women am understood wiWn the 

realm ob rationalii and were conveyed in Metatheme 2a8Rallonality: Living with 

control and sM-rdiancem and in Metatheme 2b. 'Beyond rationality: Struggling 

with central and self-reliance and seeking connectednessn. These women 
expressed a desire to be in con- and self-reliant through, for example, making 



*rationalB choices for recovefy care. HOW~YBI, tensions were &dent as thy also 
described struggling with their Mort$ to be in control end self-reliant 

Despite conveying perc8ptions that they were ind'~dudb responsibk (i.0. 

self-reliant) for their health these women d m  emphasized the importance d being 

connected with others to help them through recovery. A tension between 
individual responsibility for health and a desire for connectedness, which may 

suggest a recognized shared responsibility for heelth, ilustratw one of the many 

paradoxes experienced by these women in recovery. 
The metaphor 'Recovering at the rim: Uving within and beyond the 

boundaries' has extended my thinking beyond the prevailing -aJ end medical 

narratives which are understood to gown womm's expewiencer of recovery 

within a foreground realm. The narrathtes within these boundaries emphasize 

living positively and forgetting the negative health experiences, that is illness. In 

this view health is valued as the absence of disease which is further emphasized 

by a focus on cure of illness. These narratives also tend to encourage rational 

self-reliance and control over one's health. 

Women's experiences of recovery that do not however meet the 

foreground's expectations tend to be devalued and silenced. Experiences 

silenced within these bound* were revealed by women beyond the 

boundaries; from a background realm. From this realm women h w  shamd the 

impassibility of forggttiDng their experience and desires to remember both their 
positive and negative experiences of recwery. In this way thy described how 
struggles with self-reliance and cOntrOl have been challmging and their 
connections with others that haw enhanced their expdences of r800V81y. 

Frwn b8tWem the boundaries and beyond, rnetaphorldy represarted as 
the rim, new possibilities ham been generated. Through strMng to make 
meaning of these women's lives at the boundary's rim my practice of journeying 
with and understanding the contexh~al and multidimensional nature of w m m ' s  

experiences of inhome recovery has been enhanced. Insights generated from 

this study are suggested to have broader implications for nursing practice and 



edu~*on ,  public education, research ~d health cam pdiq devdopment n d  

r e f m .  

Remaining consistent with the values and assumpont underpinning this 

hermeneulic and feminist approach to knowledge generation and undcKstanding 

of human experiences I offer the following insights in a visiorwy and tentative way 

to keep open the possibility of rereading kr multiple possibi1ib.e~ d 

understanding. The god d int81prBtfve wak  is not to pass on objective 

information to a reader, but to woke in the reader, a new way of understanding 

themselves and the life they are l i i  (Jardine, 1992 p.60) 

Im~lications for nursing madice end education. wblic education. resewch anQ 

health ~olicv reform 

Nursina practice 

1) Many of the women expressed doubt about their abilities to remember or 

to verbally express their experiences. These women's silences may be 

understood as testimonies of their experiences with recovery. In other words, 

their silences may be reflections of experiences women have lived through. 

Women's silences may testify to how women are oppressed into silence by 0th- 

- imprisoned. Alternatively they may reflect a place of sanctuary from which 

women may resist being further devaJU8d. 

Women, in this study, repeatedly emphasized forgetting their expdmces, 
yet they paradoxically shared a desire to remember and Well heir stories for 

themsehres and for others experiencing r8~0~81y. The potential value d retdling 

experiences can be therapeutic for helping women remember and perhaps r e  

write thernsdves. Perhaps nu- can co-weate mutually trusting, womm-centmd 

and empathetic relationships with women in the community to dlabmtivety help 

create relationships within which women's experiencee am valued and in which 

testimonies can be witnessed. This is not to imply that dl women require or 

would want such relationships. Rather this may be one way far nursing to beM 



with women through their experiences d in-home m m m y  which may offer an 
option to enhance women's healing. 

2) An objectified approach to care may be reladed to maintaining and 
perpetuathg a discourse wMch devalues and silences women as icnawledgable 

of their expm*mces. An understanding of how medical nanahm may objectify 

a woman's body, rendering her a Vmvm8 and the health cam pmfBSSional (HCP) 

the ?cnowef, has been generated. From this view women are not respected by 

HCP's as knowledgable, nor am they involved in planning their own recovery 

care. Striving towards generating narratives which respect women as 

knowledgable partners in care need to be thoughtfully considered and promoted. 
Ageist attitudes towards some of these elderly women may also have 

influenced a lack of collaborative interactions between these women and their 

HCP's. These insights have heightened my awareness for the need to challenge 

ageist ideologies which have long informed our knowledge base. lntirnately 

involving women in collaborative long-term discharge planning for their transitions 

back into their homes would enhance women's experiences with recovery. 

Women are entitled to high quality, direct access, multidisciplinary care in 

their communities. Some women's stories reflected a desire for more intense and 

ongoing community based care/suppOCf to help them through recovery. 

Facilitation of mutually trusting rel~*onships and intimate collaboration with 

women recovering in their homes may strengthen the ponsr and influence d 

women's voices in health care and thus thek decision making capacities. 

3) As a nune, having been sodalized within the prevailing medical and rocid 

nana5iveI I may be complicit in emphasizing the forgetting d illness experiences 

and in silencing women's experiences of recovery. Prim to my understanding 
and valuing an interpretive feminist approach to research and pradic8 I redl  

practising frorn the 'HCP as exp- model. Although I member sensing a 
tension at that time, I do not recall rdectlng critically on how the emphasis placed 

upon cure, pathological objedhrity, positivity and health, devalued and excluded 

an understanding the meaning of the health experiences. 



From these women's stories I ham generated a deeper understanding d 

how women's experiences may be silenced by HCW language and dorm, 
which are informed by a pathdogid perspecthm. For axample, women's 
experiences may be fragmented, devalued and silenced by a perspective which 

diagnoses their MI, and in extension their entire experience, to be mild8. Critical 

refkcti-on upon nangtives informing cummt appmadres to care can generate 

inrights which m y  infarm shifts towards care which v a l w  the central impottanc8 

of human health experiences rather than only disease pmcesses. Baron's (1Q85) 

supportive insights are relevant and provoke considemtion. He rdeds, 
Having worked so hard to objectify illness do we not have trouble 
confronting the fullness of the human context in which illness occurs. Haw 
we not in some consequential way. made disease our tocus instead of sick 
people? (Baron, 1 985 p. 606) 

4) Traditional stereotypes, portraying women being weak and complaining, 

are destructive and contribute to silencing expressions of their experiences of 

recovery. In this study, some women expressed perm-ving themselves to be 

complainers as they shared their struggles with self-control and reliance in 

recovery. These perceptions may be shaped by social and medical narratives 

which have traditionally labelled women as weak, irmtional, and complaining. 

Such stereotyping may silence women by encouraging a condmmt  d 

authentic exp811*encets thus promoting a loss of a sense of thek self and emotiond 

breakdown. Working towards diminablmng StweaVping oen tadlitate hding 

interactions W e e n  women and their HCP'S. 

5) Tradidional arItural expectations d women as n w e r r  d othen, rather 

than of thmselves, may Mu- their experiences in recuwy. Women may 
experience partimcular difficulties with 'slowing d m '  in their m M n g  roles in 

efforts to nurture themselves. This tendon may be promotive of wornen's 
experiences with frustration, loss d self, sadness and depression during recovey. 
An awareness of this potential tendon enhances my sensW@ to women's 

experiences in recovery. 



6) Comeaedness with othem may play a rde in women's liver and has been 

a Vdu8ble pcwspeCtive far me to consickr. The desire for connect-, such as 
that gained through nuaring others, has been devalued and labelled negatively 

in many sodal contexts thus contributing to silencing w0mec1's experiences. 
Women, discouraged from acknowledging the value of conmdont for the 

development and maintenance of sense of self, may experience sadness and 

depression from their culturally imposed daily discomeclims. From this view it 
may be understood how depression enters women's lifecycl88. 

€xpdences of sadness and depressions may be layered upon when they 

ere told, by their HCP's, and feel, that they can 'do nothingD following their 

transition home. For many women 'doing8 may mean n u r M i  others, and 
alternatively 'doing nothingn may often result in disconnections from others. From 

this view I have understood how women may experience depression quite 

differently than men. Women might experience losses from no? being able to 

resume their regular routine following a MI andlor CABOS. The potential 

relevance of the resulting loss of connectedness with others end fragmentation 

of a sense of self is critical to consider. Providing suppolt for women in pursuing 

'creative ways of doing' rather than hot doinga may be enhancing of their healing. 

7) Current social and medid narratives am understood to emphasize 
individual responsibility and selfumbd over one's health. This emphasis may 

perpetuate seff~lame as well as well as negate the context d women's tihas. In 

this study, many women described theh health to be their own responsibility and 

something they can control with their mind. From this dualistic view an over)y 
objective underrRanding of the self in relation to the body may be generated and 

contribute to a moral view of sidcness. These women descfibe mpdendng 
paradoxical struggles with the emphasis on individual responsibr'I'i and with W- 
contrd. 

Women's personal lives are poTical. From this view p8csonal ~#~etiences 

are understood as not entirely unique and indidud to us but rather are a co- 

creation of the socioeconomic and political circumstances in which we f i i .  I 



envision nwoing extending it's focus bwond the indi~dud, her problems and the 
pot8nb.a) resulthg blame should a woman be unable to cope with recuvefy or to 

'comply' with the guidelines. rrJs extended view might invdve a focus on the 

context of her life as significant to her expm*ences of recovery thus opening ways 
for different kinds of insights. For example this view may kcus on exploring 

understanding what does the exper*ence of cardiac recovery self-care and healthy 

lifestyles mean for a widowed efdedy woman experhang heat disease, financial 
constraints and ring elone? 

Integrang an understanding of the context of women's lives into the 

coordination of collaborative care planning with women, recovm*ng in the 

community, is central to my approach to my practicee C u m  medical narratives, 
albeit appropriate for treating illness, are understood to be insufficient for caring 

for women's experiences with illness. In this narrative the context of women's 

lives tend to be neglected. Women's economic status, point in their lifespan and 

related health challenges, caregiving and transport issues are some of the critical 

contextual issues to be explored in women's experiences of recovery. For 

example, recognizing that a large percentage of women are economically 

disadvantaged nurse6 can play a key role in developing programs which will help 

these women recover well in the community. As well, dder women may 
experience numerous physical challenges which may limit their access to 

instituti*onatized programs. Current empowerment litemtune may help inform the 

development of supportive emrironmm which address the socioeconomic and 

political contact in which women live. 

8) In a cubm which contimes to idealize a perfect state of health, disease 
may be percdMd as the pdar opposite - a negative event which may give rise 

to uncertainty and fear as it may represent the unknown and the feared. Fear, 
forgetting of the illness experience and rn emphasis on poeitMy was described 

by several women. Some d their attitudes appeared to be influenced by placing 

an emphasis on forgetting the negatives and by a sense of having their heart 



condition 'repaired. through percufaneous translurninal coronary angioplasty 

WTA3. 
Disaufses emphasizing cure are understood rr a way to focus on 

eliminating illness with h o p  of achieving health. Hedth is perceived to be an 

ideal yet ironically one which cannot be entirely ILllilled. Fmm this view I have 

generated some insights about how remembering, sharing end staying with sad, 
negative thoughts regarding illness may be diicuk, if not even undesirable, for 

both the bearer (the woman) and the witneoscw (eg. the nuroe). Sensitivity to how 

I may be complicit in perpetuating the illness/negative and heahhIpoQitive dualism 

helps me shift towards a heeling discourse which synthesizes these dualities. In 

this way I strive to understand how both the positive and negative experimc8s are 

meaningful aspects of health. 

9) Women's experiences may be shaped by power and control strategies 

inherent in prevailing social and medical narratives. In this study, some women 

indicated that many of their fears and uncertainties about how to progress in 

recovecy ware related to their not having enough knowledge nor the opportunity 

to collaborate with their HCP. Women described experiencing not being 

respected as knowledgable of their needs, having their fears devalued (Le. being 

told 'Oh, you'll get over that"), and fram receiving inadequate counselling and/or 
inappropriete referrals for counselling. Might their experiences reflect potential 

power rddons between women and their HCPs? 

How might an approach to health care, shaped by discourses which 

devalue and control women, be bansfonned to indude a centering on women's 
health rether than only illness, their phllosopMer Md ethicel pmpecthm and 
their nanrbhres, hopes and supportive nehnorks? My pradica has extnded to 
becoming mom sensitized to a valuing of women as knowledgable d their 

expdmces. Helping women empower themselves thrwgh a cdlaborative 

generation d supportive structures can enhance women's decision making 

capacities. My sense is that nurses can identify and avoid language which 

devalues women's experiences of fear and uncertainty, can dsarly address 



women's desired choices and abilities to attend or not attend rehabilitation 

programs, and can explore altma!ive choices for r#xwwy cafe in the community. 

Nurses can work cdlabomthrely with women and other disdplkres towards 

designing services in the community deemed appropriate and effUba by 

women. 

10) Women may experience an impulse to make meaning through the 
connection of science to nature. Wthin this approach to generating meaning 
however there may be a paradoxical distoctrin of reality through it's redefinition 

in scientific terms implying that they are the only appropriate terms. In this study, 

many of the women explored understanding and describing the causal threads 

of their cardiac eweMs. There was a tendency to define and language about their 
understandings in scientific medical terms such as their Hsk factorsa namely 

stress, menopause, and nm-tion and physiological parameters such as 
cholesterol levels and risk for blood dotting. 

Talking in a medicalized way, or as Frank (1991) refers to as talking in 

'medicalese', may deny women the complexity of their personal experience and 

may be related to a loss of voice. For example, it is understood that cardiac risk 

factors are important to address in helping facilitate a woman's healing process. 

Yet, an excessive focus on these factom may shape and limit women's access to 

and verbal expressions of their experiences to analyzabk sdmMc events to ba 

manipulated and controlled. Reflecting upon how the complexhies d women's 

experiences might be oveK1ooked by an emphasis on rdmtitic comprehension 

and contrd over bodily events has influenced a oNR in my approach towards a 
practice in wMch women's health experiences am considered to be d central 

importance. 

11) Women convey vigilently monitoring themsehreo to achieve the 
recommended guidelines for conect physical self-care and for making healthy 

lifestyle changes. The emphasis on adherence to such guidelines while helphl 

may also reflect issues of power, control and manipulation of women's bodies. 

From this penp8Cbgve women can be understood to be treated as docile bodies; 



as behg acted upon. Might such a view expect w m m  to o b 9  the predefined 

guideline? How might a woman be viewed if she doer not obey or rather if her 

body does not obey hen Might the promotion of self-imposed illness be implied? 

These relledons continue to pmturb my thinking and haw mtributed to a shift 

towards more awareness of the potential power and control issum inherent in 

dialogues between HCP's and women about 'recovery guidelinesm. 

12) There may be potential moral judgements made by Western HCP's wlro 

view the use of complementary practices as .Unscientific'. Some women in this 

study chose to explore the use of complementary health cam practices to 

enhance their healing and one sensed having her actions disapproved by afriend 

and by HCP's informed by Western medid perspectives. Consideration for how 

such marginalization may affect women's healing process appears to be 

important for understanding women's experiences with recovery. In my practice 

women are respected as knowledgeable about their health experiences and as 

partners in healing. Supporting an understanding of and continued research of 

complementary health practices facilitates supportive and collaborative 

relationships between myself, the women I work with and other HCP8s. 

13) Guidelines for recovery may provide rational, 'scientifically based: 

boundaries thus helping women set well defined goals in recovery. Alternativw 

these guidelines emphasize a woman's limitations, rather than her strengths, and 

convey a sense of being behind the expected norm. Other eapdences may also 

layer on a women's perception of being behind the norm. For example, other 

people's expectations of wmm with cardiovascular disease (CVD), who's 

functional limitations are dten lmr(siblem, to msurne Wnnala actMties may 
magnify women's perceptions of thdr limitations particularly when they are not 

able to keep upm wHh others. Not Wing homurla may be experienced as 
frightening, silenang and alimatin~. Awareness of the putmtial tw wch 

experiences in recovery has heightmed my senshiv& in practice. 

14) Many women in this study emphasized a desim to be in control yet 
paradoxically described feeling out of control. Some expressed being exhausted 



from the constant vigilance required to maintain such control. One w m  
described a fragmentaton d herself has been precipitated by her dlculty with 

controlling her losses. It is possible that practising Worn an approach which 

expects personal control may liml the ability to listen to, understand and support 

the experiences of women who indeed struggle with cocrtrol and/= do not find the 

illness experience acontrdlablem. Fucthmore this approach negatm the value d 

living in the present, learning from the illness expmgence and getting in touch with 

one's self. Approaching practice in a way which does not emphas&e the need 

for control may enhance women's exper*mces of rBcovBly. Underotanding m e  
of the many struggles women may experience with the un-contrdlable nature of 

control I envision supporting women to accept their experience in an open way 
as thein and as one that is not solely under their personal control. 

15) Understanding these women's desires for connections through supportive 
networks, has provoked my concern for those women without supportive 

significant others. Although women stress self-reliance in recovery they 

paradoxically described a desire for connectedness with others. These 

connections have been understood to enhance women's experiences of recovery. 

Connections with others generate support systms which can offer women with 

assistance with setfare during recovery. Cmdons with 04h81s may also help 

develop and maintaion a woman's sense of self which may be fragmented 

following her experience of a MI andlor CABGS. Understanding what supportive 
networks are available and desirable for women in the community is critical to 

helping faciliie women's heeling. 

16) Following their transition home most of these women were cared for in thek 
homes predominantly by female family membem. Thess insights provoke m 
awareness ofthe need to help 8ssess whether women's caregfvers, who are often 

female, are realistically able to take on caregiving work in addition to their 

potential other family work. 'Nurses evaluating home care situations need to 

discuss the economic consequences of choosing to provide kin camm (Ward, 1991 

p. 103). The expectations for female family members to automatically take on care 



159 

of the sick and elderly relatives should be questioned rather than p v e d .  

It is interesting to note that Webb (1986) has found that many of her nusing 

colleagues expected female family members to be involved with the caring for ill 
and elderly family. However, I envision some ways in which nurses can contribute 

to a rejection of sexist ideologies through, for example, helping create non-sexist 
supportive networks for women in temmy and insisting that caregiving is not 

entirely women's work. 

17) It b possible that many women may alter their communications in a 
foreground (public) realm while as background (private realm) communicators 

convey what has been silenced by the foreground. Through participabing in this 

study, for example, these women ilustrated how they can generate ways of living, 

thinking, and being, beyond the foreground boundaries. Nurses can help women 

to publicly challenge experiences that have been silenced by the foreground. In 

this way women's private discourses may be brought into the public sphere. This 

shift may extend nurses understandings of women's experiences with recovery 

and further the co-creation of supportive heding environments. 

Nursina education 

Knowledge generated in this study from a hermeneutic feminist perspective 

has the potential to influence nursing curricula on the significance of interpretive 

and feminist approaches to nursing cam and research, women's experience with 

heM disease, women's health care, and community based nursing by 

emphasizing the critical influence d the sadoemnomic and polMcrl confact kr 

which women live their lives. 
If feminist approaches, such 8s rdexMty, were embraced in nursing 

pedagogy students might be encooraged to pdcipate in ongoing rdectiocw 
abwt their own assumptions, biases and undmtandings in thek approach to 

practice. Reflexivity has been described as an important element for advanced 

num*ng practice (Ruffing-Rahal, 1992). Reflexive #inking can help generate in- 

depth understanding of the inherent tensions and contradictions within one's own 
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frameworks of understanding (Lather, 1988). Feminist pedagogy has been 

described to help nurses m d l y  reflect upon end envision possibilies and 

implement strategies in elforts to transfm thdr nursing practice (Bough, 1992; 

Boughn & Wang, 1994; Keddy, 1995; Hedin 8i Donovan, 1989; Henrich & WM, 

1 993; Ruffmg-Rahal, 1 $92)). 

If intecp18tiv8, meaning-centred and feminist approaches were embraced 

in nursing pedagogy women, their experiencer, and the contBXfLIality of their lives 

could be understood as central to nursing's caring practices with women. Some 

cunent progressive nurse philosophers such as Bmner (1994) support an 

interpretive approaches to nursing care. Harvey (1993) has descri'bed how an 

interpretive approach underpins and enhances her advanced practice nursing. 

Kleinman (1 988) and Baron (I 985) have emphasized how an interpretive meaning 

centred approach to medid education, which I have extended to nursing 

education, can help practitioners to understand illness in a way that the traditional 

paradigm does not This approach can enhance the provision of more effective 

care through encouraging a liberation from people's potentid preoccupations with 

bodily processes and from technically narrow and dehumanizing versions of 

treatment perpetuated by a traditional medical approach to client care (Kleinman, 

1988). My practice has been enhanced through an interpretive practr*ce which 

helps me generate and remain open to possibilities for undemanding and cuing 

for human health experiences ra!hw than 18Sfn*cting my understanding to a 
control of disease processes. 

Making meaning of women's stories of inJIome recovery has increased my 
sendtMty to women's experiences bath within the hospital and within thdr 

community. This in turn has increased an undmtading of myself as a nurse 
intmchmng with women. In this way I anticipate how nurses and nursing students 

can benefit from h d n g  and making meaning of peoplew experiences through 
an interpretive practice. The only way fw nurses to know the other as individual 
is by speaking with them, not about them8 (Gadow, 1990). 
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Public Educdm 
Nurses in the community can be key cdlaboratwr with women to increase 

legislators and policy makers swarmess of womm's inhoine r#xnnry needs. 

Women need to be provided with ongoing sources through which to voice their 

recovery needs. More opportunities for choice are required. Women must be 

provided with options from which they can be a part of the dedsion making 

processes shaping what health care services they require and how these oervoces 
are designed. In this way supportive heeling emrirorrnmtr may be created. 

Nurses in the community can be important resource people for these women, 

facilitating a voice and access to current services and the creation of new, women 

Centred s ~ ~ c ~ s .  
There is great potential for nurses to work collabomtively with women, such 

as in heart support group settings. In such environments there may be an 

opportunity to encourage both nurses and the women they are working with to 

participate in a process of self analysis and analysis of wider social processes. 

In this way understanding contexts influencing women's health may provoke 

sthulation to pursue making health care provision changes as defined by 

women. 

R e s 8 r n  

1) This research provides an unclerotanding d how m e  women many 

experience in-home recovay following a MI md/w CABGS. It generates meaning 

and focuses on the context of women's f i i  thus deepening ow cunemtly 
fragmented understanding of this phemenon in an open and generative way. 
It addresses gender bias operating in research and practice invoMng women and 
heart disease. TNo study also helps bridge a gap between actant resear& and 
nursing practlca where there k limited dient centred research to suppoR current 

practice directions towards community based, dient centred care. Feminist 

research challenges tradition and off- the nurse an oppolbrnity to investigate 

nursing and nursing research approaches in a different way (Sigsworth, 1996). 



2) Women who pardodpated in this study are ofanglo~s~~(on backgrounds and 
largely middle class. Further research with women h m  varied ethnic 

backgrounds and socioeconomic conditions is needed in recognition that their 

experiences within a patri'archd white society can be quite dierent 

3) The age of the women in this study ranged fmm fifty bur to eighty. The 
experiences of women in recovwy crt v 0 n g  lifestages wanant further 

understanding to help sensitize our recov;ery care approaches with women's 

throughout the lifespan. Funhennore, studies ofwomen's eocperlence with ageism 

in cardiac recovery cafe may provide very useful insights for improvements in 

health care approaches. 

4) In this study women described various reasons fof not participating in 
cardiac rehabilitation programs. Two women described not being referred. One 

indicated she would not have attended even if she were referred. She perceived 

the environment as inappropriate for her, describing it as dogmatic. The other 

had been told by her physician that she did not need to attend a rehabilitation 

program despite her interest in partiocipating. A third woman indicated receiving 

a very untimely referral - six months after her CABGS. A fourth woman, who had 

declined a refed,  was financially unable to leave work to attend a program which 

was available during daytime hours only. A sixth had attended a program swwd 
years earlier and did not feel that it was necessary to reattend as she was well 

informed from h a  earlier participation. She also described tha her dder age and 

increased fetigue lev€& haw also restricted her from reattending, what she had 

previously experienced as, an interrss rehabilitation program. Two older women, 

one living out of the city in which the program is anJable, described 

transportation access and limited perking to be issues. 
Further studies may seek to generate an undBCSfBndIng d how the context 

of women's lives may influence their partidpatlon in cardiac rehabilitation 

programs. As well how might women's perceptions of cardiac rehabilitation 

programs influence their participation rates? 



Extant research findings indicate that large numbers of women who 

experience cardiac events am nut tefkmd, elect not to attend, or discontinue with 

a formal cardiac rehabilitation program at a significantly higher rate that do men 
(Haskell. 1993; King & Jenten, 1995; Low, 11993). Johnson and Morse (1 990) and 

Low (1993) havo speculated that existing programs more adequately address 

male perspectives. If so, how might approaches to program dwdopment, 

prevailing discourse and environments be transformed to be modified to be mom 
attractive for women? Another study might seek to undenffand how women who 

have experienced a MI andlor CABGS envision healing environments in their 

community. 

5) Other research avenues may be to focus on one specific metatheme, for 

example memory, attitude or rationality, within women's experiences to generated 

more in-depth understanding of these particular metathemes. Another potential 

area of study evolving from this research b in generating further understanding 

of women's sense of self in recovery following a cardiac event 

Health care policv develoment and reform 

1) Understanding women's experiences as silenced and bounded by pre- 

defined societal expectations has implications for hdth care policy development 
and reform. As we move towards an era emphasizing community based care we 
mud address the impact this might have on women caring for othen in the 

community. Many of the women in this study shered having bdng cared fw by 

their daughters, granddaughters and nieces at some pdnt dving their in-home 
recovery. Cunently our health can, system io shortening hospital stays and the 

emphasizing community based can. This shift increases the wpdd labour of 

wives, md daughtm and other wmm who Rnd that they am obligated to do 
caregiving work for free - which is a subsidy women provide to the general social 

wetfare (Weud. 1991). There is a need to advocate for finrndd compensation 

rather than insisting that women need help in balancing work and family life, the 
latter which only creates more obligation to do unpaid caregiving work and 



reduces women's long term financial stabilii* Until publicly supported w i v i n g  

is adequately hmded, we can insist that camgiving is not entirely women's w o k  

2) As hdth we is a human rlght access to thk right needs to be faif and 
equitable. These women's stories conveyed a need to explore impravemecrtr in 
institutional and agency care to understand and meet women's in-home health 

needs following a MI and/or CABGS. In order to assure their rights to fair and 
equitable cardiac health care an opening of the b ~ u n d ~ e s  currently governing 

and limiting women's access to cardiac recovery cers as well as to themselves 

at the centre of their own health must be undertaken. Heatth needs to be 

understood from women's perspectives. These women stories implied a need for 

personalized, convenient, collaborative and flexible care sewices Worn a 
perspective that values women as knowers of their experiences. 

3) If health is to be understood as more than an individual responsibility it is 
possible that a process of personal empowerment which includes the creation of 

supportive socioeconomic, political and legal environments for decision making 

in health care can be envisioned. When designing community based healing 

programs from this view, understanding the context of women's socioeconomic 

and political environments would be central to the design. 'A woman's experience 

in the health care system is not an isolated phenomrnm but one which is 

influenced by and in turn influences wider themesa (Lewin & Olesen, 1985 

p.3). For example a woman's agef financial status and need to work, the nature 

of her social environment including her sad*, supportive networks, the 

complexity of her health challenger, whether or not she is medically ref& to 

a rehabilitation program, and her perceptions of a rehabilitation program are only 

a few of many possibilities which may influence her desire to and ability to 

participate in programs that may enhance her healing. 
From this view the need to cdlaboratively reevaluate, with women, the 

design and image of current cardiac rehabiloMon programs and r e f d  policies, 

and community based recovery care -ces may be understood. It is also 
possible that by promoting direct access to a broader range of community based 



care options, such as public health nursing and homecare cardiac recovery are, 
the availabilii of options for women's healing pmctkes would be enhanced. 

4) Understanding women's experiences as b a i ~ g  siienced begs fuaher 
reflection upon how they might be silenced and c0clsideratims for how to help 

women redaim their voices to further inform health care policy reform. N u m  
can co-weate healing relationships wHh women in the community to facilitate a 

hearing and an understanding of women's voices. For example nurses can 
articulate and/or support women's artiiasiis of their visions for cam to local 

community agencies providing such funding. 

Personal refiections on the o m  
Researching women's lived experience of in-home recovery following a MI 

andlor CABGS has been both personally and professionally enlightening. 

Immersing myself in learning the hermeneutic tradition has brought forth a change 

in selfunderstanding. Interpretive inquiry has been described, by Gadamer 
(1977) to involve a risk of 'self-loss' (p.51) and by Jardine (1992) to also involve 

We recovering of a sense of self that is different from the one which we began 

such inquires' (Jardine, 1 992). 

Interpretive inquiry has encouraged me to explore understanding language 

as a powedul medium for understanding and has contributed towards a more 

reflexive, connected and tentatke approach to my Hnifing, reading and speaking. 

Moreover, it has challenged me to remain open to multiple possibilities far 

understanding. Throughout this practice my approach to life, in which I pmdce 

nurdng, has undergone a significant transition. 
Re-visioning my feminist valuer generated another connected layer for self 

rediscovery throu~h critical self-fellection. Feminist writers have plovoked n w  
insights into women centred resear& approaches and helped me to hfurther 

broaden my understanding d women's heatth within a socioeconomic and 

political context Practising nursing from afeminist perspective has increased the 

breadth and depth of my approach to working with women. 



This rerearch endeavour has been an journey over hiIb and through fertile 

valleys from which I have come to better understand not only the ptwmnenan 
of study but also mysdf. I have begun to appreciate my life journey, in which I 

praaCce nursing, as an experience in which new meanings are continually 

generated from within Me's inherent tensions. Struggling to let go of the desire 
for control and to trust in the process of creative, interpretive inquiry has provided 

me with insights from which to continue to shift towards a more open end 

generative way of questioning and living. 

The perspectives which have informed my interpretations are only a few of 

many which will continue to broaden my understanding of women's experiences 

with recovery following an MI and/or CABOS and enhancing my caring 
relationships with women. I have aimed to present my interpretations as 

perturbing insights which may provoke further refkction and create room for new 

possibilities. Through respecting the women who have participated in this study 

as 'knowersa of their experiences I have come to a deeper understanding that I 

will never fully knowm them. Moving towards a letting go of certainty and the 

illusion of Mowingm and rather strMng towards an allowing of an embracement 

of uncertainty and focused listening continues to be challenging and rewarding 

for me. Griffin's (1982) articulate expressions reflect my experience. She 

describes, 

to learn to live with questions. With uncertainty. With unknowingnesa At 
times frightening, at times this susp8nsim makes me fall in love with the 
world. I find myself laughing. I am surprised and delighted. fhe universe 
holds a secret larger than me. I listen. (Griffin, 1982 p.290) 
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0. Letter d invitation to Participate 

E. consent F m  

F. Thematic Statements 



INFORMAL 
NETWORKS 
( coflegues. fiiends, 
neighbows) 

b L 

lden fifica tion 

,I 
Contacts are informed of 
the project and provided 
with recruitment packages 
to give to potential 
participants. 

FORMAL ' 
NETWORICS 
( Health clinics, 
community 
nurses,ncwspapers) 

Phase 7- 
Formal networks are 
informed of the project and 
orovided with recruitment I 
backages for potentid 
participants. Clinics are 
provided with letter of 
invitation for posting. 
Newspapers are provided 
with a recruitment bulletin. 

Interested, potential participant voluntarily telephones researcher at which tim cbt I 

study, criteria ,and.comcnt will be reviewed. 

Criteria met and 
verbal onsent given 

, 

Negotiation Phase 

Conversations begin at mutual site & tim. 
Re~eazcher calls one day prior. to confirm Contact 
number for cancellation provided Written consent 
sought at first meeting. 

I Criteria not met and/or 
consent not giwn 

their time and 
consideration- 
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Project Title: Women's lived experiences of in-home recovery following a 

myocardial infarction (HI) ond/or coronary artery bypass g ra f t  

surgery (CAW) 
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APPENDIX O 

Lett81 of iclvitafion to Participate 

You are invied to partkipare in a st& c;rpkb~g: 
WOMEN'S EXPERIENCES OF IN-HOME RECOVERY 
FOLLOWING A HEART ATTACK AND/OR CORONARY 

ARTERY BYPASS GRAFT SURGERY 

WOULD YOU LIRE TO SHARE YOUR STORY? 

This letter of invitation has been fonvarded by your friend or health care 
professional, in confidence. on behalf of Evelyn Valge. Evelyn is a Mmer of 
Nu,,ing student at The University of Calgary who is interested in having infonnal 
conversations with you to understand your experience of recovering at home after 
your heart attack d o r  coronary orrery bpass grajl surgery (CABG). 

I f  you are female, have hod a heart attack and/or CMGS surgery one - two years 
ago, chose not to at tedor  discontinued attending a fonnol cardiac re~i i i tu t ion  
program, are willing to share your story and interested in participring ask the 
receptionist for a recruitment package. For more infornurtio~ please contact or 
leave a message for Evelyn Volgc at 270-7265 weehhyssfna 9-5' 

This sNdy is k ing  cummed out under the auspices Qthe Faculty of Nursing at Z h  
Universiv cf Chlgav- 



consent F m  

T h i s c o n ~ f m  aco~dwhichhasknghrm toyou. bon(yputofih.prarrr 
ot infanned consent. It should giv. you Ihe bask k h  ot what the remarch is about md 
your partkipation will invdw. l you would like mon detail about something r n m  hm, 
or infomatin not included hue, pf- ask Pkrrt, take the time to read this form careWy 
and to understand any accompanying krlbrrnatlon. 

I would like to invite you to parkipate in a study aploring women's expeHnar with 
in-home r8~0~81y tdlowing 8 myowdW infarction (MI) and/or coronary utwy bypass graft 
surgery (CABGS). Research indicates that heart disease has bean inaccurately perceived as 
predominantly a male concern. statistics now indicate that il is similarly a women's health 
issue. However, women's in-home etXperi0n~ with urdkc recovery have baen under- 
researched and as such possibly misund81stQOd. It is hoped )Id by learning more about the 
meaning of women's experiences with r-ery, we might fadtitate options for improved 
health sewices that are deemed suitable by women and which would enhance women's in- 
home recovery and overall wellbeing foHowing a cardiac event 

In coIIaboration with health care professionak or through informal networks, potential 
participants am being reauited. Whhw or not you agr- to participate is entidy up to you 
(md will in no way Mect the care you may be receiving by a h- cam ptdessimal. I will 
not share the names of this SWWS p W k i p ~ t ~  wilh ~ y o n r .  It MI k yow opOkn to mul 
your putidpatior\ to whomeuw you choor;e. If at any time you dedde not to continue in the 
p r q a  you am free to withdraw without any disadvantag8 to you. 

Our comurcllknr wO k audk-taped to m u m  the accuracy of the mmuiptbn~ 
which will be used aa data in thk 8Wy. howevu your kn num win not be recorded. You m 
free to turn oST ih. audio-tape et Mythe. Anything you my will rernain confidmlial. I will be 
making some kM mtrr d ~ f h g  out ~ ~ ~ v e m t k r i t  whkh will hdp rne undmtmd what you 



Tkk prqect is being completed as put d my Master o( Nursing Wkr under tho 
supwision of Or. Surdn Tmm. Whrn the resub from this research am wmmu(ud ud 
presented h writing, no names, addreme8 or phone numben will be used, and tho aita ot 
the data cofl8C61on MI be kept conffdential. 0- cannot be traced back to you. Th. W n p  
will be reported as themes of a number ofwomsn'r experiences with in-home rec~ery.  E v  
possible measure will be taken to protect your prfvacy. You will be offered a copy oS 
the research findings. NO cost will be 6mned by you as a testdt of thh study nor will there 
be any financial compensation for your prvticipalion. 

Your signature on #is form indicdes thrt you have understood to your satisfaction 
the information regarding participalion in Ihe rawarch project and agree to partkipate. In no 
way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researcher, sponsors, or invdved 
institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the 
study at any time. Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, 
so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new infomation throughout your 
participation. If you have lwther questions concerning matters related to this research, please 
contact 

Evelyn Vdge at the Faculty d Numing, 220.6262. 

Signatura of putidpnt Signature of resew* 

A copy of kk consent knn has km ghnn to you to keep for your rewdt  and reference. 



APPENDIX F 

Metadheme la Memow and AtWude:Ms-membednca recovenr and I Mng 
ewb!c 

eIdodtknowwhattotdlyou 
a It was really nothing 
a Good! Mom's back! 
a Putting it out of your mind 

Just a mild heart attack 
a Having a positive attitude 

experiencesn 
W ~ n g  to remember what I wanted to forget 

0 Talking about it is very therapeutic 
a I was so scared 

What can we do to make our lives better? 
a Adapting to daing nothing 

Metatheme 2a 'Rationalitv: Livina with control and sel f re l i~~e '  
You've got to obey the rules to get better 

a It's dl up to you 
a I think I had a heart attack because... 

Metasheme 2b. '8eyond rationalitv: Stfumlina with control and self-rdian~ 
and lmdm for connectednessm 

I1.s exhausting to kkeep on assessing end lMng 
rn The learning has been pretty much myself 
a I began to fed that sometimes these things are necessary 
a Feeding behind the n m  
a Fed@ like a chronic complainer 
a I've kd the smaing or the other that I had behe 

I guess you really nemd somebody 




